
                          

     

     

                    

                    

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Before the Wife begins her tale, she shares information about her life and her experiences in a prologue. The Wife of 
Bath begins her lengthy prologue by announcing that she has always followed the rule of experience rather than 
authority. Having already had five husbands "at the church door," she has experience enough to make her an 
expert. She sees nothing wrong with having had five husbands and cannot understand Jesus' rebuke to the woman 
at the well who also had five husbands. Instead, she prefers the biblical command to go forth and multiply. 
To defend her position, the Wife refers to King Solomon, who had many wives, and to St. Paul's admonishment that 
it is better to marry than to burn. Having shown a knowledge of the Bible, she challenges anyone to show her that 
God commanded virginity. Furthermore, sexual organs are made both for functional purposes and for pleasure. And 
unlike many cold women, she has always been willing to have sex whenever her man wants to. 
The Wife of Bath then relates tales about her former husbands and reveals how she was able to gain the upper hand 
("sovereignty") over them. Unfortunately, just at the time she gains complete mastery over one of her husbands, he 
dies. Then she explains how she gained control over her fifth husband. 
At her fourth husband's funeral, she could hardly keep her eyes off a young clerk named Jankyn, whom she had 
already admired. At the month's end, she and Jankyn were married, even though she was twice his age. As soon as 
the honeymoon was over, she was disturbed to find that Jankyn spent all his time reading, especially from a 
collection of books that disparaged women. One night, he began to read aloud from this collection, beginning with 
the story of Eve, and he read about all the unfaithful women, murderesses, prostitutes, and so on, that he could find. 
Unable to tolerate these stories any longer, the Wife of Bath grabbed the book and hit Jankyn so hard that he fell 
over backwards into the fire. He jumped up and hit her with his fist. She fell to the floor and pretended to be dead. 
When he bent over her, she hit him once more and again pretended to die. He was so upset that he promised her 
anything if she would live. And this is how she gained "sovereignty" over her fifth husband. From that day until the 
day he died, she was a true and faithful wife for him. Her tale, which follows, reiterates her belief that a happy 
match is one in which the wife has control. 
A lusty young knight in King Arthur's court rapes a beautiful young maiden. The people are repulsed by the knight's 
behaviour and demand justice. Although the law demands that the knight be beheaded, the queen and ladies of 
the court beg to be allowed to determine the knight's fate. The queen then gives the knight a year to discover what 
women most desire. 
The year passes quickly. As the knight rides dejectedly back to the court knowing that he will lose his life, he suddenly 
sees 24 young maidens dancing and singing. As he approaches them, the maidens disappear, and the only living 
creature is a foul old woman, who approaches him and asks what he seeks. The knight explains his quest, and the 
old woman promises him the right answer if he will do what she demands for saving his life. The knight agrees. When 
the queen bids the knight to speak, he responds correctly that women most desire sovereignty over their husbands. 
Having supplied him with the right answer, the old crone demands that she be his wife and his love. The knight, in 
agony, agrees. On their wedding night, the knight pays no attention to the foul woman next to him. When she 
questions him, he confesses that her age, ugliness, and low breeding are repulsive to him. The old hag reminds him 
that true gentility is not a matter of appearances but of virtue. She tells him that her looks can be viewed as an 
asset. If she were beautiful, many men would be after her; in her present state, however, he can be assured that he 
has a virtuous wife. She offers him a choice: an old ugly hag such as she, but still a loyal, true, and virtuous wife, or a 
beautiful woman with whom he must take his chances. The knight says the choice is hers. And because she has "won 
the mastery," she tells him, "'Kiss me . . . and you shall find me both . . . fair and faithful as a wife." Indeed, she had 
become a lovely young woman, and they lived happily ever after. 
 

 
The Wife's prologue is unique in that it is longer than the tale itself. The Wife of Bath uses the prologue to explain the basis 
of her theories about experience versus authority and to introduce the point that she illustrates in her tale: The thing 
women most desire is complete control ("sovereignty") over their husbands. Because she has had five husbands, the Wife 
feels that she can speak with authority from this experience, and, in the prologue, she tells how she got the upper hand 
with each of them. 
In Chaucer's time, the antifeminism of the church was a strong controlling factor. Women were frequently characterized as 
almost monsters; they were sexually insatiable, lecherous, and shrewish, and they were patronized by the church 
authorities. Women were not allowed to participate in church doctrine in any way. Likewise, in Chaucer's time, a second 
marriage was considered suspect, so the Wife of Bath carefully reviews the words of God as revealed in scripture. And her 
knowledge of scripture (although confused at times) reveals that she is not simply an empty-minded woman. Nowhere, 
she confesses, can she find a stricture against more than one marriage, save the rebuke Jesus gave to the woman at the 
well about her five husbands. But this, she confesses, she cannot understand. Furthermore, in Chaucer's time, perpetual 
virginity received considerable praise; some of the saints were canonized because they preferred death to the loss of their 
virginity, or some struggled so fiercely to retain their virginity that they were considered martyrs and were canonized. 
After the Wife of Bath departs from the holy scriptures, she appeals to common sense — if everyone remained a virgin, she 
offers, who would be left to give birth to more virgins? Even more basic, she maintains that the sex organs are to be used 
for pleasure as well as for procreation: She admits that she is a boisterous woman who enjoys sex and is not ashamed of it 
— a violation of the medieval view that saw sex as justified only for procreation. She also denies the popular belief that 
women should be submissive, especially in matters of sex. 
The reader should remember that the Wife's arguments, in all cases, go against the authorities of the church and that she is 
a woman who prefers her own experiences to scholarly arguments. The truly remarkable aspect of the Wife of Bath's 
prologue is not her argument with the mores of her time or with the strictures of the church, but the very wonderful 
portrait of a human being. She is a woman of great vitality, a woman who is wonderfully alive and responsive. And after 
five husbands and hardships — she has lost her beauty and her youth — she has survived. She has the power to enjoy life 
with a zest denied the other dour pilgrims, and she has the will to enjoy what she cannot change. 
The Wife of Bath's Tale is referred to technically as an exemplum, a story told to illustrate an intellectual idea. In this case, 
the tale is to provide an answer to the question "What do women most desire?" Even though Chaucer had some of the 
ideas from other sources (the Roman de las Rose as elaborated by Jean de Meun, and St. Jerome's comments on celibacy 
in Hieronymous contra Jovinianum), he reshaped the tale to fit in with the Wife of Bath's introduction and her basic thesis 
that women most desire "sovereignty." For example, Chaucer uses an older shrew — the Wife of Bath who has just married 
a man twenty years younger than she is — as the narrator telling a story about an old hag who gains sovereignty over her 
youthful husband and the result being that the couple live a contented and a long, happy life. 
Throughout the Wife's tale, traditional values and headships, that is leadership and supremacy, are reversed or 
overthrown. At the beginning of the tale, King Arthur submits to the rule of Guinevere (thus abandoning both his headship 
of the state and his headship of the family); the ladies of the court, instead of the men, serve as justices; and the authority 
of books and scriptures gives way to experience. Furthermore, the knight, a rapist who has violated the sanctity of a young 
girl's chastity, is redeemed by another woman, albeit a hag. Finally, in the choice the hag offers the knight, both choices are 
intolerable. Thus, when he lets her make the decision, he has abandoned the male's sovereignty in favour of the woman's 
rule, thus turning the medieval world-picture "up-so-doun." 
 

 
 
"Five husbands . . . at the church door" In Chaucer's time, a wedding was performed at the church door and not inside the church or chapel. 
Mark can tell The miracle of the loaves and fishes and the barley bread is actually John, not Mark (see John VI:9), but this is a slight error for a woman of the Middle Ages to make. 
Ptolemy . . . almagest Ptolemy was a second century a.d. astronomer whose chief work was the Almagest. The Wife of Bath's quote shows that she is familiar with such a famous person. 
Dunmow Fliatcah a prize awarded to the married couple in Essex who had no quarrels, no regrets, and, if the opportunity presented itself, would remarry each other. The Wife is still establishing the right of more than one marriage. 
Argus . . . pull his beard a mythological giant with a hundred eyes whose duty was to guard a mortal (Io) whom Zeus loved. By Chaucer's time the word referred to any observant, vigilant person or guardian. 
Three Misfortunes, Thinges Three reference to Proverbs xxx, 21-23. 
quoniam a vulgar designation for the female pudendum, or vulva. 
Venerien . . . Marcien astrological terms. 
Ecclesiasticus, Ecclesiaste See xxv: 29. 
Valerie and Theofraste a work attributed to Walter Map, a minor satirist who disparaged marriage. All the writers the Wife of Bath quotes have written something either antifeminist, satiric, or unpleasant about marriage. 
Valerius, Tullius, Boethius, Seneca writers who espoused that gentility comes from within and not from outward appearances. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                               

                              

 

 

 

 

  

Other collections of tales existed before Chaucer's, the most famous being Boccaccio's Decameron, in which three young lords and 
seven young ladies agree to tell tales while they stay in a country villa to avoid the plague that is ravaging the cities. Because 
each of Boccaccio's narrators belongs to the same high social class, the Decameron tales are similar in their sophistication. 

Chaucer, however, came up with the ingenuous literary device of having a pilgrimage, a technique that allowed him to bring 
together a diverse group of people. Thus Chaucer's narrators represent a wide spectrum of society with various ranks and 
occupations. From the distinguished and noble Knight, we descend through the pious abbess (the Prioress), the honorable Clerk, 
the rich landowner (the Franklin), the worldly and crude Wife, and on down the scale to the low, vulgar Miller and Carpenter, 
and the corrupt Pardoner. 

Aside from the high literary standard of The Canterbury Tales, the work stands as a historical and sociological introduction to the 
life and times of the late Middle Ages. During Chaucer's time, regardless how brilliant and talented one might be, there was no 
way for a commoner to move from his class into the aristocracy. Chaucer, however, made that leap as well as anyone could. As a 
commoner, he was familiar with and was accepted by the lower classes as well as by the higher classes; thus, throughout his life, he 
was able to observe both the highest and the lowest, and his gifted mind made the best of these opportunities. 

Chaucer's genius at understanding basic human nature made him the great poet he was. He knew the world from many aspects, 
and he loved most of his characters. The mature adult would find it difficult not to like such characters as The Wife of Bath, even 
with all her bawdiness, or the Miller with his vulgarity that amuses rather than offends sophisticated readers. Chaucer presents the 
world as he sees it, and he shares one quality with all great writers: He is a delight to read. 

 

 

The Wife of Bath is intriguing to almost anyone who has ever read her prologue, filled with magnificent, but 
for some, preposterous statements. First of all, the Wife is the forerunner of the modern liberated woman, and 
she is the prototype of a certain female figure that often appears in later literature. Above all, she is, for the 
unprejudiced reader, Chaucer's most delightful creature, even if some find her also his most outrageous. Her 
doctrine on marriage is shocking to her companions, evoking such responses that the single man never wants 
to marry. For the Clerk and the Parson, her views are not only scandalous but heretical; they contradict the 
teachings of the church. In fact, her views prompt the Clerk to tell a tale of a character completely opposite 
from the Wife of Bath's tale. 

Her prologue presents a view of marriage that no pilgrim had ever conceived of and is followed by a tale that 
proves her to be correct. She expresses her views with infinite zest and conviction, with such determined 
assurance in the correctness that no pilgrim can argue with her logic; they can be shocked by it, but they 
cannot refute it. As she unfolds her life history in her prologue, she reveals that the head of the house should 
always be the woman, that a man is no match for a woman, and that as soon as they learn to yield to the 
sovereignty of women, men will find a happy marriage. 

In her prologue, the Wife admirably supports her position by reference to all sort of scholarly learning, and 
when some source of authority disagrees with her point of view, she dismisses it and relies instead on her own 
experience. Because she has had the experience of having had five husbands — and is receptive to a sixth — 
there is no better proof of her views than her own experience, which is better than a scholarly diatribe. 

 The effect of first person 
narration    
These are a number of advantages and 
disadvantages inherent in the use of a first person 
narrator. 
Strengths 
First person narration can be a powerfully 
persuasive tool for: 

 Establishing a character's point of view 
 Giving a sense of authenticity 
 Engaging the reader's or listener's 

sympathy.  
Limitations 
As a narrative device it has limitations: 

 The reader / listener can only know what 
the narrator knows of the story 

 Although other viewpoints can be 
introduced, e.g. by allowing the narrator 
to introduce dialogue and to give 
accounts of the views of other characters, 
these are mediated by the narrator, who 
is understood to be introducing what she 
wishes us to know 

 In an account of a marriage, we will be 
given only one half of the story!  

Opportunities 
An author can use first person narration in a subtle 
and clever way to allow the narrator to tell the 
story so that the reader understands by 
implication more than the narrator is explicitly 
saying. Chaucer achieves this with the Wife so that 
ultimately our view of her is both ironic and more 
revealing than the account she gives of herself.    
 

The language of The Wife of Bath's Prologue  
The language of The Wife of Bath's Prologue ranges widely in 
its register and reference, from the bawdy to the vocabulary associated 
with sermons and debates, full of biblical and classical references.  
Reading a section with special attention to its vocabulary shows how 
different levels of language, are woven together within a short section 
of text to create the special language texture that is the Wife's 
narrative voice.  

An example of language variety 
l.481 ‘I seye …', (the Wife begins to talk of her fourth 
husband's death and her new opportunity), to l. 542 ‘Had 
told to me …' 
The way in which Chaucer interweaves the learned and the bawdy 
means that the lower level vocabulary subverts the seriousness of those 
words with the more elevated or learned associations: 

 ‘God', ‘Seint Joce', ‘purgatorie' (purgatory), ‘Jerusalem', and 
‘rode-beem' (rood-beam) are all words which have biblical 
or ecclesiastical connotations and connections 

 ‘Darius' and ‘Appelles' are proper nouns denoting figures from 
ancient Persian history 

 Oxenford (Oxford) is a centre of learning and scholarship. 
In the same section occur: 

 ‘queynte fantasye', a witty and daring play on ‘queynte' 
meaning strange, and ‘queynte' as the word the Wife has 
previously used for her vagina in l.444. Its sound suggests the 
Middle English ‘cunte' 

 ‘bel chose' (pretty thing), another reference to the vagina. This 
time Alison adorns her biography with a little French. 
Traditionally, French had been the culturally dominant 
language of the court, so there may be some irony about the 
bourgeois Wife's brief excursion into French at this moment 

 grece (grease), ‘gossib' (gossip an Old English word) and 
‘pissed' - all words used in domestic, everyday life.  

 

Investigating the language of an extract... 
 Read from line 303 (‘And yet of oure …') to l.347 (‘I wol nat 

wirche …') 
 

o Examine the range of vocabulary the Wife uses and 
its effect. 

 

Subjectivity 
The language of the Wife's Prologue is very subjective. There is 
a high level of repetition of ‘I', ‘me' and ‘myn'. The Wife keeps 
relating ideas to her own experience and views. She also uses 
her own experience to generalise about how other wives 
should behave in order to get what they want. The opening 
sets the tone. 
 Investigating the language weave of The Wife of Bath's Prologue as an image... 
 
Make a diagram of the language and ideas of The Wife of Bath's Prologue based on the image of a woven fabric 

 Select the vocabulary and ideas that you see as fundamental to the Wife's idea of ‘auctoritee' (authoritative texts and clerkly 
attitudes) as the warp (the threads stretched along the loom as the basis for the weaving), e.g. 
 

o ‘virginitee' (virginity) 
o Continence 
o Eve 
o ‘Th'Apostel' (Saint Paul) 
o Add your selections to these. 
o  

 Select the vocablulary and ideas generated from her experience and desires as the weft (the cross threads woven in by the weaver 
with the shuttle) e.g. 
 

o Experience 
o ‘bel chose' 
o ‘maistrye' (mastery) 
o ‘barley-breed' (barley bread) 
o Profit 
o ‘jolitee' (gaiety) 
o Janekyn 
o Add your selections to these. 

 What colour or combinations of colours would you use for the warp and which colour yarns would you select for the weft? 
 Would you create patterns or images in the weave? 

 

https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/register
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/ecclesiastical
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/connotation
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/irony
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/Saint
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/Paul


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The language of The Wife of Bath's Tale  
Chaucer makes the Wife herself a presence in the narration of the tale, but unsurprisingly, it contains 
far fewer references to the Wife and her views than does her Prologue: 

 ‘I', ‘me' and ‘myn' are not such prevalent words as they are in her Prologue 
 Whilst The Wife of Bath's Prologue is presented as the Wife's story, her fictional biography, 

the tale is not her story.  
 
Expectations disrupted 
The Wife's tale begins as a Romance tale set in the times of King Arthour (Arthur). The language of 
the opening – ‘In th'olde dayes' sets up a narrative expectation that the tale will be a courtly tale. 
But the narrative expectation of the Romance opening is soon disrupted by the Wife's intervention 
in which she attacks contemporary friars. 
The Wife of Bath's Tale is written with the economy of a fairy-tale (little description, brief dialogue, 
characters are types rather than realised as individuals) except where two significant female 
speakers dominate the narrative: 

 The Wife in her own voice, in first person narration, interjects her views, e.g.: 
o L. 862-881 and l.1257–1264 (her desire for husbands young and fresh in bed) 
o Her interjections through l. 931-950 (she claims women can be ‘caught' through 

male attentiveness and don't care much for discretion). 
 
However: 
  

o The bawdiness, so evident in The Wife of Bath's Prologue is not a significant 
feature of her Tale 

o The Wife (l.1074 and 1077) actually reflects on her own handling of the tale, 
explaining why she hasn't spoken of the celebrations on the wedding day. 

 The Old Woman who, in her dialogue with the Knight: 
o Engages in a lengthy account of the concept of ‘gentilesse' 
o Refers to Dante, Valerius, Boethius and Seneca.  

 

The form of The Wife of Bath's Prologue 
In The Wife of Bath's Prologue Chaucer creates an apparently rambling, conversational piece in which a strongly identifiable narrative voice is evident. Its 
conversational tone and apparent freedom tends to belie the skill with which the text has been created and sustained within the constraint of the rhyming 
couplet and the iambic pentameter. In fact when you examine the form closely you can see how the metrical stresses, rhyme and other sound devices construct this 
persuasive and energetic voice.  
Like her Prologue, the Wife's Tale is written in iambic pentameters in rhyming couplets. Chaucer can use and vary this pattern to great effect to ensure that the 
listeners readily understand the movement of the tale and the choices and conflicts generated within it. For example, read from l. 1219 ‘Chese now ...' to line 1235 
‘Cheseth …' : 

 Notice how the iambic metre emphasises the terms of the choice – ‘foul', ‘old', ‘true', ‘wyf', and ‘elles' (else), ‘yong', ‘fair', ‘cause,' ‘me' 
 It also emphasises the degree of the Knight's submission to the Old Woman as he is brought to term her – ‘lady', ‘love', ‘wyf', ‘dere'. 

This short section ends as it began with the invocation to make a choice, ‘Cheseth'. But this time it is the Old woman who is granted choice. In this line, Chaucer 
alerts the reader to the drama of the moment, by changing the established metric pattern and beginning the line with a trochee. 

 The structure of The Wife of Bath's Prologue 
In spite of its many digressions, the structure of The Wife of Bath's Prologue is very straightforward because it is mainly chronological. The Wife moves: 

1. From the discussion of the issue of the validity of her serial marriages 
2. To an account of her victories over the first three husbands (treated as a group) 
3. To her fourth marriage 
4. Then to her fifth marriage to Jankin the clerk.  

 

Pace 
Pace is an aspect of narrative. It concerns the space and time given in the text to the movement of the plot and to different aspects of the narrative: 

 Description slows the pace, for example, and so does lengthy dialogue 
 An episode may be covered briefly, e.g. the rape of the young girl in The Wife of Bath's Tale 
 One aspect may be given a large proportion of the text, e.g. the Old Woman's argument on the nature of ‘gentilesse' in The Wife of Bath's Tale. 

Think about the effects of these variations of pace on you as reader, or on listeners to the story. 
 

Investigating ways of charting the structure of The Wife of Bath's Prologue 

 Think about how you could make a chart to reflect the way in which you see the structure of The Wife of Bath's Prologue. For example, 
you could draw: 

o A long line with patches in different colours to indicate, for example 
 The Wife's arguments with church teaching 
 Her arguments with her husbands 
 Moments of reflection 
 Moments of reconciliation 
 Awareness of her pilgrim audience 
 The Pardoner's interruption. 

o A temperature chart to indicate the moments in the tale when tensions / emotions are raised. 
o A spiral to indicate the escalation of violence: for example, by the time she battles with her fifth husband the Wife is engaged in 

what the police would now call a ‘domestic'! 

 

Investigating the strucutre if The Wife of Bath's Tale 
 Make a diagram of the main people and events in the Tale 

 
o What does your diagram reveal about who is rewarded, and for what, at the end of 

the tale? 
o Which character, important to the plot at the beginning, has been omitted at the end? 

 How do you regard this omission?  
o It might be helpful to think of The Wife of Bath's Tale as having two narrative voices: 

One is the voice of tale-telling that the Wife adopts to deliver the narrative 
o The other is the characteristic first person voice of the Wife. The Wife's narrative voice, 

and in some instances the dominance of particular themes, ‘customise' the tale to the 
Wife as narrator. 

o Make a chart in which you identify the blocks of text where the Wife is giving her views 
and the blocks where the tale is moving forward without evidence of her comments 

 Think about how you will chart the embedded story of Midas (lines 951-982) 
 What conclusions do you draw from your chart about the presence of the Wife 

as a narrator in The Wife of Bath's Tale? 
  

 Make a chart which enables you to explore the events of the tale in terms of conflict and 
resolution 

o How many conflicts are there? e.g. 
 

 Between the Knight and the law 
 Between the Knight and the old Woman 

o How satisfactorily are these conflicts resolved? 
o How important are verbal contracts in the tale? 

  
 The Wife of Bath's Tale as fairy tale 

 Make a chart or diagram in which you show where there are references to 
fairies and magical transformation in the tale 
What does your chart reveal about the significance of these elements in the 
tale? 

 

Chaucer invented the iambic pentameter and it has remained perhaps the most popular of all verse forms in English literature. 

The natural rhythm of English 
English poetry finds its rhythmic patterns from the strong stresses that characterise English speech. There is a clearly audible contrast of strongly stressed syllables 
and weakly stressed ones. This obvious feature of how everyone who speaks English talks is usually represented like this: 
We put really strong stresses on some syllables and extremely little stress on other syllables 
The iambic foot is a phrase or word that has the stress pattern X / i.e. a weak syllable followed by a strong one. Examples of words / phrases which are iambic 
are therefore  
alone or Michelle or to sing. 

Regular iambic pentameter 
A pentameter is a line of verse with five feet. 
So this line is an iambic pentameter: 
  ‘And if I have a gossib or a freend' l.243 
Chaucer uses exact iambic pentameters frequently enough for our ears and brains to get to expect that pattern.  
 

https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/Romance
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/friar
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/Dante
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/Seneca
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/tone
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/rhyming-couplet
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/rhyming-couplet
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/iambic-pentameter
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/trochee
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/pilgrim
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/Pardoner
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/iambic
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/pentameter
https://crossref-it.info/repository/atoz/iambic-foot


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Varying the rhythm 
Having set up a regular pattern, the poet can then play with it. To make every line an exact iambic pentameter would both lose 
the opportunity for pleasant variation in rhythm and also lose the chance of giving emphasis by breaking the expected pattern. 
Notice how Chaucer varies the metre to emphasise the Wife's determination to produce a victor in the marriage battle in 
the Prologue l. 440: 
  ‘Oon of us two must bowen doutelees' 
The line can be read beginning with a strong stress emphasising ‘Oon' and move to a strong stress on ‘two'. Chaucer indicates the 
opposition between husband and wife by disrupting the anticipated smooth flow of the line. 
 
Eliding syllables 
There are lines where it would have been normal to elide (merge together) two syllables to fit the metre. This is the case where e is 
followed by a word beginning with another vowel: 
 ‘That for my necligence I do no cure' l. 1074 
Hear how the last syllable of ‘necligence' can be merged into ‘I' to produce a smooth iambic metre. 
 

Pronouncing the ‘e' sound in Middle English 
In Chaucer's period, there was still the option of pronouncing certain ‘e' sounds that were gradually becoming silent. The sound 
spelled e here should be pronounced like the sound in the second vowel in the word metre. 
The best way to discover how Chaucer could use the flexibility that this variation allows is to listen to a reading with the text in 
front of you.  

 Sometimes we need to pronounce such an e for the sake of the metre: 
 ‘To do the gentil dedes that he kan' (L. 1115) 

 Sometimes, because there are several optional e sounds, the line seems to offer a choice of different possibilities, 
e.g.                   

‘I am youre owene love and youre wyf' L. 1091  
Here the reader has chosen to elide (merge together) the syllables ‘re ow'. S/he sounds ‘ne' at the end of ‘owene' to pattern the 
stronger stress onto the important word ‘love'. This leaves the unimportant word ‘and' lightly stressed. ‘… and you…' is read as an 
iamb. This is followed by a soft stress on the e at the end of ‘youre' which places a strong stress on the significant word ‘wyf' which 
ends the line 

 Frequently an e is sounded softly at a line ending where it adds to the aural pleasure of the rhyme patterning e.g. ‘richesse' 
and ‘gentilesse' at the ends of l.1109 and 1110. Here the paired word patterning slows down the verbal performance of two 
significant words. It gives listeners more time to pay attention to the distinction that the Old Woman wants to make. 

 

The significance of silence 
Discovering the silences and absences in a text is an important aspect of studying it because they often reveal what the narrative 
conceals, diminishes or disregards. Carried away by the bold tongue-wagging Wife it can be difficult to discover the silences in the text! 
 
Male silence  
In The Wife of Bath's Prologue men are mainly silent, except in so far as they are voiced by the Wife. It is she who gives an account of 
what they say, and their views are always firmly countered by the Wife. It is significant that Jankin has accepted the Wife's ‘governance 
… of his tonge' (l.814-15). 
We see this in action when the Pardoner interrupts and is silenced. By this device of brief dialogue, Chaucer dramatises the difficulty of 
any conversation with a woman who is determined that only her voice should be heard.  

The victim's silence 

 

The victim's silence 
In The Wife of Bath's Tale the raped young girl is silent about the injustice done to her, and the tale itself is silent about her fate. The 
Queen who has pleaded with her husband to be able to save the Knight is the one to deliver ‘justice' on behalf of the young g irl. 
The focus at this point of the story is on the assembled court and the fate of the Knight. Effectively the young girl has disappeared and 
she is not mentioned in the rest of the story. She is an absence. This silence could be an important aspect of an answer to the question: 
‘Is the Wife of Bath a feminist?' 
 
Tender silence 
Near the end of the tale (l.1253) the silence of the kisses, the wordless moment, portrays the point when the Knight receives his reward 
for accepting the Old Woman as his wife and surrendering his power. Having at last reached a position of consensus, the debate of the 
spouses has been stilled, as indeed it was when a similar position was reached by the Wife and Jankin (l.820). 
However, it is quickly followed by the comments of the garrulous Wife. You may feel that the joy of the ending is subverted, or you 
may welcome the return from fantasy to the Wife's realism. 
 

The style and purpose of prologues 
Prologues have been common in many kinds of writing throughout the centuries. A prologue is an introductory speech which can 
be used: 

 To interest the reader in the tale 
 To give information about its background or source 
 To introduce the narrator 
 To allow the narrator to make elegant expressions of modesty about his / her competence to deliver the tale 
 To provide a frame for the tale by giving a context in which it is heard 
 To flatter a patron.  

Prologues in The Canterbury Tales 
Chaucer, like many other authors in all periods, prefaces many of his tales with prologues. Those he created for his fictional pilgrims 
vary greatly in length and content: 

 The Knight begins in The General Prologue without a prologue of his own. He draws the short straw to become the first 
to tell a tale and obediently just gets on with it 

 Some of the prologues might better be described as links between the tales. The focus is more on 
the interactions between the fictional pilgrims (and sometimes on the previous tale) than it is on the tale to follow: 
 

o e.g. the ‘prologues' of the Friar, the Summoner, the Merchant, and the Cook 
 Some of the prologues are more about the teller than the tale: 

o e.g. the Wife's, the Pardoner's and the Merchant's 
o The Reeve is reprimanded for his sermonising by the Host and told to begin his tale. 

 The Clerk and the Franklin both give proper introductions to their tales in their prologues, while the drunken Miller can't 
be prevented from telling his tale, but nonetheless is clear about its subject – cuckoldry 

 The Prioress offers a prayer and modestly expresses her inadequacy. She stands in direct contrast to the Wife whose 
prologue opening is bold and abrupt. 

 

The Prologue of the Wife of Bath 
The prologue attributed to the Wife of Bath is longer than any other in The Canterbury Tales. It is also longer than her tale. It is a kind 
of prologue Chaucer invented, where a character talks about their own behaviour, revealing in particular their faults, tricks and sins.  
Realism? 
It is not a realistic type of writing: it would have been unwise for a woman seeking a new husband to relate how she disposed of the 
others! It is, rather, a device constructed by Chaucer to satirise abuses of - and by – women, through exposing them and presenting 
that exposure as if it is coming from one of the abusers. Though The Wife of Bath's Prologue can't be read as realistic speech by an 
individual, the first person narrative device (the Wife says, ‘I do this' and ‘I do that') is particularly effective. 
Confession and judgement 
Apart from that of the Wife, the other lengthy prologue belongs to the Pardoner. Chaucer designs each of these as a sort 
of confession by a first-person speaker. Chaucer presents them both so that we become aware of the gap between the narrator and 
the author, Chaucer.  
Chaucer's handling of his narrators is ironic. He makes us aware of how far the Wife actually embodied the anti-feminist satires about 
women as being disobedient, too talkative, rebellious, lustful and prone to evil. Although she is ostensibly promoting the institution of 
marriage, her depiction of married life means that her hearers would be more likely to avoid it! 
 
Prologue as ‘tale' 
The opening lines of the Wife's Prologue bear no relation to her tale: 

 She claims that she has enough experience not to need any other authority to speak of the woe of marriage 
 However, her tale ends in marriage. It does not continue long enough to reveal woe.  

By lines 169 and 172 the Wife is referring to her ‘prologue' as her ‘tale', and the listeners' understanding about what they are getting has 
to be readjusted.  
More than an introduction 
Thus The Wife of Bath's Prologue is more than an introduction to the tale that she is going to tell or just a framing device: it is also a 
tale in itself. It serves as: 

 The story of her marriages that she tells from ‘experience' 
 The account of her fight against male ‘auctoritee' (authority) on and over women 
 A demonstration of a female narrator appropriating male authority to counter the teachings that she wants to reveal as 

inconsistent and illogical. 
The Wife's intention - The story of the Wife's marriages has two purposes:  It is delivered to entertain the company, her 
contribution to the story-telling competition initiated by the Host 
It is also an ironically misdirected attempt to promote her chances of obtaining a sixth husband. 
The Friar's comment on her ‘prologue' registers the disturbance of expectation that she has created – he sees it as a long 
preamble to a tale. 
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Visual pictures used by the Wife 
In comparison with the figurative language used by the Wife of Bath, there are few visual pictures, so those we have are striking e.g. 

 Jankin's shiny golden hair - l.304. 
 l. 561 -2 Jankin's beautiful legs.  

Both pictures indicate the degree of attraction the Wife feels towards her young lover, although they are not described in much detail.  
In this respect there is a clear contrast between the Wife as narrator and Chaucer as the pilgrim narrator of The General Prologue to The 
Canterbury Tales. The General Prologue gives vivid images through detailed descriptions of the appearance, character and mannerisms of the 
pilgrims 
 
The chain of being 
It is helpful to think about Chaucer's use of birds, animals and insects in The Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale in the context of the medieval idea 
of the hierarchical chain of being. In this scheme human beings occupied a position lower than God and angels but above that of birds and 
animals. They were seen as spiritual beings but, unlike angelic beings, were connected to physical bodies and subject to physical needs and 
sensations, like the animals and birds which were placed beneath them. So when Chaucer images humans as animals he is usually emphasising 
their animality, physical needs and desires, aspects of human nature which connect people to the ‘lower orders' of beings.  
 Birds 

 Luring the hawk, l. 415 - The Wife claims that no one can lure a hawk without a bait to entice it. She images herself as a predatory 
marriage partner who needs to be offered a reward to satisfy the demands of her sexually inadequate husband 

 ‘pye' (magpie) l.456 – The magpie simile suggests the Wife's jolliness in her youth but it may have negative implications. The magpie is 
used as an image of passionate chatter in Chaucer's unflattering account of January, the elderly knight of The Merchant's Tale, in bed 
with his young wife, May 

 Two lines later the Wife uses the image of a Nightingale l.458 to suggest the beauty of her singing. On its own this would not suggest 
the animality of her sexual desire, but its context of drunkenness does – and also casts doubt on the validity of her claim! 

 
Domesticated animals 

 The Spaniel l.267 - The Wife claims that her husband had said that, whilst a desirable woman cannot be kept virtuous, an unattractive 
woman will leap on a man like a spaniel, - female desire is expressed with the image of an animal following instinct without restraint 

 The Cat l. 350 - The Wife claims that her husband denies her luxurious clothing so that, like a singed cat, she will stay indoors. The sleek 
cat out caterwauling for a mate becomes an image of a woman in luxurious clothing on the loose 

 The horse l.386 – The Wife claims that she can whine and bite like a horse, to get her way even when she is in the wrong. This suggests a 
large creature which is dangerous when it is out of control. This part of her prologue provides some of the strongest evidence that 
Chaucer is supporting rather than challenging negative stereotypes of women in The Wife of Bath's Prologue 

 In contrast to the image of the dangerous horse, the Wife offers a sheep as an image of meekness (l. 432) and suggests that her husband 
accepts her victory over him humbly. 

 
Wild animals 
Human beings out of control become dangerous animals. 

 The Lion is associated with madness and dangerous lack of control and the Wife uses this image to describe her 
angered husbands. In l.429 the Wife's thwarted husband looked like a mad lion. Similarly, in l.794 the Wife gives an 
image of her husband's anger when she has torn some pages out of his book as being like a mad lion as he moves into 
action against her 

 The Wife also images herself as a ‘leonesse' l.637. Here the emphasis is on power and stubbornness rather than 
madness 

 According to her fifth husband, quoting the Apocrypha, a chiding Wife is a more terrible companion than a lion or 
a foul dragon l.776! 

 In l. 376 the Wife recounts her husband's claim that a wife can destroy her husband as effectively 
as worms (caterpillars) destroy a tree. This is a powerful image of destruction linked in the passage to the notion of a 
self-perpetuating fire. 

 

 
Birds 

 In the embedded story of Midas' ears, a woman is again imaged as a talkative bird. Midas' wife talks to the 
water like a bittern booming in the marsh l. 973 and gives away the secret of her husband's ass's ears 

 After his marriage to the Old Woman the Knight hides himself away, like an owl (l.1081), unseen by day. 
Animals 

 Women are again imaged as being like horses, in this instance as kicking back if clawed on a sore place (l. 
940). 

 The Knight, on the other hand, is described as manly because he does not stand silent like a beast l.1034 when 
his answer is required at court.  

The power of the hand 
Linked to the use of animals are images about their control by humans.  

 l. 211 describes the Wife as having the old husbands wholly in her hand 
 In l. 813 the Wife describes how her fifth husband eventually gave her the bridle in her hand. The Wife now 

has power, the means to direct and control her house and land, as well as her husband's tongue and hand 
(possibly his freedom to sign documents). 

 

Investigating bird, animal and insect images 

 Draw a diagram or chart that displays the 
animal images from the text 
 

o Think about how you are going to 
locate the fierce and the meek, the 
small and the large, and to whom 
each image relates. 

 

Chaucer uses images drawn from the everyday activities of eating and drinking to describe the Wife's sense of the course 
of her life, her idea of her sexuality and her concept of herself as powerful. Significantly, most of these domestic images 
come from the Wife's Prologue rather than The Tale. 

Food and fertility 
 The Wife compares her sense of herself as sexually active with those who prefer to live in chastity as the 

difference between ‘barly-breed', barley bread, and refined bread from ‘pured whete-seed', pure wheat l.144-
5. Barley is lower in gluten than wheat and would make a flatter, greyer loaf with an earthy taste, but was less 
expensive. 

 In l.477-8 the Wife portrays the movement of her life as loss, citing the loss of the sustaining part of grain. The 
flour is gone, she claims, and she must make the most of the bran, the husks that she has left. 

 The Wife uses ‘bacon' as a metaphor for old men and their sexual inadequacy l.418. It resonates ironically with 
the idea of the competition for the bacon at Dunmow, l. 218, which was awarded to couples who claimed their 
marriages had been happy during the year.  

Eating and arguments 
 Farmers and landowners would need to take their grain to a mill to be ground. Getting to the mill 

first would mean getting your grain ground and ready to use first. The Wife uses this as a metaphor for pre-
empting the opposing husband's arguments – l.389. The grinding image is a very appropriate one for the Wife's 
technique of grinding down her husbands by prolonged argument and opposition. 

 The Wife claims she will make her husband ‘frye' in his own grease, l. 487. She provides an image of the anger 
and jealousy she will create in him. Heat is a common conceptual metaphor for anger. 

 The image of drinking l.170 involves imbibing an idea, as the Pardoner must do of the Wife's view of marriage. 
It turns out to be a forceful unpleasant image: the Pardoner, she jokes, will have to swallow a whole cask of her 
ideas before she has finished and these will taste worse to him than ale. 

 
References to flowers and plants are not frequent in the text. The two quoted here use images from the natural world to 
make an ironic or witty point rather than to affirm the beauty or redemptive power of nature. 
In The Prologue: 

 The wife uses the rose as an image of freshness l.448. Her use of it is somewhat ironic – Chaucer rhymes ‘rose' 
with ‘bele chose': the wife is speculating about how she could sell her sexual favours and remain unsullied 

 Grass and plants become an image of immeasurable quantity as the Wife says her husband knows more 
proverbs than there are grasses and plants growing in the world, l. 774. 

 Fire is difficult to contain and once out of control, unpredictable and dangerous. It is a common image of the force of passion and desire and Chaucer uses it in this way, although interestingly he also uses it as 
an image of constancy and light. 
In The Prologue: 

 The Wife warns of the danger of bringing together fire and flax l. 89, an image of how easily the fire of desire is kindled when a man touches a woman 
 l. 373ff - the force of the wild fire (an image of the hellish woman's love).  

In The Tale: 
 Fire is used as an image of the heart ready to burst with a secret (Midas' wife) l.971 
 Fire as an image of constancy and light. It is used by the Old Woman to suggest true virtue which is constant even if it cannot be seen (l.1139-1144). 
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We know quite a lot about Geoffrey Chaucer’s life, partly because he was an important royal official. There are records particularly of his career as a 
civil servant and as a diplomat in the king’s service. He was born in the early 1340s and died in 1400. His father was a substantial London wine 
merchant who also held government posts at certain times. 
Social changes in the fourteenth century 
Chaucer’s economic and social situation undoubtedly had great bearing on his writings. He and his family were typical of those who benefited from 
the improved economic conditions and social opportunities in the second half of the fourteenth century for people with ability, ambition and 
good luck. He also spent his life in situations in which he encountered a wide spectrum of contemporary English society, from the lowest to the highest. 
It is not surprising that The Canterbury Tales depicts such a wide range of jobs, social classes, human types and attitudes. 
Middle-class merchants 
Chaucer’s parents, Agnes and John Chaucer, came from substantial middle-class merchant backgrounds. He was brought up in their house in Thames 
Street in the City of London. Thames Street is still there but not their house. (Remember that most of the old City of London was swept away by the 
1666 Fire of London: buildings were destroyed and whole streets and districts entirely rebuilt.) The City of London, the walled city with its own 
government, was already England’s commercial heart, ruled by an oligarchy of its leading merchants. At this time, the king’s main court was at 
Westminster, then a separate place from London. 
Social advancement 
Young Geoffrey did not follow his father into the wine business but entered courtly service in a household of the royal family. This was probably 
because John Chaucer already had worked at times for Edward III, in missions abroad and as a supplier of wines. 
Chaucer’s grandfather had come to London from Ipswich (where the family had run a tavern), helped by a legacy from his previous employer. The 
family continued to climb socially: 
Chaucer’s wife was probably Philippa de Roet, daughter of another court servant, Paon de Roet, a Fleming in the service of Queen Philippa, herself 
from Flanders 
His wife was a lady in waiting and spent much of her life attached to the household of John of Gaunt’s second duchess, Constance of Castile 
The Chaucers’ children included a successful son named Thomas, who became Speaker of the Commons and whose daughter Alice married the Duke 
of Suffolk. 
 
 
School 
Chaucer was clearly well educated, possibly first at the excellent school attached to St Paul’s Cathedral. From knowledge of the general curriculum 
there and the evidence of his writing, quite a lot can be deduced about his early education: 

 He obviously had excellent knowledge of French and Latin and close familiarity with Latin authors including Ovid and Virgil 
 His schooling laid a basis of a wide knowledge of contemporary mathematics, information about the world, history and science 
 He would have been well versed in knowledge of the Christian faith and of ethical conduct, seen as the most important component of 

educationIt is likely that he could read Italian as well. 
More on Chaucer's Italian: He would not have learnt Italian at school but perhaps his father’s contacts in the wine trade led to a knowledge of Italian 
by both father and son. Undoubtedly, Chaucer’s Italian would have improved during his travels in that area.      
Training in a princely household 
Chaucer’s teenage years included the training given to a page in a princely household: 

 Military skills, riding and fighting 
 Gentlemanly attitudes and principles 
 Arts: singing, composition of poetry, music, dancing 
 Bureaucratic expertise, administration, assisting with the complex organization of royal events and government. 

Intellectual life 
Chaucer lived in London: 

 The city had many leading religious houses and places of learning 
 There was a cosmopolitan population of merchants, clerics and people attached to princely households and the court 
 Chaucer worked in princely households with fine libraries. He mentions owning forty books himself in The Legend of Good Women. 
 Chaucer had an extraordinary range of knowledge, including some of the latest ideas about theology, science, astronomy, mathematics and 

history. He clearly had a voracious enthusiasm for new ideas and for engaging with contemporary intellectual, religious and political 
debates.  

 His friends included foremost intellectuals such as the philosopher Ralph Strode of Oxford. 
  
Chaucer is typical of a change in intellectual life. In the late fourteenth century, it became increasingly common for lay men and women to be able: 

 To read (to varying degrees) 
 To acquire learning 
 To hold administrative positions. 

All these experiences had been previously far more associated with monks and friars, not laymen. 
 

 
New ideas, new writing in English 
Geoffrey Chaucer was a layman, yet very learned and aware of all the intellectual currents and debates of his age. 
This meant that he was in a position to write works in the vernacular which could equal the dignity and profundity 
of writings in Latin and the output of professional clerics or university-trained scholars and philosophers. He forged 
new intellectual styles and capabilities for literature in England and, because of this, is sometimes called the ‘Father 
of English’. 
  
The late fourteenth century was seeing English increasingly used for administration (in 1362 the King first used 
English rather than French to address Parliament) and for the sorts of learned writings (history, devotional works, 
accounts of science etc.) which would previously have been more often composed in Latin or French. 

A varied social spectrum 
As an artist, Chaucer clearly took advantage of the unusually mixed and varied worlds he himself lived in during his 
life. His life in London put him at the crossroads of intellectual, religious, commercial and government activity. He 
had contact with many different classes and levels of contemporary English society. This is reflected in the social 
range of his Canterbury pilgrims. 
  
His writings unite many different modes—religious, secular, comic, tragic, traditional and innovative—
and include genres from popular, bawdy fabliaux to profound philosophical writings, love lyrics and 
aristocratic romance. 
  
His known friends included university scholars, fellow civil servants and courtiers, members of the London business 
elite and other poets, including John Gower from England and Oton de Graunson and Eustache Deschamps from 
France. Chaucer was also one of the first English writers to respond to the writings of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio 
in Italy. 

Chaucer the observer 
Chaucer’s work tends to represent the standpoint of a detached observer: 

 He often creates a narrator who delegates, fictionally, responsibility to characters. This device invites 
readers to form their own judgements. The narrator of The Canterbury Tales is not presented as belonging 
to any particular class, profession or other background 

 His poetry is marked by a tendency to acknowledge conflicting interest groups and ideologies 
 He can represent ideas which are both conformist and radical, courtly and commercial, devout and 

secular, patriarchal and feminist. 
A writer who adopts the persona of observer forces his readers to become active interpreters, not passive 
recipients, of his writings and ideas. 
  
 Senior civil servant 
Today the words ‘courts’ and ‘courtiers’ connote highly frivolous, rarified or artificial social worlds. Chaucer’s career 
was more what we would call that of a leading civil servant. At this period, there was no division between the royal 
household and the government. The court was a milieu in which the best art, elegance and luxury were found 
while, simultaneously, it was also the place within which serious administration of the country took place. 

 In his early teens, Chaucer had entered the household of the Countess of Ulster, daughter-in-law of the 
King, Edward III 

 His responsibilities as Controller of the Customs on wool and Clerk of the King’s Works (responsible for royal 
buildings, their construction and repair) were important positions. 

The Hundred Years War (which was really a series of linked wars between England and France that lasted, with 
gaps, roughly a hundred years) was in progress: 

 In 1359, Chaucer was taken prisoner in France but a ransom was paid for his release, as was customary for 
people with status or money at that time. The King contributed to his ransom.  

 Chaucer worked as a diplomat in negotiations with the French King (his name is mentioned in connection 
with the Peace of Bretigny in 1360).  

 Chaucer gained the title of ‘esquire’ to the King. There was a new sense to this word. It was now not used 
only for a knight’s son, or to reflect Chaucer’s military service, but denoted his rank as a royal government 
administrator. 
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 Chaucer’s service under Edward III: 1367 - 77 
In 1367, Chaucer was given a life pension by the King, presumably for his services. We have no evidence that he 
was paid for his writings, though it is very possible that he had patrons among the royal family. 
  
In the following years: 

 He went at least twice to Italy on the King’s business 
 He probably also went to Spain 
 A trusted negotiator, he formed part of missions on royal business to Flanders and parts of France. 

From 1374 to 1386 he was given the post of Controllership of Customs and Subsidy of Wools, Skins and Hides in 
the Port of London: 

 This would have been an extremely onerous position and one dealing with massive financial sums. A 
large part of England’s wealth came from the export of wool, and a large part of that went through 
London 

 He seems to have appointed a paid deputy to do the work from 1377, but he would have lived 
comfortably from the income, and would have enjoyed considerable status in this post. 

Chaucer’s service under Richard II: 1377 - 99 
Edward III died in 1377, and his successor, his grandson Richard II, was still a child. For the first years of his reign, 
his uncles, and particularly John of Gaunt, effectively ruled the country. Chaucer was clearly regarded as an 
excellent administrator. 

 In 1386, Chaucer gave up the Controllership of Customs, but was appointed Knight of the Shire of Kent 
(a parliamentary representative for Kent — an MP) 

 The Parliament of 1386 was turbulent, with Richard II’s political opponents gaining the upper hand. 
Some of the King’s supporters were executed and Chaucer, though not a prominent politician, may 
have been glad to retreat for a time from active government employment in London. He moved 
from London to Kent, perhaps to Greenwich 

 In 1385-6, Chaucer was appointed to a peace commission in Kent (rather like a modern Justice of the 
Peace). He was involved in arranging defences against the threat of a French invasion, in London, 
along the Thames estuary and the south coast. 

In 1389, Richard II started to rule in his own right: 
 Chaucer was appointed as Clerk of the King’s Works 
 In 1391, he was given the job of Deputy Forester at Petherton in Somerset. He would have handled the 

revenues from the lucrative forest. 
As with his work at the customs, Chaucer’s royal appointments show that he was appreciated as a man of 
immense practical and financial capabilities. 
Literary output 
The mid and late 1380s were also a period of extraordinary creativity for Chaucer. He was working on: 

 Troilus and Criseyde  
 The Legend of Good Women 
 His translation of a famous late-classical philosophical work, Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy 
 Starting The Canterbury Tales. 

Chaucer’s relationships with John of Gaunt and Henry IV 
Chaucer inhabited a variety of social and economic worlds and apparently had multiple political allegiances. 
He had been a servant of Richard II, yet throughout his adult life also seems to have been close to the king’s 
uncle, the powerful John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. Gaunt died in 1397. In 1399, Henry Bolingbroke, Gaunt’s 
son and the new Duke of Lancaster, deposed Richard II and became King Henry IV. 
  
Chaucer seems to have been as popular with the new regime as with the old. This may illustrate both the 
degree to which he was valued in court circles and also his ability to relate well to people, even those opposed 
to each other.  

 Henry IV awarded Chaucer a new pension 
 Chaucer’s wife (who appears to have died in the late 1380s) had been the sister of Katherine 

Swynford, who became first the long-time mistress of John of Gaunt and later his third duchess 
 Chaucer moved at the end of 1399 to a house in the grounds of Westminster Abbey, then a 

Benedictine monastery. This located Chaucer next to Westminster, the centre of royal government but 
probably also marked a desire for a life closer to that of the monks, dedicated to God, as old age 
beckoned 

 He died in 1400, perhaps in October. 
  

 

 
What do we mean by ‘medieval'? 
The word ‘medieval' refers to ‘the Middle Ages', the period from c.500 to c.1500. This era lies between the achievements of the ancient classical world 
and the new ways of thinking which came with the Renaissance in Europe.  

One church 
The medieval era is also a period before the Protestant Reformation. Since the sixteenth-century Reformation there have been various types 
of Christianity co-existing and sometimes conflicting in the world. However, medieval Europe was a wide community of one catholic (universal) 
Church, referred to as Christendom. There were many conflicts within the Church, such as the reform movement inspired by John Wycliff and the 
spectacle of two rival popes. However, the peoples of Europe still had a sense of being a unified community. Secular rulers exercised power over their 
subjects, but always (in theory at least) under the higher rule of the Church and the Pope. Latin, the language of the Church, was the universal language 
of learning throughout Europe.  

Modes of learning 
In Europe, printing had not yet been invented for the majority of the medieval period, arriving only in the second half of the fifteenth century. When 
books had to be written by hand, they were less common and more expensive to produce, owned only by a few. Instead, people's knowledge came much 
more from the visual and the spoken, whether in paintings, sermons, plays, or the oral performance of writings—including works such as Chaucer's The 
Canterbury Tales. 

Language 
Until around 1300, learning and education was under the control of the Church, and all conducted in Latin, with only texts written in Latin available. 
However, from around 1300 onwards (known as the late medieval period), there developed increasing use of vernacular languages — Italian, French, 
English, Spanish and so on — for literature and even for learned books (history, for example). This meant that speakers of ‘the common tongue' could 
begin to enter areas of intellectual life previously dominated by educated clerics. The development of an increasingly large number of literate, usually 
upper-class, laymen and women is reflected in the ever-increasing appearance of serious books in the vernacular on both religious and secular subjects. 
 
 
 
Social involvement 
The influence of the Church throughout medieval English society was enormous – it regulated almost every area of daily life. Many institutions and 
practices that are organised by secular, as well as religious, authorities today were entirely run by the Church: 

 Schools and universities 
 Hospitals 
 Provision for the poor and old 
 Many civic and social organisations in towns and villages.  

This influence was frequently beneficial, seeking to promote care for others, but could also be abused, sometimes for personal gain, as in the case of the 
Pardoner.  

Ideas shaped by the Church 
One of the characteristics of the period was the dominance of the Church over every aspect of life and thought. The Church's teachings and practices 
profoundly affected the way in which medieval people saw the environment, human society, history, politics, morality and their own individual place in 
the world.  

The significance of sermons 
Though richer people might own prayer books, knowledge of the Christian faith came, above all, from preaching and teaching, week by week 
from parish priests. In the virtual absence of English versions of the Bible, it was in sermons that people learnt Bible stories, as well as aspects of Christian 
history such as saints' lives and the basic doctrines and moral principles of the faith.  
The audience of The Wife of Bath's Tale would have been well informed about beliefs and religious structures, assumptions and practices. They would 
therefore have responded naturally to references which today may need explanation and footnotes. 

The prevailing religious outlook in Chaucer's day 
The religious outlook that medieval citizens took for granted differs in many of its emphases even from that of a devout and well-informed Christian 
today. People were extremely concerned with the fate of their soul after death. They took seriously the doctrine that everybody would be judged 
by God when they died. A Christian would be allocated a place in heaven, whereas a non-believer would end up in hell. Therefore there was great 
emphasis on the need for penitence over wrongdoing and forgiveness of sins. This would make it possible for a Christian soul to be in a fit state to 
receive God's grace and the hope of eternal life with God.  
Other important elements in medieval Christian teaching and practice included: 

 Virtuous living 
 Avoiding sin 
 Charity towards others. 

However, their importance was still dwarfed by the efforts the Church made to try to ensure that everyone understood the importance of confessing their 
sins. Death, and thus judgement, were ever present realities in the medieval mind. 
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 Lawful marriage  
We should be wary of generalisations about medieval marriage. The term ‘medieval' covers a lengthy period (from about 500 to 1500) and theories, laws and Christian exhortations and guidance may 
or may not describe satisfactorily the state of any particular relationship.  

Conditions of marriage 
Ecclesiastical law held jurisdiction over the bond of marriage. However, secular law ruled over the property or money transfers which related to the marriage bond. Since the twelfth century, 
the Church taught that: 

 A marriage was validated simply by the consent of the couple. A marriage based on words like ‘I plight thee my troth' could not be dissolved, despite, for example, parental objections 
 Girls could be legally married at age 12 
 Consent must have been freely given 
 The couple should not be related 
 Marriage vows could be clandestine, or might be exchanged in public, and might be made in front of a priest 
 The ‘chirche dore' referred to by the Wife of Bath was often the site where financial and property arrangements were confirmed.  

Marriage and money 
As in other periods, it was difficult to marry without enough money to establish a viable household. In this aspect, the church's consensual model of marriage sometimes conflicted with property and 
wider family interests. Considerations of property and the alliance of families might be very important in the families of the nobility and the wealthy gentry. This sometimes led to early betrothals to 
secure an alliance, so that the child would not become the ward of a lord who could then sell marriage rights.  

Married women, money and property  
The conditions of medieval marriage were not as clear, or as wholly detrimental to women, as is often suggested: 

 Authority over property was vested in the husband and he could dispose of it as he wished. However, if he died before his wife, she could recover land that he had given to others without her 
permission 

 English bishops passed legislation to prevent husbands from controlling their wives' will-making 
 Married women may have held property of their own in a way similar to that of the modern trust fund 
 Notice that the Wife of Bath in her Prologue claims that she does manage to get control over her husbands' land l. 212-4. She also explains that having done so, there is absolutely no need for 

her to set out to please them thereafter! 
 

Bigamy  
Today the term bigamy refers to someone who unlawfully 
marries a second spouse whilst still being legally married to 
his/her first spouse. However, in medieval times, bigamy was the 
word used to refer to a man's second marriage after the death 
of his first wife.  

Important rules about bigamy related to whether or not a 
remarried man could become a priest in later life (priests were 
required to be celibate). For example, if a man had been 
widowed twice, or his deceased wife had been a widow, he 
could not become a priest. A minor cleric could have been 
married once, if his wife had been a virgin. The reasoning 
behind these prohibitions related to the concept of the priest's 
relationship to Christ and the Church as being a kind of mystical 
marriage.  

This rule would have been significant for Jankin (clerk and the 
Wife's fifth husband), in The Wife of Bath's Prologue. Marriage 
to a widow of four husbands would bar him from the 
priesthood. Understanding this may account for why the Wife 
was so keen to justify the validity of her marital status in the 
first sixty lines of her Prologue. Her listeners would understand 
implications that no longer resonate with modern readers.  

 

Widows 
Shorter life expectancy in the Middle Ages meant that widows were important figures in medieval 
society: 

 Wealthy widows, unlike married women, were both legally and financially independent 
 Poor widows could present a difficulty about how they might be supported and 

protected 
 Widows were sometimes regarded with suspicion because they were sexually experienced 

yet unmarried.  
Widows and sex 
On a scale of moral superiority: 

 Chaste widowhood was not as commendable as virginity 
 The Church regarded chaste widowhood as preferable to remarriage 
 However, remarriage was seen as preferable to fornication (sex outside marriage).  

 
Sermons on marriage  
The Wife's Prologue reflects the extensive teaching that the Church devoted to the subject of 
marriage. As she later points out, all this was delivered by celibate men within a patriarchal 
society which often distorted Bible teaching to serve its own purposes! 
The significance of the Wedding at Cana  
Traditionally, the gospel passage from John 2:1-12 about the marriage feast at Cana was read 
every year during a period following the week after Epiphany. Its major significance is that it is 
the first recorded miracle of Jesus.  
Priests used the Cana wedding as a platform for a sermon on marriage as: 

 A religious metaphor or symbol 
 A union between a man and a woman.  

The story of Christ producing wine for the wedding guests is important because it is taken to 
indicate Christ's approval of marriage, and because Christ said very little about marriage 
elsewhere. However, it appears that the point of the account was distorted to teach the Wife that 
no-one should marry more than once, because Jesus only went to one wedding – not at all the 
intention of the original Gospel writer! 
Most of the Christian teaching on marriage in the texts relating to the Wife of Bath derive 
from Pauline doctrine, such as that found in 1 Timothy 5:9-15 and 1 Corinthians 7:1-36. 
 

Population growth and decline 
In 1300 there may have been as many as six million people in England. Instead of an economy primarily based on agricultural production from estates, trade was becoming more 
important. Producers of both food and other commodities were becoming more likely to diversify or specialize, producing for the market and not just personal and local consumption. 
English wool and cloth were major exports.  
However, the population growth of the thirteenth century was followed early in the fourteenth century by: 

 A series of bad harvests 
 Recurrent periods of poor weather 
 Outbreaks of disease among cattle as well as humans.  

The famine which resulted led to a decline in population, which was exacerbated in 1348-9 by the Europe-wide plague known as the Black Death. 
What was the Black Death?  
Most history books will tell you that what was known as the Black Death was bubonic plague, which was spread by rats. However this epidemic is now believed by many scientists to 
have involved perhaps more than one disease, the most virulent of which was probably a virus.  
Whatever the causes, this highly infectious disease swept westwards through Europe and killed many. It spread through Britain from the south coast and is estimated to have killed at 
least a third of England's population.  
The social effects of the Black Death 
For the remainder of the fourteenth century the population was lower (perhaps at around three million even at the end of the century). This meant that for many people: 

 Wages became higher – employers desperate for workers had to pay more to attract them 
 The costs of many foodstuffs fell – with fewer people to buy goods, those wishing to sell had to cut prices. 

The results of the Black Death and this demographic change were bad for upper-class estate-owners: 
 Their lands were yielding less than they had in their fathers' and grandfathers' times 
 Costs, including wages, were rising. 

For people lower down the socio-economic scale, however, the post-plague world held some opportunities: 
 There was an increase in mobility, by workers moving to take up paid work 
 There was a decrease in the use of ‘unfree' serf or bonded labour in favour of wage-earners. 

There were several further outbreaks of plague in fourteenth-century England. 
Life expectancy in medieval England 
Apart from the plague as a cause of mass death, the chances of living to old age were much lower than they are in modern England. Life expectancy in Chaucer's time may have 
averaged around 30-35 years, but that meant a large number of babies and toddlers died. Once people had survived infancy their chances of living into, say, their 50s could be good. A 
women's life expectancy increased greatly when and if they had survived their years of childbearing. Strong and fortunate people might survive into their 60s and 70s.  
However, sudden and unexpected deaths were relatively common hazards. Many men and women died young owing to the lack of: 

 Effective medicines 
 Proper sanitation 
 Safe and successful surgery 
 Adequate scientific understanding of disease and the body.  

These normal dangers surrounding medieval people made acceptance of one's own mortality a sensible outlook. It was believed that sudden death, before a person had confessed his or 
her sins and obtained absolution from a priest, could jeopardise a believer's place in heaven in the after-life. 
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 Human sin 
To appreciate the power the Church wielded in the lives of ordinary people in medieval England, 
it is important to understand key beliefs about sin and the need for forgiveness. 
Sin, in Christian teaching, consists of disobedience to the known will of God. The first example of 
sin described in the Bible comes in the story of Adam and Eve, who were placed by God in 
the Garden of Eden. They chose to disobey God and, as a result, were expelled from his presence 
and condemned to live in a harsh and inhospitable world. [For further information see Big ideas 
from the Bible > Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve, ‘Second Adam']. 
The medieval Church inherited and taught the doctrine of original sin, the belief that all human 
beings share in collective guilt as a result of the disobedience of Adam and Eve in the Garden of 
Eden, the Fall of Humankind, together with an ongoing predisposition to disobey God. Everyone, 
therefore, needed to be cleansed through baptism, to learn to resist temptation, and to live in 
such a way that, when death came, they would be ready to face God's judgement on their 
thoughts, attitudes and actions. 
 
The hope of forgiveness  
Christianity teaches that through his death on the Cross, Jesus Christ took the punishment for 
human sin, thus ‘turning around' the effects of the Fall of Humankind, making it possible for 
individuals to be forgiven, to learn to live in obedience to God and eventually to reach heaven. 
The Church has always seen it as very important to remind individuals of this teaching and to 
encourage them to respond.  
 
Delivery of Christian truth 
There were three central elements on which the medieval church focused.  
The Mass 
Celebrating Mass (also known as the Eucharist) was an important sacrament. By taking part in 
this, believers symbolically shared in the victory paid for – and won by – Christ over the power of 
sin (known as the atonement). Through this they could receive the grace (meaning the gift) 
of salvation. 
Confession 
Helping people to confess their sins and receive assurance of forgiveness was the role of the priest. 
The medieval Church distinguished between venial and mortal sins: 

 Venial sins were relatively small faults and shortcomings. The individual 
could confess these privately to God 

 Mortal, or ‘Deadly' sins were wrong acts committed consciously and deliberately. They 
therefore placed the soul in serious danger and the Church taught that, in normal 
circumstances, they could only be forgiven through the sacrament of penance and by 
confession to a priest. 

The sermon 
Sermons were used to explain to believers how they should live. In a time when few could read, 
oral teaching in sermons was central to people's Christian education. 
Sermons had several functions: 

 To educate people about the Christian faith and the Church's rituals and practices 
 To make known the contents of the Bible 
 To help people understand the system of confession and to prepare for their confession 

to their parish priest in a careful way 
 To explain about sin and virtue. 

Judgement and purgatory 
The religious outlook that medieval citizens took for granted differs in many of its emphases from 
that of even a devout and well-informed Christian today. People were extremely concerned with 
the fate of their soul after death. They took seriously the doctrine that everybody would be 
judged by God when they died. A Christian might be allocated a place in heaven, whereas an 
extremely sinful person, who had not repented, might suffer in hell. Nevertheless, most people 
would go after death to a state of ‘cleansing' for their sins. This state was called purgatory.  
Purgatory: ‘Cleansing' of souls in the next world 
Penance was particularly important because of the medieval church's teaching about Purgatory. 
This was a doctrine that crystallised during the later medieval centuries.  
The idea of purgatory was based on the obvious fact that most people are neither extremely 
good nor extremely evil. Therefore, the Church declared that most people, even if not going to 
eternal damnation in hell, would not go straight to heaven after death either. Instead, they would 
spend a period in the spiritual state of purgatory where they could ‘pay for' / atone for sins 
committed on earth. Only when their souls were thus cleansed could they proceed to the full bliss 
of heaven.  
It was believed that, whilst still alive, people could undertake deeds that would speed either 
themselves (in the future) or a dead friend or relative through this process. Penance was one such 
action. 
 

Who went on pilgrimage?   People from all levels of the society in which Chaucer lived went on pilgrimage. Many people would have seen pilgrimage towards a particular holy 
place as mirroring the journey of Christian believers through life towards God and heaven. Some visited churches near to their homes; others travelled long distances within England or even as far as 
Santiago de Compostela in  Northern Spain, Rome or Jerusalem: 

 Some went on pilgrimage as a specific penance 
 Most went voluntarily, seeking forgiveness, spiritual encouragement or practical benefits such as healing for themselves or others 
 Women often went on behalf of their family members or to ask for the ability to conceive a child 
 Pilgrimage also offered a chance to escape everyday life and work and see something of the world 
 Pilgrims were sometimes criticised for irresponsibility and un-spiritual behaviour. 

The Canterbury Tales includes a variety of characters who vary according to rank, education, holiness and their various strengths and weaknesses. To some extent they represent the society, the 
beliefs and the various ideas of Chaucer's time. Pilgrims going to a shrine were supposed to behave as people on a spiritual journey but pilgrimages could also be treated as holidays and social 
experiences. The Tabard Inn mentioned in The Tales was a popular starting point for pilgrimage to the tomb of Saint Thomas a Becket at Canterbury. 
Pilgrim destinations 
Pilgrims travelled to places considered particularly holy. This might be because of: 

 Association with Jesus Christ and his Apostles (such as Jerusalem, Rome or Santiago de Compostela in Spain) 
 Connection with a person regarded as a saint 
 The resting places of saints and their relics were believed to be places where heaven and earth intersected, where individuals might come close to God and have their prayers answered 
 Saints were also believed to grant healing from a distance. This was true of St Thomas Becket and the pilgrims in Chaucer's The Canterbury Tales are said to be travelling to his shrine in 

Canterbury to give thanks for his help when they were sick. 

 Astronomy studies the movement of the planets and stars  
Astrology deals with the supposed influence of the stars on human life.  
This distinction is a modern one, however: while astrology is regarded as a pseudo-science today, for centuries it was accepted as a way of explaining and predicting terrestrial events. Before the 
seventeenth century, astronomy and astrology were not usually separated, and observation of the ‘heavenly bodies' was accompanied by ideas about their effects on man and his earthly habitat. 
Medieval astronomy 
The geocentric (or Ptolemaic) universe 
People in the Middle Ages believed that they inhabited a geocentric universe. The earth (geo) was at its centre, with other planets (the sun being counted as a planet) revolving around it in 
concentric circles. Looking out from the earth, astronomers noted the Moon, then Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jove and Saturn. Beyond these came the stars. These were held to be equidistant 
from the earth, and were placed on a further circle.  
This was the conception of the cosmos held by the ancient Greeks, as described by Aristotle (384-322 BC). It is often referred to as the Ptolemaic universe after the Egyptian scientist Ptolemy (c.90-
168). This cosmology persisted throughout the Middle Ages. 
Christianity 
Though the geocentric universe was originally pre-Christian, it was comfortably Christianised. Aristotle had described a ‘Prime Mover', a force outside the heavens setting them in motion. To 
Christians, this Prime Mover corresponded to God.  
The influence of the heavenly bodies 
Astrology describes the influence of the stars on human life. Because God was held to be in charge of the entire universe, unlike today medieval Christians did not see the attribution of ‘influence' to 
elements of the cosmos as being in opposition to the rule of God. 
Because the sun is the source of life, and the moon causes tides, it was felt that other heavenly bodies must also influence the earth. In the absence of modern science, this would help explain human 
behaviour and terrestrial phenomena and allow for predictions. 
The Planets 
Each planet was believed to have an individual influence: 

 Jupiter (Jove) disposes someone to be merry or ‘jovial' 
 Mars and Venus influence man to be warlike (martial) or loving respectively 
 The influence of Mercury is seen in the term ‘mercurial' 
 A ‘lunatic' is affected by the lunar cycle of the moon 
 The influence of Saturn is seen in the adjective ‘saturnine' 
 Planets also dominate particular days of the week (Sun-day etc.).  

Planetary influence was affected by the planets' relation to each other (their constellation or aspect). Though planets could influence human behaviour, they could not determine it since, in Christian 
thinking, man has free will.  
The Stars 
If the geocentric universe is pictured as a circle, it can be divided like a cake into twelve equal slices. For about a month (starting on March 21st) each ‘slice' will appear in the east where the sun rises. 
This segment is said to be ‘in the ascendant'.  
Each segment has a distinct grouping of stars, referred to by the signs of the Zodiac: Aries (Ram), Taurus (Bull) , Gemini (Twins), Cancer (Crab), Leo (Lion), Virgo (Virgin), Libra (Scales), Scorpio 
(Scorpion), Sagittarius (Archer), Capricorn (Goat), Aquarius (Water-carrier), Pisces (Fishes). The stars in the ascendant were believed to further affect the influence of the planets passing through 
them. 
Astrology and the Wife of Bath 
Since there was no alternative explanation of most events, astrology formed part of the general way of thinking and provided a satisfying link between the earth and the rest of the universe. 
Despite her strong will, the Wife happily attributes her personality to the external influence of the stars. In l.609-20 and l.697-705 she depicts the influence of: 

 Venus, responsible for her lust (and love of pleasure) 
 Mars, responsible for her vigour 
 Being born under the sign of Taurus, which prompted her to ‘folwe[d] ay myn inclinacioun' (l.615) 
 Mercury, associated with the male preserve of wisdom and science, which opposed Venus. 
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 Romance and the Wife of Bath's Tale 
Sometimes the Wife's Tale is referred to as a Romance and the question is raised about whether or not this kind of tale is appropriate to the earthy (and, in the modern sense of 
the word, ‘unromantic') Wife: 

 Her opening words are typical of the genre, but she then subverts it by making her young knight an un-chivalrous rapist 
 The knight's quest to please the impossible demands of a queen is to be expected, but not the resulting servitude to an ugly old woman 
 The sermons which obtrude into the text actually question the whole convention of chivalry 
 The reader's expectations of a courtly tale in which women are rescued by men (knights) is overturned – it is a powerful woman who rescues a powerless man 
 The fairytale transformation at the end is only achieved on the woman's terms. 

 
Prologues 
Chaucer, like many other authors in all periods, prefaces many of his tales with prologues. These are introductions of various kinds to the material in the tale. A prologue may 
take the form of: 

 Information about the background or the source (some of the tales are taken from earlier texts) 
 An elegant passage on a theme relevant to the tale 
 A prayer. 

The Wife of Bath's and Pardoner's prologues 
The Wife of Bath's Prologue is far longer than the average in The Canterbury Tales. The only other prologue as extensive is that of the Pardoner. Chaucer designs each of these as 
a sort of confession by a first-person speaker, revealing attitudes and behaviour which is, from several points of view questionable: 

 The Wife is presented as a woman who is both disobedient to her husbands and prepared to get what she wants out of them financially. This was the opposite of 
contemporary expectations that wives were obedient and that, during marriage, all the money — hers as well as his — was at the husband's disposal. (That said, in her 
fifth marriage the Wife freely gives to Jankin the legal titles to her property.) 

 The Pardoner's Prologue exposes his methods of preaching in such a way that he makes people part with their money because they believe in the power of alleged relics 
which are complete fakes. 

 Satire 
Satire is mockery that has a moral purpose. It shows up folly and wickedness by wit and caricature. As a literary form, satire is not just comedy or an attack on abuses. Ever since 
classical times it has claimed to have a basically didactic, social and moral purpose. 
The Wife and Pardoner each represent groups about whom there was much satire in the Middle Ages: women and clerics: 

 Anti-feminist satires often presented women as disobedient, too talkative, rebellious, lustful and prone to evil. Marriage, therefore, was a state which men would do well 
to avoid! 

 Anticlerical satires (satires against the clergy) often focused on the alleged financial abuses of the Church.  

 Sermons 
Sermons would have been heard every week by Chaucer's church-going audience, and so be a very familiar format. The medieval sermon was central in teaching Christians 
about: 

 Their faith 
 The Bible 
 Christian doctrines and practices 
 Saints 
 Morality.  

They were of enormous importance in a society where most people had little or no ability to read, and little access to books even if they were literate. In addition, few people 
knew enough Latin necessary to read the Bible for themselves.  
Sermons aroused interest and good preachers were appreciated, both for their skills in presentation and the content of what they taught. A sermon from a lively or controversial 
preacher would be a popular, thought-provoking occasion. Sermons were preached on many topics but always took their starting point from what is called the ‘text' or ‘theme', 
in the form of a short statement from the Bible. 
Typical sermon elements in The Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale 
Chaucer uses familiar aspects of contemporary sermons: 

 Medieval preachers often included stories in their sermons, to illustrate points. The Wife of Bath's Tale could be seen as a very long and elaborate version of the kind of 
story often included in a sermon 

 These stories were called exempla. The word means ‘examples' and has this specialised meaning (tales illustrating a moral point) when used about sermon stories. The 
singular form is exemplum. 

The Wife of Bath's Tale is like an exemplum, though much longer than the real ones were. It is a highly elaborate version of the sort of story that sermons used as illustrations of 
Christian truths. It is a fable-like illustration of: 

 The idea that God examines the heart, not a person's outward appearance 
 The truth that a person's deeds reflect on their nature (‘By their fruit you shall know them') 
 The virtue of submission (the knight's to his wife!) 
 The belief that age and wisdom should be respected. 

In his Prologue the Friar, acknowledges that the Wife has spoken well of many things. He recognises that she has touched on difficult scholastic matters but then warns her to 
leave the citing of authorities to learned scholars and clergy. The woman ‘preacher' is thus given a firm put down. The Wife has in a sense attempted to preach in her Prologue. 
She has both used and attacked ‘auctoritee' (authority) in the light of her ‘experience' and brought forward stories (exempla) from her own marriage to prove her points. 
 

Marxist approaches  
Marxists critics are concerned with relationships between power and class. They see 
authors, texts and the characters within narratives, as products of particular social and 
economic systems.  
Some of the ideas that might interest them about The Wife of Bath's 
Prologue and Tale include: 

 The Wife as a middle-class woman challenging traditional ‘authority' based on 
religion 

 The Wife as a middle-class woman challenging the notion of inherited nobility 
through the Old Woman's account of ‘gentilesse' in the tale 

 The Wife as a merchant – a woman who understands the growing capitalist 
economic system in which she exists, increases her wealth, and commodifies 
many aspects of life – marriage, sex, her youth. 

Psychological approaches  
Psychological approaches are concerned with complexity, conflicts and tensions within 
the text, author or characters. 
Some of the ideas that might interest critics who pursue psychological approaches 
include: 

 The Wife as a conflicted personality governed by both Mars and Venus - war 
and love 

 The Wife as a victim of early sexual experience – married at tweleve 
 The Wife of Bath's Tale as a story of wish-fulfilment (The Old Woman regains 

her youth and beauty. The rapist surrenders his desire for power.) 
 The Wife of Bath's Tale as a story about the ‘feminisation' of the male 
 Chaucer's / the Wife's inability to deliver a non ironic attack on misogyny.  

The Canterbury Tales as drama  
Critics interested in the dramatic quality of The Canterbury Tales are interested in the 
connections between the fictional pilgrims on the pilgrimage and the extent to which 
there is sustained debate between them as they journey to Canterbury. 
Some of the ideas that might interest them about The Wife of Bath's 
Prologue and Tale include: 

 The Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale as part of a dramatic debate by the 
pilgrims about marriage in The Canterbury Tales. Other tales projected to be 
part of this ‘debate' include: 

o The Franklin's Tale 
o The Merchant's Tale 
o The Clerk's Tale 
o Some of the interchanges between the fictional pilgrims 

 The idea that the tales are ‘dramatic' in the sense that they were intended to 
be read aloud for entertainment. 

Feminist approaches  
Feminist critics are interested in the ways in which female characters are presented in 
texts, their feelings, ideas and opportunities. They also identify ways in which women in 
texts are misrepresented, or, silenced by male authors. They may also be interested in 
gender more generally, in the ways in which both men and women are disadvantaged 
by traditional gender stereotyping. 
Some of the ideas that might interest them about The Wife of Bath's 
Prologue and Tale include: 

 The Wife's voice in the text: a female narrator authored by a male (Prologue) 
 The Wife's attack on anti-feminist or misogynist texts (Prologue) 
 The Wife as a victim of a patriarchal society which forces her into manipulative 

strategies to get what she wants 
 The silence of the raped young girl, and the reward of a beautiful wife for the 

rapist, in The Tale 
 The way that the Wife relates to other women in The Prologue - ‘sisterhood' or 

just gossiping? 
 The power exercised by women in the tale, e.g. the Queen and the Old 

Woman 
 Issues about women's access to learning, opportunities and financial 

independence. 
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 Investigating themes and significant ideas in The Wife of Bath's Tale... 
 On a blank sheet, jot down phrases that answer the sentence: ‘The Wife of Bath's Tale is about …' 

 
o Use abstract nouns – ideas and concepts, rather than an account of the plot 

 
 E.g., The Wife of Bath's Prologue is about marriage …' not The Wife of Bath's Prologue is about a woman who …' 

o Try to identify five main ideas on your sheet 
o Put each idea as a heading on five further pieces of paper and create a mind map exploring each one 
o Show how you can support each theme by close reference to 

 
 The text 
 The pattern and movement of the narrative. 

 

There are three main areas in which a struggle for power is central to the text. 
 
Clerical authority versus personal experience 
In the opening lines the Wife announces that her experience of five marriages is ‘right ynough for me'. She thinks that it gives her sufficient authority to speak about marriage. She opposes this authoritative experience to her view of written 
‘auctoritee', the ‘truths' she will have heard expressed through clerical interpretations of the Bible, e.g. of Genesis and 1 Corinthians 
The Wife challenges male ‘authority' on, for example: 

 Sex and marriage 
 The validity of her five marriages 
 Chastity.  

Chaucer creates a text in which the active power of speech, the tongue, is powerful and persuasive against the passive ‘received wisdom' of Jankin's book which is packed with both biblical and classical examples of wicked wives. 
The struggle for ‘maistrie' (mastery) within marriage 
There are a number of ways in which the struggle for dominance is fought through the Wife's many marriages. Issues under debate include: 

 Control of money and property 
 Control of the body 
 Restraint and licence 
 Truth and deception 
 Dispute and resolution.  

Notice how the struggle is ‘gendered'. It is not so much a struggle between two different people, as a struggle between a man and a woman. The location of control also has a bearing. The indoor space, in which her husbands debate with the 
Wife, is more controlled than the outdoor spaces, where the Wife is free to gossip. It is in the fields that the Wife makes a new connection (with Jankin) whilst her husband is in London. 
The struggle against the power of time 
In the Wife of Bath's Prologue dominance and attraction lies with the young. Youth triumphs over age, but time eventually triumphs over the Wife herself as she becomes aware of her own ageing. 

 The triumph of youth and energy – In her youth the Wife has time and the power of attraction on her side, but she lacks control over the wealth within marriage. From l.193 the Wife begins the narrative of her marriages and 
demonstrates how she takes control of husbands one, two and three, their treasure and their talk. 

 The triumph of time – Chaucer works with three time periods in a few lines: the time of the Wife's youth, the time when she married her fourth husband, and the present. From l.453 the Wife introduces the account of her marriage to 
her fourth husband with the comment that he had a lover. At that time, she claims, she was still young and passionate and enjoyed dancing, singing and drinking. This leads her to reflect on her youth, with the recognition that it has 
gone. The drama of her battle with the husbands is suspended briefly as she poignantly remembers her youth and acknowledges her ageing. Her memories help readers / listeners become more aware of the Wife as a person. 

 Compensating for the loss of youth - from l. 575 the (undaunted) forty year old Wife sees the young Jankin and realises that this time she has to use more than sexual attraction to gain him. Well-schooled by her mother in the craft 
of female trickery, she lets him believe that she is enchanted by him, and lies to him that she had dreamed about him in a dream which prophesied gold. She is subtly offering wealth to the impoverished clerk. 

 Offering assurances that time has not impaired her sexual capacity - In the event of widowhood, the Wife moves fast. She reminds us, from l. 600, that she has a great deal to recommend her in the marriage stakes – ‘a coltes 
tooth' (a young appetite), proven credentials as a sexual partner, and a pair of star signs which promise both lecherousness and ‘hardinesse'. 

 The value of youth in the tale - In The Wife of Bath's Tale age and wisdom in the form of the Old Woman seem to triumph over the inexperience of the young Knight, but age is not ultimately held to be valuable. The Knight's 
reward is to get a young bride through the magical transformation of the Old Woman. The desire for youth is present in The Tale as it is in the Wife's Prologue. 

Investigating tensions and oppositions in the Prologue 

 Examine how the theme of struggle is portrayed in terms of binary oppositions in the text, e.g. between 
o Youth and age 
o Restraint and licence 
o Script and tongue 

 Think about other thematic tensions that you see in the text, e.g., between discretion and confession 
 Draw a diagram to express your idea of these 
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An ironic claim 
Although the Wife believes that she is explaining the suffering that wives such as she undergo in the patriarchal institution of marriage, ironically Chaucer 
reveals the opposite. It is the Wife's behaviour that generates most of the ‘wo' in her five marriages (e.g. from l. 193 on the old husbands)! Chaucer has 
already cleverly allowed her to be unwittingly ironic in l. 173 where she claims to have been an expert all her life in the tribulation of marriage!  
However, modern audiences would recognise that the Wife has a valid case to make about the restrictions on life as a married woman. She reveals the 
unhappiness of any marriage where the partners are unequal and the woman has to struggle to gain recognition for her needs in the ‘partnership'. It is this 
which leads to desperate measures of deception (l.180), violence (l.792), and using sex as a bargaining tool (l.408), in order to gain some self determination 
/ ‘maistrie' (mastery). The gendered word is in itself revealing. 
 
 
Gender and power 
The struggle in The Wife of Bath's Prologue is ‘gendered'. It is not so much a struggle between two different people as a struggle between a man and a 
woman. Jankin the clerk has a book of wicked wives, not a book of wicked people. 
The gender distinctions in The Prologue seem distinctly marked. Men seem to be economically powerful and educated, women seem to have to get what 
they need by appealing to - or tricking - men. In this respect, the Wife exposes the weaker side of the men she marries, who can be manipulated through 
their desire for sex and status. But the location of wealth changes the situation. The widowed Wife is powerful and independent - until she gives her assets 
to Jankin l. 630.  

Gender stereotypes 
In many ways the Wife and her spouses conform to traditional gender ‘types': 

 Dame Alison's older husbands are cantankerous, miserly, suspicious, yet easily duped and enslaved by their own desire for sex 
 Jankin adds to the mix with clerical misogyny which reinforces the male suspicion of all women as the inheritors of Eve and thus the cause of men's 

downfall. Maritally, he is also a bully who expects to be obeyed at every turn 
 The Wife is bossy, garrulous, compelled to gossip, deceitful and sexually voracious. 

Yet we engage with the Wife as a rounded person whose fictional character encompasses more than the stereotype suggests. We enjoy her lust for life and 
new experiences, her heartfelt desire for love and acceptance, the way in which she makes the best of the circumstances she faces, combined with the 
realisation that the years are robbing her of her charms. Chaucer enables us to laugh at her and feel for her at the same time.   

Ambivalent gender 
The interruption of the Pardoner shifts the sense of clear gender distinction, although we have to know the description of the Pardoner in Chaucer's 
General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales to be aware of this. The Pardoner lacks a beard and has a voice like a goat. Having attempted to stem the flow 
of female diatribe by a ‘masculine' undercutting of her account, his sexual ambivalence in fact makes a joke of his interruption (l.163) stating that he was 
about to marry. 

Gender in the Tale 
Gender is partly the subject of The Wife of Bath's Tale: 

 Initially, the Knight commits the ultimate gender crime, denying the personhood of the girl he rapes 
 In return, he is then put at the mercy of the Queen and an entirely female court 
 The Knight's quest is not about what people most desire, but discovering what women most want. Ostensibly it is about female ‘maistrie' over 

men. 
Yet ultimately, the gender opposition this implies breaks down. The marriage between the Knight and the magical lady seems successful because both are 
prepared to compromise, taking – and relinquishing – control within the relationship. 
 

 
A wish-fulfilment fairy tale 
One way of assessing the Tale is to think of it as a kind of fairy tale about desire, in which longings 
are ultimately fulfilled trough magical transformation. The idea of a land of fairies / magic is 
introduced l.3, and l.991-1004 and is followed by a number of key moments in the narrative. 
The Knight 

 The knight succumbs to his desire, his lust, for the young virgin and rapes her l.882-88 
 The Knight's natural desire to preserve his own life commits him to embarking on his 

quest 
 The focus of the quest is to answer to a question about what ‘wommen most desyren' 

l.905 
 The Knight's answer, that women desire to have control over their husbands and lovers l. 

1038-40, is one he gradually comes to comprehend 
 The Knight's desire to escape his marital duty to his wife l.10150, l.1073 - 1113 
 The resolution of each of the couple's desires by the magical transformation which 

gives the Knight a fair, young bride, l.1250-6 and produces a consensual marriage  
The Old Woman 

 The Old Woman desires to be allied to the young Knight l. 1009 (she gains his pledge to 
the, as yet unrevealed, promise that he will marry her) 

 The answer the Old Woman supplies for the Knight's quest is that women desire to have 
control over their husbands and lovers l. 1038-40 

 The Old Woman's physical desire for a ‘proper' husband 
 The Old Woman's desire for virtuous living to be recognised as the essence of ‘gentilesse' 
 The Old Woman's desire for ‘maistyre' (mastery), satisfied by the Knight's submission, from 

l.1230 
 The resolution of both her and the Knight's desires by the magical 

transformation which allows the Old Woman to be a fair, young bride with a virile 
husband, l.1250-6 and produces a consensual marriage in which she is not denigrated  

The Wife's desire 
The final lines are not essential to the tale but they re-establish our awareness of the Wife as 
narrator. Her desire for power has a thematic link with the tale.  
Investigating the theme of desire 

 Consider the effect of the Wife's final lines on your experience of the end of tale 
 

o Do they diminish its ‘magic'? 
 

 
The crime 
At the beginning of the tale the young knight commits a crime. He takes advantage of a situation in which he is unlikely to be observed to rape a young woman, using force to overcome her resistance l.883-888.  
The Knight is brought before the court 
When news comes to the court of the Knight's deed, he is initially sentenced to death. However the Queen pleads with her husband the King for the ladies of the court to be given the choice of saving him or not. The Knight's fate becomes the gift 
of the Queen who decrees that he shall be sent on a quest to discover what women most desire. The rapist is ‘punished' by the educative ordeal of the quest and the initial threat to his life, but there is no requirement to make any act of 
restoration to the victim of the crime who disappears from the tale.  
The worst that happens to the Knight is that he has to keep listening to women's various accounts of what they most desire and nearly ends his allotted year and a day quest with a failure to come up with a single answer which will save his life.  
The magical intervention and the Knight's reward  
The Knight is saved by the intervention of the Old Woman who gives him the answer he needs, but his salvation is gained by promising to agree to whatever the Old Woman's first request of him will be. The Knight then embarks on his second 
‘punishment' – marriage to an old woman who wants him to be a proper husband to her. She presents him with a choice of having her foul, old but faithful until the end of her life, or beautiful, young and fair with the possibility that she will 
dishonour him. 
The Knight, after much thought, gives the choice to the Old Woman; he thus concedes mastery to her. She has the sovereignty that women most desire. She is then magically transformed into a beautiful young bride which enables the Knight, a 
rapist, to be rewarded in the tale with a beautiful and virtuous wife.  
Assessment 
There remains a gap in the tale. The victim of the rape, the young girl, is merely a device of the plot. The tale is silent on her fate and on her view of the ‘justice' of the Knight's punishment and reward.  
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Critical intention 
It is easier to agree that there is social criticism in The Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale than to agree what the main targets of that criticism are. The text is delivered 
by an ironic author-narrator through an unreliable narrator (the Wife lies) and lacks evidence of its reception by the narratees (except by the Friar who would have 
an interest in giving a put-down to the woman who has encroached on scholastic matters). Interpretation will inevitably vary widely. We have no evidence of 
Chaucer's intention.              

Men and women  
Men could be seen as targets of social criticism, since in the Prologue they are imputed to be controlling and misogynistic. In The Tale the crime is committed by a 
man. 
In The Prologue, women are represented as gossipy and manipulative or, depending on your interpretation, as resourceful and outspoken, in tackling the inequality 
of their situation in marriage. 
The Tale superficially values women and their opinions (e.g. their views are sought in the quest) but basically denigrates them:  

 The Old Woman has to be transformed into a young woman to be seen as being entirely satisfactory 
 The raped young girl who might validly have spoken for wronged women disappears from the text 
 Only the Queen is an example of a wise and powerful female, though even she has solicited her power from her husband. 

The Wife 
Chaucer's representation of the Wife has been labelled as being both ‘feminist' and ‘anti-feminist'. Depending on your point of view, either of these descriptions might 
provide a form of social criticism, either of the Wife or of the social world she inhabits. 
Chaucer cleverly uses a first-person narrator so that we are drawn to make our own judgements of the Wife, but these judgements are belied by ironies and 
contradictions. 

 She argues forcibly against misogynist views of women but reveals herself as a violent, dominating woman, ready to trade sex for material advantage 
 Ironically, she reveals herself to be the garrulous, indiscreet, deceitful woman, the ‘jangleresse' and gossip that has been under attack by male authorities. 

She is as free with her speech as she is with her sexual activity 
 There is a moment of poignancy in Chaucer's handling of her when she acknowledges her ageing 
 Chaucer gives the Wife a crucial and challenging point about the depiction of women in texts when she asks, ‘Who painted the lion? 
 The Wife's declared intention is playful - she claims that she sets out to entertain. So we might also consider that the fictional Wife is elaborating an 

exaggerated fiction of her marriages for the amusement of the listeners l.193 
 She is Chaucer's creation, but she is created from a literary tradition in which there is a model for the sexually experienced older woman. It is interesting to 

read extracts from Jean de Meun's Romance of the Rose which feature the Old Woman reflecting on her strategies and her declining power. (You can find 
this in The Canterbury Tales ed. Kolve and Olson, 2005, Norton, New York.)  

Marriage 
The state of marriage is presented as unsatisfactory in The Prologue, where even the mutual agreement of Alison and Jankin is only achieved after ‘muchel care and 
wo'. The Wife's intention to speak of the ‘wo' that is in marriage certainly becomes ironic. It may be doubly ironic in that the Wife really does reveal the ‘wo that is in 
marriage' where the partners are unequal. See Chaucer's humour for the problem of irony in the text. 

The status of the knight and gentilesse 
The Knight of Chaucer's The General Prologue has in the past been generally taken to be ‘a verray parfit gentil knight'. Yet (if we accept Terry Jones' revisionary 
work on the Knight in his book Chaucer's Knight: The Portrait of a Medieval Mercenary) he now appears to be the subject of Chaucer's irony. In the Wife's Tale, the 
Knight (even though he is a pre-fourteenth century Arthurian knight) flouts any ideal of chivalry by raping a young girl. His high social and moral status has been 
belied.   Chaucer may also be criticising the notion of a social order which associates gracious and courteous behaviour with noble birth or high status. The 
behaviour of the Knight at the beginning of The Tale graphically demonstrates the moral bankruptcy of this idea. It is then exposed by the Old Woman's rhetoric. She 
proves that a definition of ‘gentilesse' should not depend on noble birth but on those actions which reflect God's grace. Together this could represent an attack on the 
contemporary social order in which the Knight has a high status.  

The idea of pilgrimage 
The nature of some of the tales told by the fictional pilgrims on the journey, e.g. The Wife's Prologue and The Miller's Tale, highlight the secular and bawdy enjoyment 
of the (fictional) journey to a religious shrine. The Wife demonstrates awareness of other pilgrimage sites, but not the piety with which they should be associated. 
Chaucer is perhaps highlighting the contemporary disquiet about the secular aspect of pilgrimage.  

The Church 
At the beginning of The Tale there is an attack by the Wife on Friars as being licensed and licentious. In l.68 (Prologue) the Wife argues for ‘owene juggement' – a 
reference to one's own judgement on scriptural or moral matters which might well resonate with the listeners aware of the challenge to the Catholic 
Church presented by Wyclif. He called for reforms and was concerned to produce a Bible in English which ordinary people could understand for themselves, rather 
than relying on what they were told about the Latin Bible by a priest. See Social / political context > An era of social and economic change > Challenges to the 
Church.  
Interpretation is again an issue here. Our judgements about the reliability of the Wife as narrator and problematic suppositions about Chaucer's proximity to - or 
distance from - her views are important. Should we view the above as: 

 Examples of social criticism of the Church 
 Indications of the subversive character of the Wife 
 Both? 

 

 
 
The Wife's commitment to marriage 
Despite setting out to speak of the woe in marriage, the Wife in her Prologue demonstrates a 
commitment to marriage: 

 She sees it as a state which she can use for her material advantage 
 She questions what she interprets as a prohibition on remarriage after widowhood  
 She is eager for sex and keen to make the audience aware of her sexual energy and 

capacity  
 She is also adept at using sex to bargain for what she wants  

Sex is important in The Wife of Bath's Tale: 
 The plot is initiated by a rape 
 There is a focus on the young Knight's difficult bridal night with the Old Woman, who is 

keen to have her full marital rights 
 The resolution of the tale comes when the Knight achieves a beautiful, young, virtuous 

partner in marriage 
 The desire for pleasure in bed is one of the answers to the Knight's quest for what women 

most desire 
 The Wife adds her own comments at the end of the tale when she prays for meek, young 

husbands who are ‘fresshe abedde'. 
 
Mastery in The Wife of Bath's Prologue 
There are a number of ways in which the struggle for dominance is fought through the Wife's many 
marriages. The struggle for mastery is important in: 

 Control of money and property  
 Control of the body  
 Issues concerning restraint and licence  
 The use of deception  
 Dispute and resolution  
 It is a struggle between the sexes, in which males exercise more control indoors but have less 

power outside.  

Mastery in The Wife of Bath's Tale 
The issue of mastery in The Wife of Bath's Tale is key to resolving the plot: 

 The Knight's quest is to discover what women most desire 
 The Knight has to give up his freedom for a year and a day under the judgement of 

the Queen to discover the answer 
 The Old Woman gives him the answer he needs, but he has to submit to her terms 

to obtain it 
 He will be obliged to fulfil her first request of him. Unfortunately for him, she wants 

him - and she wants all of him 
 She presents him with a choice of having her foul, old but faithful until the end of 

her life, or beautiful, young and fair with the possibility that she will dishonour him. 
The Knight, after much thought, concedes mastery to the Old Woman by offering her the 
choice. She has the sovereignty that women most desire, but she acts in the marriage to 
please him and obey him in everything which will bring him pleasure. Having gained 
mastery, she seems to return it to Knight again. Interpretation is difficult here – are we 
looking at a return to male dominance or a recognition of the need for mutual agreements 
within marriage? 
Investigating mastery and sovereignty in the Wife's Prologue and Tale 

 The Wife's victory at the end of The Prologue is to achieve mastery of the household 
and control of her husband's speech and reading. In return, she claims that she acts 
kindly towards him 
 

o Think about her emphasis on ‘maistrye' and ‘soverayntee' in lines 811-18 
o Write these words down on a slip of paper and make connections with their 

appearance in her tale. 
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 The Wife of Bath's Prologue 
The essence of any plot is conflict and there is plenty of it in The Wife of Bath's Prologue. The Wife is in conflict with both texts and husbands. She can resolve her conflicts with texts because the texts can't reply, and move on with her discourse confident that she has 
won her point by making it. The husbands present a different obstacle to the Wife, although a related one, because some of them use texts as weapons against her.  

The Wife's victories 
The arguments with the first three old husbands, who are treated collectively, are resolved by the Wife's victory over them. She employs a sustained programme of grinding down their attempts to restrict and control her, but her ultimate victory is the triumph of 
her youth over their age and death. 
The Wife's fourth husband presented her with more of a challenge. He took a lover and the Wife set out to torment him but the final resolution of their conflict came with his removal in a coffin. She engages in a little conventional grief, before catching sight of 
Jankin's legs following the bier. 

Jankin and his ‘authorities'  
The Wife's fifth husband Jankin, the clerk, preached to her citing a wide range of sources as authorities on wicked wives. These sources range from classical, to Judaic and Christian. They include ancient Roman and Greek stories, biblical references and stories from 
the Old Testament, and from the writings of St Jerome, Tertullian, and Trotula.  
This massive weight of authority is directed against women and their behaviour. Most of Jankin's examples seem to have come from his compendium of wicked wives. In defence, the Wife makes her much quoted ‘who peynted the leon…' (who painted the lion) point. 
Men have written the books and given their account of women; clerks will never give accounts of good women unless they are writing about saints, she claims. She adds that if women had written of men they would find more wickedness than any man who ever lived 
could redress.  
The dispute with the fifth husband is partly resolved by violence. The Wife recalls how she tore three pages out of his book and knocked him backward into the fire. He then gave her the blow in the head that made her deaf, but was aghast when he saw her 
unmoving on the floor. Quick to take advantage, the Wife accuses him of trying to murder her for her land. He begs forgiveness and they live happily together for not quite ever after.  
It seems that the dispute between is then finally resolved through mutual need. He concedes ‘soverayntee' (supremacy) to the Wife and she agrees to behave honourably towards him. She claims to have been kind to him. She thinks of him fondly, probably 
because he is now dead, although the Wife is not quite clear here. She refers to her time with him as in the past but does not actually make reference to his death. 

Dispute and resolution in The Wife of Bath's Tale 
In The Wife of Bath's Tale the dispute between the Knight and the Old woman is resolved. Their competing desires are reconciled by the magical transformation which allows the Old Woman to be a fair, young bride, l.1250-6, and produces a consensual marriage.  
In the course of the tale the Old Woman introduces a debate about the definition of gentilesse. Her sustained argument brings it to a resolution that has implications for the Knight and his behaviour. ‘Gentilesse' in Middle English can mean nobility of birth or rank, as 
well as gracious, kind, gentle or generous behaviour. The Old Woman argues for a meaning of ‘gentilesse' which would give her nobility of character through her gracious or generous deeds. She may be of low birth but she hopes through God's grace to act with 
nobility.  
She defines ‘gentilesse' as being something which cannot be passed down by inheritance. This is especially poignant since the Knight, who regards himself as her social superior, has committed a most ignoble act.  
One aspect of the plot remains unresolved. The Knight's violent act against the young girl is dealt with through an attainable quest which allows capital punishment or further violence to be avoided. However, the violated woman disappears from the tale and there 
is no apparent action to ameliorate her situation. She is a device of the tale. 
 
 
The fitness of the narration to its narrator  
The Wife tells a tale in which women's views are sought. Discovering what they most desire will save the Knight's life. And it 
turns out that what they most desire is ‘sovereyntee', l.1038, an answer of which the Wife would certainly approve. 
There are other aspects of the Wife's Tale which seem inappropriate to its narrator. For example: 

 The bourgeois wealthy Wife has to relate the Old Woman's defence of poverty 
 The setting of the tale wouldn't seem to be one that would immediately have captured the interest of the earthy 

Wife. 
However, Chaucer can be seen to have ‘customised' this tale to the Wife.  

A continuing narrative thread 
The Wife's very long Prologue has been a story in itself, the story of her marriages. She has also delivered a sustained piece 
of ironically misdirected self-advertisement. First person pronouns were used frequently. In the opening of The Tale this 
highly subjective first-person narrator gives way to the voice of third person story-telling. But in her tale the Wife continues 
to reveal her anti-clericalism, materialism, and her sexual appetite through her interjections (see Synopses and commentary 
> Part eighteen; Part nineteen; Part twenty-five). 
The Wife of Bath's Tale is mainly written with the economy of a fairy tale (little description, brief dialogue, characters are 
types rather than realised as individuals) except where two significant female speakers dominate the narrative. 

The Wife 
We encounter the Wife speaking in her own voice, in first person narration, when she interjects her views about:  

 Clerics – e.g. lines 862-881 (her anti-clerical attack on friars, who become the only danger now to women in places 
that were traditionally haunted by evil fairies) 

 Women – l.931-950 (women can be well limed through attentiveness, like not to be criticized and don't care a 
rake handle for discretion, she claims) 

 Husbands – l.1257–1264 (e.g. her desire for husbands young and fresh in bed, and generous with their money) 
 Her story – In l.1074 and 1077 she reflects on her own handling of the tale, explaining why she hasn't spoken of the 

celebrations on the wedding day.  
However, the bawdiness, so evident in The Wife of Bath's Prologue is not a significant feature of her Tale.  
The Old Woman 
Here, the Wife has the opportunity to deliver a different female view, as well as cite authority for her arguments, recounting 
a tale in which women have power over a man. In the Old Woman's dialogue with the Knight, she engages in a lengthy 
account of the concept of ‘gentilesse', and refers to Dante, Valerius, Boethius and Seneca. 
 

Investigating the tale and its narrator 

 Make a list on a large sheet of paper of the basic plot of the Wife's Tale. Leave ample space between each event. 
 

o Annotate your list to show how Chaucer's narrative makes the tale appropriate to the Wife's character and 
concerns 

o Are there any aspects of the tale which you don't find appropriate to the Wife? 
 

 E.g. Her ‘maistrye' in marriage has been firmly based on financial control. Is her concern for the control 
of money and possessions reflected in the tale? 

Investigating the thematic connections between The Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale 

 Make a list of themes that you think are common to both texts 
 

o Take each one as the topic on a sheet of paper and mind map how the theme is outworked in both parts of the 
text. 

 Are there particular themes or significant ideas which you think relate to one of the texts but not to the other? 

 Answering  
When the time comes to put pen to paper, remember these handy hints: 

 Read the question carefully and underline the most important words 
 Make a brief plan or diagram of your initial thoughts 
 Don't be afraid to question the terms of the question if that seems appropriate, e.g., if the question asked is ‘Is the Wife of Bath 

a feminist?' define what you understand by the term ‘feminist' before starting the main body of the answer 
 Keep thinking all the way through your essay, and keep answering, i.e. relating evidence from the text to the line of 

argument that you are taking. Remember that you are not being asked to tell the story, you are being asked to express a 
sustained argument about a view of the text or its characters 

 Show that you enjoy the intellectual challenge of engaging with the text 
 End brilliantly! Be thought provoking. 
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Poems of the Decade Notes 

Poem/Title Analysis Themes Language Structure Tone Form  
Eat Me 
Imperative, command, 
sexually provocative, 
illustrative of consent, 
power dynamic of 
relationship  

Aging/time 
Objectification  
Male view of women  
Power/control 
Foreignness  
Desire  

 Opens with factual/direct, short sentences with subject, 
verb, object construction  

 ‘didn’t even taste it’, removed agency, loss of identity  

 Use of tricolons, sense of excess/classification, ‘big girls, 
soft girls, girls I can burrow inside’  

 Biblical allusion ‘like forbidden fruit’, female blame for 
sin, sexual imagery, objectifies, exoticism  

 ‘craving a wave’, assonance reinforces frustration  

 ‘I rolled and he drowned/in my flesh’, enjambment 
reinforcing action, clear action vs consequence  

 ‘there was nothing else left in the house to eat’, sinister 
ambiguity, adopts tone of the male (threat) 

Chronological, follows 
trajectory of the narrative  
 
Use of direct quotations 
between tone shift  
 
Ends with the death of the 
man, acts to reinforce.  

Factual  
‘I ate, did what I 
was told’  
Mournful  
‘only pleasure’ 
Frustrated  
‘too fat’  
Triumphant  
‘I left him’ 

10 x stanzas  
3 x lines  
 
Isometric  
 
Dramatic 
monologue  

Chainsaw vs Pampas 
Sense of conflict, 
juxtaposition of man vs 
nature 

Conflict  
Power/control  
Man, vs nature  
Desire  
Time  

 Personification of chainsaw, stereotypically masculine, 
suggesting aggression ‘knocked back’ 

 ‘gunned the trigger’, pun, violence is humourised  

 ‘I let it flare’ PV demonstrates sense of power  

 ‘sunning itself/stealing the show’ feminised, presented as 
arrogant, selfish, sibilance = sneer  

 ‘the fringe […] pipes and tubes’, juxtaposition of natural 
and mechanical imagery, PV projection  

 ‘into the patch and […] in a match’, rhyming, cohesion 

 ‘the seamless urge to persist’, futility of action, sadistic 
fulfilment from violence, inevitability of failure   

Framed by time  
‘all winter’, ‘left it a year’  
 
Descriptive of singular event  
 
Cyclical, return of the chainsaw 
to its place and 
acknowledgement of presence 
of pampas grass  

Methodical 
‘from there’, 
‘then’   
 
Sadistic  
‘bloody desire’ 
‘felt the […] 
gargle’  
 
Frustrated  
‘to try to forget’ 

8x stanzas  
Varying lines  
 
Heterometric  
 

Material 
Physical presence, lack of 
article = sense of 
displacement, focus on 
what is tangible 

Memory/nostalgia  
Generational differences  
Gender  
Youth/growth  
Parental responsibility   

 ‘a mum’s embarrassment of lace’ the physical associated 
with the intangible, emotional attachment to past  

 ‘she always bought her own; I never did’ fundamental 
differences between them highlighted 

 ‘his dodgy foot’, affectionate, idiosyncratic focus  

 ‘the Annual Talent Show’ capitalisation, sense of 
officiality/foregrounds importance  

 ‘Nostalgia only makes me old’ metaphorical and literal   

  ‘their soft and hidden history’ aspirant consonance, 
secrecy, delicacy in their association  

 ‘should I complain of the scratchy and disposable’ 
modern life seen as holding little value in comparison  

Reflection on past  
 
Illustrates transfer of parental 
role  
‘I raised neglected-looking kids’  
 
Ends with dialogue from 
mother, sense of intimacy  
 
 

Reminiscent 
‘she’d have one, 
always’  
 
Frank  
‘if I’d commit to 
being home’  
 
Reflective  
‘she would say’   

9x stanzas  
2 x couplets  
 
 



Poems of the Decade Notes 
An Easy Passage 
Singular, ‘passage’ = sense 
of liminality as 
through/between, ‘easy’ = 
sense of pride(?) 

Youth  
Journeying 
Development/growth  
The future as unknown  
Ambition  

 Sense of intense focus ‘she must keep her mind on’ 

 Use of blazon, identity through physicality, ‘tiny breasts’, 
‘toes and fingertips’ 

 Inevitability of acquiring knowledge through growth and 
action ‘she will reach’, ‘the more we grow’ 

 innocence/purity of youth ‘seem lit, as if from within’  

 Distance of future in ambition: ‘classes/she plans to take’ 

 ‘Shimmering-oyster-painted toenails’ mythological 
connotations, idea of mermaid, innocence and idealism  

 ‘flash of armaments’ foregrounded, unusual link to 
violence/conflict, potential for transformation in growth  

Begins in media res  
 
Follows the route of the girl  
 
Extension of concentration of 
poem to others  
‘flush-faced secretary’  
 

Neutral/factual  
‘once’, ‘but first’  
 
Forgiving  
‘what can she 
know of the way 
the world…’  

1x effusive stanza  
 
Narrative  

The Deliverer 
Title, identity defined by 
occupation (perhaps 
perceived as a masculine 
role), anticipation of 
recipient/object 

Places  
Objectification  
Cycles of life  
Gender  

 Colonialism through place names, India and Native 
America ‘Our Lady, ‘Milwaukee’  

 Harsh past tense ‘found’, ‘covered’, ‘abandoned’  

 ‘the one’ lack of identity, objectified  

 ‘they know about ceremony’, importance of conformity, 
view of Americans as more civilised/empathetic  

 ‘the strangeness of her empty arms’ loss of function  

 ‘she’s passed from woman to woman’ commodification 

 ‘outside village boundaries’ othering, removed from view 

 ‘feel for penis or no penis’ binary decision of fate, lack of 
grammatical correctness suggests non-English speaker  

Divided by location  
 
Follows discovery and adoption 
 
Final section returns original 
setting 
 
Internal cyclical structure with 
repetition of process of women 
that ‘trudge home to lie down 
for their men again’  

Factual  
‘the sister here is 
telling my mother’  
 
Shift to another 
PV with ‘feel for 
penis or no penis’  

No strict form  
 
Limited regularity 
in stanza/lines  
 
Final section, 2x 3-
line stanza, 2x 2-
line stanza, 1 line, 
breaking down, 
draw to closure  

Please Hold 
‘please’, polite, instruction 
towards subject, dynamic 
of relationship, ‘hold’, 
waiting, anticipation, used 
primarily during telephone 
calls  

Time  
Appearance, vs reality  
Power /control 
Entrapment  

 Direct, simple sentences create tension 

 Limited range of vocabulary  

 Expression through punctuation  

 Irony as the PV appears to be as robotic as the situation 
described  

 Lack of distinction of dialogue, fused in memory  

 ‘wonderful’, superlative, appears satirical  

 Tricolon of possessive pronoun  

 Use of present tense, direct, confrontational 

 Structural reversal of ‘my wife says, this is the future’ 

 ‘he is giving me no options / in the guise of countless 
alternatives’ sense of futility, appearance vs reality  

 Three syllable profanity, direct, aggressive sound  

 Detachment through ‘translator’, frustration as isolation  

 Rhyming of ‘hold […] old […] cold […]’ gradual clarity  

No strict structure  
 
Focus on repetition  
 
Combining of ‘voices’  
 
Deviation from repetition 
foregrounds   
 
Internal cyclical structure 
through repetition 

Factual  
‘she says […] and 
I’m talking’ 
 
Angry  
‘fucking’  
 
Futile  
‘the only way’ 

1x stanza  
 
Continuous, 
building tension  



Poems of the Decade Notes 
Grayson Perry Urn  
Mimics ‘Ode on a Grecian 
Urn’ by Keats, ideas of high 
culture and intellectualism, 
‘Grayson Perry’, associated 
with freedom of 
expression, unconventional  

Cultural heritage  
Materialism  
The past  
Beauty/aesthetics  

 Contrast within lexical style and register ‘delineating’ vs 
‘crap’, more ‘educated’ appearance vs specific dialect 

 Tricolon of places, monotony/pride  

 ‘can, somehow’ addressee defies prediction through art 

 Iambic pentameter, ‘can bring to mind…to breaking 
point’ regulation, clarification  

 Juxtaposition of ‘UK’ and ‘the continent’  

 Idea of naivety to be admired ‘too young to’  

 Double of entendre of ‘ecstasy’  

 Anaphoric repetition of ‘each’, delight in detail  

 Activity of youth as artistic expression ‘as signature’ 

 Differences between ‘pensioners and parents’ and youth 

 Deviation from idiom with ‘gift’  

Begins and ends with personal 
reflection  
 
Intense focus on imagery  

Colloquial  
‘Hello!’  
 
Admiring  
‘can, somehow’ 
 
Humorous  
‘chlamydia 
roulette’ 

5x stanzas 
10x lines  
 
Isometric  

Look We Have Coming! 
‘have’, incorrect verb form, 
non-native speaker, ‘Dover’ 
as a site of immigration  

Conflict  
Hope  
Identity  
Society/culture  

 Use of loan words ‘alfresco’ ‘camouflage’  

 Power structures, sense of control ‘ministered’ 

 Rhetoric of newspapers towards immigrants ‘swarms’ 

 Use of alliteration ‘huddled […] scummed’  

 ‘National eye’ as a synecdoche for society  

 Fusion of natural and mechanical imagery  

 Immigrant experience ‘passport’ 

 Shift in register, becomes more formal/grammatically 
correct ‘imagine my love and I’  

 ‘unparasoled’ reversing of action  

 References to popular culture  

Use of epigraph  
 
No clear structure 
 
Dictated by imagery 

Neutral  4x stanzas  
 
Increasing line 
length  
 
No rhyme scheme  

From the Journal  
Private writing, sense of 
intimacy/reflection, 
‘disappointed’, intrigue 
into causes, ‘man’, identity 
founded in gender 

Masculinity  
Power/control  
Society, vs individual  
Work/function  

 Listing plurals, sense of excess/pride ‘chains, pulleys…’ 

 Significance through physicality, obsession with 
quantification ‘massive’, ‘very’, ‘powerful’  

 Dehumanisation of men ‘one’, ‘monsters’  

 Alliteration of n, sense of aggression 

 PV defines the men in relation to himself  

 Metaphor for life? ‘gradually slackened and finally 
ceased’  

 ‘like a mystic’ only simile, feminine reference (?) 

 Vulgar, visceral masculinity ‘spit’  

 Theme of silence/inability to deal with issues individually 
= reference to mental health/societal expectation 

 Idea of authority ‘majesty’  

 ‘me of course’ return to PV, perhaps insecurity in his self  

Focus dictated by PV  
 
Cyclical  
 
Views men as a collective, 
specifies, then draws back out 
again  

Proud  
‘I discovered’  
 
Self-aware  
‘I should say’  
 
 

11x quatrains  
 
Isometric stanzas  
 
 



Poems of the Decade Notes 
Genetics 
Scientific terminology, idea 
of inheritance, 
continuation of lineage 

Parental relationships  
Division  
Inheritance  
Past, vs the present 

 Balanced phrase ‘my father’s […] in my palms’  

 Use of ‘may’ creates a sense of denial, obvious truth 

 Detachment, unemotional, ‘quarry’  

 ‘Their’ becomes appropriated by the speaker as a way of 
uniting parents through their thoughts  

 ‘I shape a chapel’ physical metaphor, bisects poem, 
imagination parallels frustrations  

 ‘my body is’ physical manifestation  

 ‘the skin’s demands’ = the church/personal desires  

 Conditional relationship, mutual sacrifice  

 ‘we know’ development from opening  

Villanelle  
 
Focus on the hands and palms  
 
Extended metaphor for 
parents’ relationship  

Assured  
‘I know’  
 
Hopeful 
‘but in me’  
 
Earnest  
‘take me with you’  

5x tercets  
1 x quatrain  
 
Alternation of 
palms and hands  

Giuseppe 
Singular name, no 
contextualisation in terms 
of status, PV’s relationship, 
Italian = theme of 
foreignness(?)  

Gender 
Power/authority  
Hypocrisy  
Responsibility  
Transgression 

 Clear time setting ‘World War Two’  

 Brutal imagery ‘butchered’  

 Anonymity with ‘certain others’ ‘they said’  

 Use of alliteration ‘dry and dusty’  

 Dehumanisation through pronouns ‘she, it’  

 Exposing hypocrisy of Church ‘but refused’  

 Contrasting of colours ‘golden’ to blood  

 Symbolism of wedding ring as a sign of civilisation  

 Repetition of ‘they said’ separation and retelling  

 Clarification of Giuseppe’s role, meant to shock?  

 Hypocrisy of the PV through ‘I thank God’  

Cyclical structure  
 
Framed by PV, then Uncle  
 
Use of other speakers  

Direct 
 ‘my uncle’  
 
Horrified  
‘for which I thank 
God’  

5x stanzas  
 
1x couplet  

The Gun 
Two monosyllables = 
harsh/direct, ‘gun’ linked 
to violence, death, or the 
potential to harm, ‘the’ = 
specific, of importance 

Power  
Potential  
Desire  
Death 

 Opens with active verb ‘bringing’  

 Focus on spatial relationship ‘into’ 

 Direct address, present tense, confronting ‘you lay’  

 Use of caesura, enjoyment of moment ‘:’  

 Colour contrasts to reflect earthy/visceral nature ‘green’ 

 Simile, sense of life/primal instinct ‘when sex was fresh’ 

 Detachment from specific animal ‘creatures’, ‘fur and 
feathers’, ‘entrails’  

 Masculine power, phallic symbol and ‘King’ 

 Introduction of PV in final stanza ‘I join in’  

 Non-realistic imagery, power of carnal desire ‘golden’  

Mostly complex sentences  
 
Contrasted with short 
sentences 
 
Repetition of idea of gun 
changing a house  
 
Increasingly macabre, 
unrealistic  

Direct  
‘a gun […] changes 
it’  
 
Sadistic  
‘and entrails’  
 
 

Opening line  
 
4x stanzas 
 
Irregular lengths  

The Furthest Distances 
‘furthest’, sense of 
challenge, desire for the 
remote, ‘I’ve’, clearly 
retrospective. Focus on PV 
with ‘I’  

Experience  
Identity  
Journeys  
Past, vs the present  
Society/culture  

 Detail of bag against spine appears to reflect pleasure  

 Foreign place names, variety, distance 

 ‘cells of scattered airports’ imprisonment of civilisation 

 ‘some kind of destiny’ the unknown as a place of interest 

 Use of parenthesis to add more detail, create a personal 
tone  

 Alliteration, sense of cohesion/satisfaction from 
travelling ‘Madison to Milwaukee’ 

 Use of present tense, implicit involvement of reader as 
scene is created instantaneously ‘I discover’  

 ‘Holidaying’ creation of vocabulary, importance to PV  

Lineation reinforces sentiment  
 
Structure focused on 
experience 
 
Journeys create structure  

Reminiscent  
‘like many folk’  
 
 

8x stanzas  
 
Heterometric  



Poems of the Decade Notes 
The Lammas Hireling 
First day of August, harvest 
festival, pastoral idea, lack 
of identity of hireling 

Responsibility  
Morality  
Spiritual belief  
Death  

 Begins in media res 

 Use of juxtaposition ‘light/heavy’ ‘light/dark’ ‘day/night’  

 Agricultural semantic field ‘heifers’ ‘yields’ ‘cattle’  

 Use of alliteration ‘disturbed from dreams of my dear’  

 Compound adjectives ‘stock-still’, ‘stark-naked’ repeated 
structures, attempt to verbalise  

 ‘Poetic’ language within direct story-telling ‘small hour’  

 Use of simile ‘like a stone’ ‘like bread’ attempts to 
understand the physical change of the hireling  

 Extended metaphor of death – death of wife, death of 
hireling, death of the dreams that haunt him  

Story is told before it is 
contextualised  
 
Chronological  
 
 

Reflective 
‘I’d still a light 
heart / and a 
heavy purse’ 
 
Confessional  
‘I have sinned’  

4x stanzas  
6x lines  
 
Isometric  
 

To My 9-Year-Old Self 
Dedicational, evocative of a 
letter, sense of reflection 
on the past  

Responsibility  
Innocence  
The past  
Experience/growth 

 Use of imperative ‘must’ ‘don’t’  

 Use of anaphora ‘rather’ freedom of choice children have  

 Sense of shared experience, fondness ‘we’d jump’  

 Use of rhetorical question, unanswered  

 Use of pronouns to distance/become closer ‘you’ ‘I’ ‘we’ 

 Use of future conditional, creation of a mutual time 

 ‘men in cars after girl-children’ garish, reality of growth  

 Contrast between reality and innocence, uncompromised  

 Sense of inevitability, omniscient position of PV 

 Hyperbole, ‘ecstasy of concentration’, wish to be 
returned to naivety of youth 

Opens as an address, 
confession, reflection, 
agreement of distance, image 
of past self 

Dominant  
‘must’ ‘don’t’ 
 
Confessional  
‘I have spoiled this 
body’  
 
Considerate  
‘I shan’t’  

5x stanza 
 
6-8 lines in length 
 
Heterometric  
 
Attempt at control  
 

A Minor Role 
‘minor’ = idea of 
subservience, function 
within a wider structure is 
the focus  

Power  
Identity  
Personal purpose  
Appearance, vs reality  

 Use of alliteration throughout, cohesive imagery, 
foregrounds certain elements to give a sense of pride 
/particular importance 

 Sibilance and guttural alliteration ‘shrinks to unwanted 
sniggers’, discomfort of scenario  

 Use of asyndetic present participles, sense of endless 
energy ‘asking, checking, getting’  

 Use of compound adjectives, attempt to verbalise/clarify  

 Tricolon parallels formula of asyndetic present 
participles, revelation of reality  

 Medical semantic field  

Cyclical through symbolism of 
the spear  
 
No strict formula, dictated by 
internal feelings of the PV 
 
Use of tricolons  
 
 

Considerate 
‘if I get these […] 
wrong’  
 
Explanatory  
‘you may see me’  
 
Frank  
‘genres of misery’  
 

5x stanzas  
1x line  
 
Heterometric  

History  
Academic study, reference 
to past(?), unclear yet 
obvious focus 

Innocence  
Nature  
Reflection  
Conflict 
Identity  

 Use of contrast within imagery ‘gravity and light’  

 Use of parenthesis, detachment, internal, vs the external  

 Reflective statements, restore a sense of logicality to the 
poem ‘I think what makes us who we are’  

 Use of alliteration throughout ‘carp in public parks’ 

 Ominous sense through ‘warplanes’ ‘bodies’  

 Lineation seems to reflect the movement of waves  

 Implicit link between human experience and nature local 
forms of history’  

 Idea of futility/inability to enact change ‘attentive to the 
irredeemable’  

Framed by historical 
connotations of Sept 2001 
 
No clear structure, follows the 
thought process of the PV  
 
Use of imagery  
 
Use of enjambment  

Melancholic  
‘the news in my 
mind, and the 
muffled dread’  
 
Contemplative 
‘at times I think’  
 
Detached  
‘his parents’  

Free verse 
 
No clear stanzas  
 
Relies on 
graphology  
 
 



Poems of the Decade Notes 
Effects 
Plural noun, result of an 
action, presenting the 
aftermath, no article, 
displaced/isolated  

Identity  
Physical degradation  
Memory/nostalgia  
Change – social/physical 

 Use of personification ‘the knives that lay in wait’  

 Transactional nature of relationships ‘giving love’ ‘  

 Use of parenthesis ‘(scent-sprays…) as means of 
clarification and separation from main narrative  

 Medial caesura with final word ‘dead.’, abrupt  

 Fricative alliteration ‘familiar flavours’ positive imagery  

 Internal cyclical structure/thematic repetition ‘unseeing’ 

 Polysyndeton ‘and gulped and stared’ monotonous 

 Collective noun, sense of anonymity ‘others’  

 Colour contrast ‘reddened ‘gold’ ‘black’  

 Reference back to her degradation ‘or turn her face’  

Follows degradation of physical 
body  
 
Listing of memories, drawn 
together into the bag of 
belongings  
 
Drawn together by PV holding 
her hand  

Reflective 
‘I held her hand’  
 
 

2x hypotactic 
sentences  
 
Stichic (1x stanza) 
 
Dramatic 
monologue  
 
 

Out of the Bag 
Idiomatic, revelation of 
secret information, themes 
of concealment, surprise 
etc. (?) 

Childhood  
Family  
Past, vs the present  
Knowledge  

 References to animals ‘spaniel’ ‘camel’ unnatural/well-
travelled, sense of exoticism 

 Yonic imagery ‘gaping wide’ women as vessels of children 

 Use of simile ‘like a hypnotist’ foregrounds charisma 

 Methodical/indicative ‘that was next’ academic tone  

 Use of blazon ‘hands’ ‘a toe, a foot and shin’  

 Use of colours ‘camel’ ‘pink’ ‘blood’ 

 Repetition creates structural cohesion, obsession 

 References to high culture ‘ancient Greece’ ‘Hygeia’  

 Register shifts ‘say I’ ‘I pulled I posted off’  

 Idolisation of primary figure ‘his name’ ‘the god’  

 Use of internal contrast in imagery ‘light’ ‘undarkening’  

 Cyclical nature ‘again and again, bridal and usual and 
useful at births and at deaths’  

Use of enjambment 
 
End stopped lines  
 
Sectioning marks shift in 
register  

Fascinated 
‘he’d arrive, 
disappear and 
reappear’  
 
Academic  
‘sanatorium’  

Numbered 
sections  
 
Roughly 3x lines 
per stanza  
 
 

On Her Blindness 
‘on’, clear focus, no 
attempt to avoid 
confronting reality, ‘her’, 
external perspective, 
distinction between, 
‘blindness’, literal or 
figurative 

Physical deterioration  
Death  
Detachment  
Memory  

 Use of pronoun to demonstrate detachment ‘one’ 

 Alliteration ‘handicaps are hell; one tends to hear’ 

 Use of simile ‘like a Roman’ ‘like a dodgem’ associates 
her condition with other images, sense of pride/humour 

 Semantic field of conflict ‘fight, Roman, catastrophic’  

 Contrast between reality and appearance ‘saw things she 
couldn’t see’ use of paradox to heighten pathos  

 Tricolon, listing of her activities ‘visit, admire, sink’ 
foregrounds losses in her experiences  

 Use of colour contrasts ‘black’ ‘gold’  

Structure supports plot  
 
Use of enjambment  
 
Narrative poem  
 
Couplets do not hold a 
traditional function  

Reflective  
‘of course,’ 
 

Couplets  
 

 



POEM: A Minor Role – UA Fanthorpe 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

            

            

            

            

            

            

             

The Poet:  

The poet was born in London and died 

in 2009, she was well known for her 

work and style of writing 

During her life, she worked as a 

receptionist at a hospital, with the 

varied surroundings providing much of 

her inspiration. 

She is often critical in a humorous way, 

of how we allow ourselves to be 

dominated by others who have power 

over us. 

 

Context to the Poem 
−The poet has written this poem based on her own experiences of hospitals. 

−The poem references the tragedy “Oedipus Rex” written by Sophocles, a 

playwright from Ancient Athens. The main character Oedipus begs for his death 

after learning that as a result of him being separated from his parents at birth, 

he had unknowingly killed his father and married his mother. While the exact 

story of the play is not significant to the poem, the choice of this play is 

interesting because it can be seen as showing that even in the worst situations 

an individual should not wish for death or deem it better to die, with the 

following exclamation of “No it wouldn’t!” highlighting this opinion. 

What is the poem about?         The poem illustrates how often in life, one will 

have to deal with a difficult situation – the way in which the person affected reacts 

to this situation and the people around them is what the poet explores in this poem. 

The speaker is evidently suffering from an illness and it is hinted that it is terminal. 

They try to be optimistic and speak truthfully about the difficulty of the situation. 
 

FORM: 

−Caesura – reflects the pauses and 

interruptions in life, perhaps 

indicating how people’s actions and 

thoughts may not be as ‘free’ as 

initially anticipated 

−Enjambment – highlights how the 

tasks are mundane and monotonous 

STRUCTURE: 

−6 stanzas in total, which is then 

followed by a single line. Each 

stanza focuses on a specific theme, 

whilst the final line provides the 

reader with a resolved ending and 

a positive one. 

−Framed narrative – we return 

back to the stage which was 

initially described at the beginning 

of the poem, except this time the 

narrator does not accept their 

‘minor role’ or the ‘star part’ – 

Fanthorpe, highlights the change in 

mindset for the narrator – they are 

less dismissive and a sense of 

optimism is created. 

−Dialogue is highlighted by the use 

of italics 

−Irregular line lengths may reflect 

the irregularity of life and how 

parts of life can change suddenly 

and unexpectedly 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−“midget moments wrong, the 

monstrous fabric” – the use of 

alliteration and plosive consonants like 

‘g’, ‘t’ and ‘d’ create a harsh and abrupt 

sound and perhaps this reflects how the 

speaker has become tired of this 

pretence. 

−Present participles – “driving, parking, 

holding, checking, getting, sustaining, 

walking, thinking, yearnings, enduring” – 

these gerunds highlight how these tasks 

that the speaker endures, are 

continuous and ongoing, which again 

suggests that the narrator is suffering 

from a long-term illness. 

−Metaphor of a theatrical performance. 

−Semantic fields – Medical themes, with 

words such as “formula” “consultant” 

“illness” and “dosages” which continue 

the idea that the narrator is suffering 

from a form of illness. Semantic field of 

the stage and drama, such as “roles” 

and “stage” which often are directly 

associated to the medical descriptions. 

Brings the idea of the ‘minor role’ in to 

the poem 

COMPARE TO: 

 On Her Blindness 

 Eat Me 

 Effects 

 

THEMES: 

 Attitudes to Others 

 Identity 

 Isolation 

 

TONE: 

The speaker is erratic, they 

are constantly changing from 

one task to the next, not 

wanting to stop, pause and 

reflect upon their situation 

“midget” – creates a tone of 

hopelessness 



POEM: A Minor Role – UA Fanthorpe 

‘A Minor Role’ U.A Fanthorpe 

The speaker of the poem is seriously ill.  She admits that being ill requires her to play a 

role in order to maintain the illusion that everything is okay.  Fanthorpe also outlines 

the mundane realities of illness; hospital waiting rooms; listening to consultants; taking 

medicine; pretending to others that she is ‘getting on, getting better’.  The poet lists 

what she does when she is at home, such as finding happy novels to read, tidying up and 

answering the phone.  At the end of the poem, the speaker affirms the value of life.  

Commentary 

At the centre of the poem is an exploration of how we respond to illness and death.  Up 

to the final line of ‘A Minor Role’, Fanthorpe is suggesting that we respond by 

desperately maintaining an illusion - to ourselves and to others- that everything is fine.  

In effect, the speaker feels she is acting, performing the minor role of the title.    

The conceit of acting is established in the first stanza, and returned to again at the 

end.  The idea of acting assumes an audience- one of reasons why the speaker feels a 

need to play a role for other people.  She knows she is being ‘observed on stage’.  The 

conceit continues as the speaker imagines playing the part of a servant in her own life, 

rather than a main protagonist.  But even a small part like a servant can ruin the whole 

performance if the actor gets their lines wrong - if they don’t act convincingly enough.   

The poem therefore contains the tension between the desire to maintain an illusion and 

the stark reality that the performance is hiding.  It is worth searching the poem for 

indications of the mask slipping.  The illusion is described metaphorically in the first 

stanza as a ‘monstrous fabric’ - something colossal, fearful perhaps.  Fanthorpe has also 

carefully crafted her line breaks in the poem:  

“Cancel things, tidy things; pretend all’s well, 

Admit it’s not.” 

The idea of the gap between illusion and reality is given a physical form here.  The 

painful admission that everything is not fine at all is given added poignancy through the 

simple, brief poetic line ‘Admit it’s not’. The space surrounding the line suggests that 

the truth of the illness is silencing the speaker: there is nothing more to say.  Line 

endings are also interesting in this poem – lines ending with the words ‘civility’, ‘misery’ 

and ‘yearnings’ to capture the emotion and isolation of the illness.  

As part of its exploration of the impact of illness, the poem makes interesting use of 

lists.  The second stanza consists almost entirely of a list, suggesting the dull monotony 

of hospital visits, reinforced by the –ing verbs.  The metaphorical conjugation of 

‘misery’ also results in an inevitable list.  Towards the end, the items in the list are 

separated not by a comma or a semi-colon but by full stops.  The silences are becoming 

more final, more keenly felt.  It is as though the speaker is trying to control or repress 



POEM: A Minor Role – UA Fanthorpe 

her feelings about illness by resorting to ticking things off, and gaining some 

consolation form routines.  

Fanthorpe returns to the conceit of acting and performance in the final two stanzas of 

the poem, but her position has changed.  She concludes by rejecting the performance: 

‘I jettison the spear’ (often held by actors playing minor parts such as guards and 

attendants).   Powerfully, the speaker also rejects thoughts of suicide, or at least 

giving in, in the defiant claim: ‘No it wouldn’t!’ Being honest and direct wins out in the 

end as the poem makes a dramatic turn in the moving final stanza, which is a powerful 

single line of poetry: 

“I am here to make you believe in life.” 

Building critical skills  

Carpe Diem means ‘Seize the day’. Carpe Diem poetry is a type of poetry which realise 

the brevity of life and argues that we should enjoy ourselves whilst we can.  This is a 

very rich tradition of Carpe Diem poetry in English Literature.  Perhaps the final line 

reflects this style of poetry.   

Context: 

Fanthorpe includes a quotation from the classical Greek tragedy ‘Oedipus Rex’ by 

Sophocles (circa 429BC). Oedipus discovers that a man he killed when he was younger 

was his father.  He also finds out that his wife, Jocasta, is also his mother.  Jocasta 

kills herself.  In his despair over his actions, Oedipus blinds himself.  After he does so, 

the Chorus (a group on stage who comment collectively on the action) say it would have 

been better for Oedipus to die rather than continue to suffer.  This reference to 

‘Oedipus Rex’, therefore, adds to the theatrical conceit as well as to ideas about 

suffering which run throughout ‘A Minor Role.’  

 



POEM: An Easy Passage – Julia Copus 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

Copus was born in London in 1969 and 

is very interested in rhythmic styles of 

poetry, and subjects of her work often 

including family relationships 

Context to the Poem 

Julia Copus was born in London in 1969 and grew up in a house with three 

brothers who were learning to play musical instruments. Two of them later went 

on to be professional musicians, and Copus has said in interview that in order to 

have quiet, and a room of her own, she gave up her own trumpet lessons and 

moved into a caravan in the driveway while she was doing her exams. “For the 

first time, I truly began to feel that with a notepad and pen I could make my own 

world; could be whoever -and wherever – I wanted to be.” 

What is the poem about?  The poem captures the moment a 13-year-old girl 

climbs through an upstairs window in her room. 

The poem explores the contrast between an innocent and naive, young girl and 

an older woman who works as a secretary. The poem’s central concern is the 

exploration of the fleeting period between girlhood and womanhood. 
 

FORM: 

−The poem is written in free verse – 

there is no rhyme scheme. This 

helps to impart a sense of fluidity 

and movement in the poem. 

−The use of enjambment is 

reflective of life as it is continuous 

with no set structure 

−The poem is written in the third 

person and the lack of dialogue 

creates a lack of variety in pronouns, 

with only uses of “her” and “she” in 

the poem. This creates distance 

from the events being described 

with a more observational tone, 

which could be interpreted as 

making it feel more story-like. 

Stories are often used in relation to 

growing up, which would therefore 

link with the idea of a rite of 

passage. 

STRUCTURE: 

−One continual stanza – gives the 

poem a flow-like feel suggesting 

freedom. Life is continuous and has 

no said structure and this relates to 

how the girl sees her life ahead of 

her. 

−The use of tenses also informs the 

poem’s structure: it’s written in the 

present tense, but the reference to 

astrology, and the presence of the 

older secretary, as well as the 

mention of the girl’s mother, are 

reminders of what the future might 

hold in store. 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Repetition – “for now” hints at what 

is ahead 

−Rhetorical question  

−Juxtaposition – with the “flush-faced 

secretary” suggests what is ahead for 

the girl, it hints at the dullness of adult 

−Contrasts – up and down, indoors 

and outdoors. The use of opposites 

creates a sense of things being on the 

cusp: Sun is contrasted with shade, 

the freedom of the young girl with the 

adult world of work. 

−Simile – “like the flash of 

armaments” – this is another word for 

military weapons so could suggest 

that the girls are destructive or 

harmful (perhaps to themselves) or 

that they are unpredictable  

−Semantic Field of the body – physical 

descriptions of the girl and her friend 

and also through the descriptions of 

the surrounding environment. The 

humanising descriptions encourage 

the idea of onlookers to the scene. 

COMPARE TO: 

 To My Nine-Year-Old Self 

 History 

 Eat Me 

 The Furthest Distances I’ve Travelled 

 

 

THEMES: 

 Youth 

 Attitudes towards 

women 

 Fear 

 Travel  

 

TONE: 

The poem is conversational. 

The long lines with 

enjambment provide a 

naturally easy flow. 



POEM: An Easy Passage – Julia Copus 

On a sunny day, a 13-year old girl has just climbed up on the porch roof of her house while her friend 

watches from the street below.  It is likely that the girl on the roof has sneaked out without her 

mother’s permission and she has not been trusted with the house key.  The girl climbs through an 

open window and into the house.  The two girls are also observed by a rather frustrated secretary 

over the road, whose head is full of various – and perhaps abortive – plans for the future.  

Commentary 

The apparent simplicity of this poem – in which, effectively, only one event takes place – disguises an 

impressive range of complex methods and ideas.  The passage of the girl from the sunny outside to 

the shady darkness of the house could be read as an allegory of the progression from childhood to 

adulthood.  The image of the girl, who is for most of the poem poised between inside and outside, 

embodies the concept of liminality which lies at the centre of the poem – that is, the girl is at the 

threshold of two states, but occupying neither.  So it is perhaps no surprise that the poem contains a 

range of opposites: inside/outside; dark/light; childhood/adulthood; work/play.  

The form of ‘An Easy Passage’ matches the content brilliantly.  The poem’s sustained, almost slow-

motion focus on a single moment finds a visual correspondence in the shape of the poem: a single 

stanza, with long, enjambed lines.  The overall effect is of both stasis and anticipation.  Copus’ clever 

use of complex syntax and long sentences also contribute to this effect.  Structurally, the poem is 

book-ended by two very long sentences in present tense (of 13 and 21 lines respectively), each 

slowing down what little action there is. 

The childhood which the girls seem about to leave behind is associated closely with light and colour.  

Light seems to emanate from within the girls themselves.  This internal source of light might suggest 

something about their inherent innocence and freedom.  The girl on the roof is also wearing gold 

earrings and an anklet made of silver – the jewellery they, perhaps naively, associate with 

adulthood, along with possibly garish nail vanish.  All of these seem to catch the light in the same 

way and some help to suggest the delicate, possibly even vulnerable, qualities of the girls and of 

childhood in general.  

The girls are contrasted with the adult world which surrounds them.  The street is described 

metaphorically as having a menacing gaze which suggests the ways in which adult surveillance seeks 

to control and limit children. The mother does not seem to trust her daughter with any adult 

responsibilities, which in turn suggests the worry and anxiety of parenthood.  The uninviting 

electroplating factory is a glimpse into the dreary world of work which awaits the girls.  However, it 

is in the character sketch of the red-faced secretary where the adult world finds its greatest 

expression in the poem. Her head is full of future plans (evening class, the trip of a lifetime), which, 

we can infer, she will never fulfil.  She is also reading an astrology column, another implied reference 

to the future.  The secretary seems to adopt a critical stance towards the girls.  The conversational 

phrases used to describe the girl’s age and semi-nakedness suggests that this is the secretary’s voice.  

She looks disparagingly at the freedom that these young girls seem to have – and the fact that they 

are wearing bikinis. Perhaps it is this, rather than the hot weather, that is making the secretary 

blush. The problems with future adulthood are also suggested symbolically in the narrow windowsill 

and the dangerous drop of the staircase that the girl is about to step onto.  

The poem’s structure is also carefully. Copus takes full advantage of the opportunities of a third 

person narrator by describing the events from a number of different perspectives. The poem begins 

with the girl’s perspective.  We are given access to her thoughts, such as reflections on her waiting 

friend who she has romantic feelings for.  In almost the exact mid-point of the poem, the (adult) 
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narrator intrudes with a direct question which sums up so many of the key ideas in the poem about 

childhood and adulthood.  

How can the girl comprehend or foresee what the future has in store?  She blissfully does not know 

the difficulties of her forthcoming adulthood.   The world becomes less accommodating, more 

difficult and uncomfortable – physically and perhaps psychologically – the older we get.  The more 

distant viewpoint is then continued until the description of the secretary.  It is from her perspective 

that the friend is described.  The secretary looks up to see the girl and perhaps her own childhood.  

The perspective and structure of the poem therefore chimes with the poem’s central concerns – it 

moves from the brightly- lit girl to the world-weary viewpoint of the adult.  



POEM: Chainsaw Versus the Pampas Grass – Simon Armitage 

        

        

        

        

        

        

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

Simon Armitage is one of the UK’s 

best-known poets. 

He is Yorkshire-born poet whose early 

work was often very personal, but over 

the years his writing style has 

progressed to more often reflect 

broader societal ideas and issues. 

Context to the Poem 

“Corn in Egypt” is a quote from the Old Testament; having corn in Egypt 

is the key to surviving hostile times of drought or conflict.  It is a saying to 

suggest there is a lot of something. 

What is the poem about? 

Armitage writes the poem in the voice of unbalanced people who have a 

secret or shameful taste for violence. The poem describes a man who 

uses a chainsaw to violently cut down the plants that are growing within 

his garden. 
 

FORM: 

−No enjambment – each 

stanza is contained within 

its own section with end-

stopped lines 

 

STRUCTURE: 

−Total of eight stanzas with 

variation in line length – could be 

seen as representing the 

destructive nature of the 

chainsaw. 

−Conversational structure – a mix 

of long and short sentences 

−Variation in line length - going 

from one extreme of just three of 

four words on a line to 9 or more 

words. The inconsistency of line 

lengths could also be seen as 

representing the destructive 

nature of the chainsaw, and it’s 

reckless and unrestricted power in 

turn damaging and destroying the 

structure of the poem, making it 

look more uneven and 

fragmented. 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Alliteration 

−Similes 

−Metaphors 

−Sibilance - connotations of snakes and danger 

makes the reader wary of the chainsaw and its 

potential 

−Powerful and dominant language reinforces the 

idea of masculine strength 

−Imagery of a battlefield – a fight between the 

chainsaw and the plants  

−Military Language of gunfire and swordplay – 

“raked”, “severed”, “torn” “dead”  

-The author personifies the chainsaw through the 

description of it ‘grinding its teeth’. This further 

enforces the idea that the chainsaw is the 

representation of masculinity, ‘grinding teeth’ also 

gives the impression of built up anger that has 

been left to grow over the year. It is used to make 

the objects seem more formidable 

COMPARE TO: 

 The Deliverer 

 Giuseppe 

 From the Journal of a Disappointed 

Man 

 The Gun 

THEMES: 

 Conflict and Power 

 Masculinity 

TONE: 

The poem is told in a 

conversational manner but 

there is an aggressive and 

violent tone throughout. 



POEM: Chainsaw Versus the Pampas Grass – Simon Armitage 

 

The poem begins by describing in detail how a chainsaw is prepared – it is taken down from its hook, 

oiled and attached to a power cord.  The speaker turns on the chainsaw, which comes powerfully to 

life.  The chainsaw destroys the pampas grass easily.  The speaker then sets fire to what is left of the 

grass.  Soon, however, the pampas grass grows back and the chainsaw remains on its hook below 

the stairs.   

Commentary: 

Typically for Armitage, this poem uses a persona because it adopts the vibrant voice of someone we 

can consider, in varying degrees, to be separate from Armitage himself. The speaker in the poem – 

drawn towards the power of the vividly described chainsaw – relishes the destruction of the pampas 

grass, but is made to look rather absurd as the pampas grass simply grows back.  The pride and relish 

of the speaker is shown to be wildly – and humorously – misplaced. 

In order to add a dynamic depth to this persona, the poem adopts a conversational tone.  The 

sentence length varies dramatically – note the interesting minor sentence in the fifth stanza – 

‘Overkill’, which seems to reinforce the speaker’s pride.  There are also frequent examples of 

colloquial idioms and expressions, such as ‘finish things off’, ‘stealing the show’ and ‘I left it a year’, 

which often serve to amplify the speaker’s pride.  

The impression of spoken voice is also reinforced by the irregular form.  Armitage uses an apparently 

relaxed free verse as he varies line length and stanza length markedly.  The poem’s form also 

confirms the excess and power that the poem describes, and so is matched closely to the content.  

Like the chainsaw itself, the stanzas – with their ‘perfect disregard’ for regularity and frequent 

enjambment - are straining to break free.  

This is not to say that the poem is without carefully crafted patterns.  The sentences shorten towards 

the end of the poem, as the speaker and chainsaw shrink back from their folly.  Note also the 

anaphora in the third stanza – ‘and felt’, ‘and felt’ – emphasising the fear and awe the speaker feels 

for the chainsaw’s power.  There is also an interesting syntactical patterning.  To suggest the 

speaker’s enthusiasm for the destruction, the clauses often begin with the subject ‘I’, followed by an 

-ed verb, especially in the fifth and sixth stanzas: ‘I touched’, ‘I dabbed’, ‘I lifted’, ‘I ripped’, ‘I raked’ 

and so on.  

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of this poem, however, is its use of imagery.  The 

personification of the chainsaw is clear: it is described as ‘grinding its teeth; it has a ‘bloody desire’ 

and a ‘sweet tooth/ for the flesh of the face’.  A madman, perhaps, or a violent animal.  In contrast, 

the pampas grass is personified as lordly, calm, self-contained: ‘sunning itself’ and waring ‘a new 

crown’.  

‘Chainsaw Versus the Pampas Grass’ is clearly, therefore, a poem about power and conflict.  The title 

alone confirms this.  The violence of the chainsaw, the speaker’s boastful pride, the pampas grass’ 

quiet acquiescence and subsequent victory.  However, we could also read the poem as an 

exploration of gender, or masculinity and femininity.  We can ascribe traditional male behaviour to 

the actions of the speaker and the chainsaw.  As though it were drinking a pint of lager, the chainsaw 

metaphorically ‘knocked back a quarter-pint of engine oil’.  Even its dreams are ‘man-made’.  The 

speaker is also stereotypically masculine in his exaggerated relish at severing and tearing the grass in 

a metaphorical and destructive ‘game’.  The feminine natural grass, meanwhile, has ‘feathers/and 

plumes’ (labelled interestingly, as ‘ludicrous’ by the speaker) and is described dismissively as having 
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‘footstools, cushions and tufts’.  The grass is also described in very feminine terms as having a ‘dark, 

secret/warmth’ and is able to resist by closing and mending behind the blade, ‘like cutting at water 

or air with a knife’.  The pampas grass, of course, ultimately wins the battle and the speaker is 

described in the absurd, awkward position of looking on ‘from the upstairs window like the midday 

moon’ – suggesting how tentative and out-of-place he has become.   What might this suggest about 

the version of masculinity as presented in the poem? 

The events could also be read as a broader ecological comment on mankind’s persistent and reckless 

attempts to maintain dominion over nature. 



POEM: Eat Me – Patience Agbabi 
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The Poet: 

Agbabi is a performance poet with 

Nigerian ancestry, who was born in 

London, and fostered by a Welsh 

family.  

Her work often focuses on the idea of 

an outsider or differences between 

people, which is evident in ‘Eat Me’, 

with key themes including 

Transgression and Taboo, Power, and 

Gender. 

Context to the Poem 
In some cultures, the idea of female beauty has been fat, because fatness can be 

associated in some ways with fertility. However, currently there is a lot of 

pressure put on women in the media, particularly surrounding their bodies and 

their weight and pressure to be the so-called size 0. 

Feminists have long been concerned with the idea that women go to great 

lengths, and too far, to please men.  There is a recognised condition, sometimes 

referred to as ‘Feederism’ in which a persona is sexually aroused by their partner 

gaining excessive body fta. 

The title “Eat Me” alludes to Alice in Wonderland, where Alice finds a cake with 

the words “eat me” inscribed on it. When she eats the cake, she grows.  

What is the poem about?                  The poem is centred around the theme 

of a husband that force feeds his wife. He is a feeder who dominates his wife but 

the poem concludes with her rolling over him on their bed and killing him by 

suffocation. Agbabi uses the relationship between the feedee and the feeder to 

explore issues of gender and power 

FORM: 

−The rhyme/ half rhyme increases 

the sense of claustrophobia in the 

poem. It creates uncertainty when 

the rhymes don’t add up – it seems 

suspicious 

−Assonance of the “o” sound of 

“olive oil” creates the sound of 

someone choking – could be 

representative of the way that the 

narrator is feeling choked by the 

presence of the abusive male in her 

life 

STRUCTURE: 

−Rigid structure of the poem helps 

to represent the strict regime 

imposed by the feeder 

−10 tercet (3 lines) stanzas  

−Dramatic monologue 

−Italics put visual emphasis on the 

dialogue 

−Consistent end stop lines 

reinforce the idea of routine and 

consistency. For the first five 

stanzas, they all end in full-stops 

showing that up to a point, the 

narrator is in control of her 

narrative. However, from stanza 

five onwards, her feelings begin to 

emerge and the end-stopped lines 

do not continue. 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Euphemism – “cuddly”. The elements 

of unreality in the poem make it 

comical. 

−Alliteration – reaffirms the idea of 

obesity and being overweight 

− Repetition of “fat” – ensures that the 

idea is never far from the readers 

thoughts 

− Possessive language and 

objectification 

Nautical language and imagery of the 

sea and ocean 

− The woman uses objects to describe 

her size 

− Imagery shows isolation – 

“shipwreck”, “desert” reveal the 

loneliness the narrator feels in this 

relationship 

−Change in pronouns from “he” to “I” 

indicates the shift in the power dynamic 

−The cake is a symbol – it is a 

celebration of weight, not age and 

symbolises the narrator’s submissive 

oppression. 

SIMILAR TO: 

 The Lammas Hireling 

 The Gun 

 The Deliverer 

 

THEMES: 

 Attitudes to modern life 

 Attitudes towards 

women 

 Fear  

 Isolation 

 Transgressions 

 Identity  

 

TONE: 
The tone shifts from a negative, 

melancholic/mournful tone in the 

first few stanzas to a stronger, 

more empowered tone as the 

narrator breaks free from her 

manipulative husband. 

The poem ends on the moral that 

many dysfunctional relationships 

need to be brought to an end. 



POEM: Eat Me – Patience Agbabi 

The speaker recounts the ways in which a man, presumably her partner, insists she eats a lot of food 

because he likes ‘big girls’.  At the beginning of the poem, the speaker weighs 30 stone.  She is so 

large that she cannot leave the house.  The day she becomes 39 stone, after having olive oil poured 

down her throat, the speaker rolls over on top of her partner – presumably during sex.  Her weight 

suffocates him and he dies.  Six hours later, the speaker is left contemplating eating his body.  

Commentary:  

With its echoes of a grisly fairy tale, this gleeful macabre poem is an exploration of power – 

specifically sexual power dynamics between men and women.  The speaker is initially presented as 

passive.  She does as she is told uncomplainingly.  Indeed, her only pleasure is reduced to the ‘rush 

of fast food’.  The female speaker is objectified by the gaze of her male partner, as he asks her to 

walk around the bed so that he can watch her ‘broad/belly wobble’.  However, the dynamic starts to 

shift in the eight tercet as the speaker ‘allowed him to stroke/ my globe of a cheek’.  The speaker 

now has the power as she appears to use her partner’s desire and ‘greed’ against him.  This is given 

ultimate expression in his suffocation during sex and her probable cannibalism of him.  

The poem makes use of a persona: the speaker is a distinctive character in her own right.  Alongside 

the direct speech of the partner (‘Open wide’) there is a strong sense of a spoken voice throughout: 

colloquialisms (‘When I hit thirty’); elliptical sentences (Didn’t even taste it’); frequent simple, direct 

sentences (‘I was his Jacuzzi’) which seem to suggest the speaker’s uncritical, unreflective 

acceptance of the situation. 

Despite its skill in capturing the voice of the narrator, the poem is tightly structured and has a very 

regular form.  It is written in tercets with assonantal half-rhyme (for example, the short ‘e’ sound in 

‘shipwreck’, ‘bed’, ‘flesh’) and a regular scheme (AAA)  the terctes each end with a full stop, with the 

notable exception of the sixth, where the enjambment perhaps represents the ‘tidal wave of flesh’ 

spreading out.  The exuberance of the language – and the excesses described in the narrative itself – 

are therefore in a dynamic tension with this highly controlled and regular form.  

Agbabi also deploys a remarkable array of sound effects.  For example, the alliteration in ‘judder like 

a juggernaut’ seems to make the line itself wobble. Note also the sensuous fricatives and repetition 

in ‘His flesh, my flesh flowed’ to describe their sex together. Agbabi also uses simple repetition to 

chilling effect as the male partner says: ‘I like/ big girls, soft girls I can burrow inside’. There is also 

anaphora in the seventh stanza: ‘too fat to leave… too fat to use fat… too fat to be called chubby’, 

which reinforces the excesses of her consumption as well as her powerlessness.  The final stanza 

consists of three consecutive end-stopped lines.  The pace therefore slows as the poem leads 

towards its final, shocking line, which acts almost as a gruesome punch-line to the absurd situation 

described: ‘There was nothing else left in the house to eat.’  The end-stopped lines might also 

indicate the speaker’s growing confidence and power.  

The speaker describes herself as swelling ‘like forbidden fruit’: the allusion to the Garden of Eden in 

this simile links their relationship to a particularly illicit desire, and perhaps foreshadows the 

disastrous consequences.  Perhaps surprisingly, there is also a recurring pattern of figurative images 

associated with the sea and the exotic.  Note the remarkable sequence of metaphors in the sixth 

stanza: ‘His breadfruit’, ‘His desert island’, ‘a beached whale’, ‘a tidal wave’.  Her body is her 

partner’s possession, and the traditional natural poetic images of female objectification are – like 

much else in the poem – taken to extremes.  The images also suggest both incapacity (‘beached 

whale’) and power (‘tidal wave’).  The partner’s fattening up of the woman ultimately destroys him.  

The nautical conceit is extended in the metaphorical reference to ‘my globe of a cheek’ and in the 



POEM: Eat Me – Patience Agbabi 

image of drowning.  Her suffocation of him is described as a silencing of his language, his authority 

and, therefore, his claim on her: ‘she drowned his dying sentence out’.  For this reasons, some 

readers think the poem is less about gender politics and more of an allegory of colonialism , where 

the male partner stands as a colonial authority (such as Britain in the 19th century) and the speaker is 

a colony.   

            

            

        



POEM:  Effects – Alan Jenkins 

The central action in the poem is the speaker holding his mother’s hand.  It is confirmed at the end 

of the poem that his mother has just died.  He notices the scars on her hand.  The hospital has 

removed her ring and watch.  The poem outlines distant memories of his mother when the speaker 

was younger, and more recent memories of his mother’s deterioration brought by ill health.  The 

speaker recalls visiting his mother in a psychiatric ward.  The poem ends with a nurse bringing ‘the 

little bag’ of his mother’s personal effects to the speaker.  

Commentary: 

This incredibly poignant poem outlines – with painful honesty and regret – the speaker’s response to 

the death of his mother.  The poem is carefully crafted to give the impression of immediacy.  It 

describes the overwhelming flow of memories and associations the speaker experiences as he holds 

the hand of his mother who has just passed away.  

The poem’s syntax is a key part of this impression of a flood of memories.  It consists of just two very 

long sentences, suggesting each thought or impression leads on to another.  For example, noticing 

his mother’s scarred hands at the beginning of the poem leads to eight lines of associations and 

memories.  Later on, Jenkins uses the absence of her watch to skilfully string together a sequence of 

negative clauses, beginning with ‘I’d never known her to not have that on’, followed by ‘Not in all 

the years…not when my turn came…not all the weeks I didn’t come’ and so on. This sequence of 

negators adds clearly to the poem’s overall sense of loss.  

Listing – of words as well as clauses – is also a distinctive feature of the poem’s syntax.  The listing in 

the first eight lines reinforces his mother’s resilience and the ongoing physical difficulties of her 

domestic chores.  However, towards the end of the poem, the syndetic listing of verbs suggests the 

poignant emptiness of his mother’s existence in old age: 

   “blinked and poured 

 Drink after drink, and gulped and stared” 

Again, the poem’s form works to reinforce the sense of the unstoppable flow of emotions and 

memories that the speaker is experiencing.  With its single long stanza, it looks like a poem in which 

a dam has burst – it is incessantly refusing to pause, to accept silence.  Alongside this, the poem has 

a regular form – many lines are in iambic pentameter (or close variations), such as ‘The knuckles 

reddened, rough from scrubbing hard.’  ‘Effects’ is a clear example of form (order and control) being 

in dynamic contrast with the content (freewheeling thought-associations and memories).  The 

speaker is trying to make sense of – and impose a structure on – this powerfully overwhelming 

experience and its attendant guilt.  Jenkins also crafts his rhyme interestingly; some rhymes are 

distant (‘raw’ and ‘drawer’, for example, are seven lines apart); some rhymes are couplets (‘knew’ 

and ‘stew’).  The speaker admits to an ambivalence regarding how close he was to his mother – this 

ebb and flow of rhyme seems to say something about the nature of their relationship.  The rhymes 

come closer together as the poem ends.  What might this suggest about the speaker’s relationship 

with his mother? 

This is a painfully honest poem which kicks against the prevailing platitudes of grief – the speaker 

admits to not being close to his mother.  Only now that she is dead is he able to acknowledge this; 

only now that she is dead is he able to hold her hand.  Throughout his life, he appears to have 

adopted a superior attitude towards his parents.  He says the only way his mother knew how to give 

love was in ‘cheap cuts of meat’.  Her meals are dismissed as ‘Old-fashioned,’ and she is resistant to 

new cuisines and experiences.  She belongs to a different older generation – he thinks that his 



POEM:  Effects – Alan Jenkins 

parents have lived a narrow, limited life (restrained in part by economic hardship).  The son, 

however, has grown up and become educated.  He would ‘disdain’ the television soaps and game 

shows that his parents watched; he ‘learned contempt’ for her as he grew up.   

Not only this, but the speaker also admits that he didn’t want to visit her, even when she was a 

widow, alone in the house.  In perhaps the most moving part of the poem, her last words to him 

were ‘Please don’t leave’. But, crucially, he left anyway.  The ‘little bag of effects’ at the end of the 

poem therefore clearly has immense symbolic significance.  Has the mother ultimately had very little 

effect on the speaker? Is he acknowledging at the end, as the bag is brought to him, that his other 

did have an effect, but he has only just realised or learnt to appreciate this? 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            



POEM:  Effects – Alan Jenkins 

        

        

      

The Poet: 

The treatment of loss is a significant 

theme throughout his work and his 

later work has include many elegies for 

friends and his parents. 

He is known for his confessional tone 

and sharp wit which helps to shape the 

intense emotions he depicts in his 

poems. 

Context to the Poem 

It is likely that this is an autobiographical poem, telling the story of 

Jenkin’s own family. 

What is the poem about? 
The poem explores the inner monologue that occurs after a loved one has died. 

The narrator reminisces about the lives of his parents, especially his mother.  

It is being told from the perspective of a son who speaks about his mother and 

family. 

FORM: 

−There is an irregular rhyme scheme 

used – irregularity mirrors the 

nature of the central relationship 

and the distance between him and 

his parents. It could also be 

interpreted as mirroring the 

confused state of the mother. 

−The rhyme scheme becomes more 

consistent to the end of the poem 

which can be interpreted as showing 

the greater sense of clarity that the 

narrator is feeling. 

STRUCTURE: 
−DRAMATIC MONOLOGUE - The poem is 

written in a long, continuous single 

stanza, creating an overwhelming 

feeling for the reader. The single 

stanza could be interpreted as a 

representation of the huge rand of 

“Effects” that occur and need to be 

considered 

−Syntax – the poem is only two 

sentences long – adds to the 

overwhelming feeling  

−There is a turning point in the poem 

−Various forms of punctuation create a 

story-like style and convey natural 

speech 

−“-it was gone” – this line is the 

TURNING POINT where the narrator 

starts to notice that things are missing, 

it’s as if his father’s death has finally 

sunk in 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Colloquialism – makes the poem 

more informal and relatable to the 

readers 

−Symbolism – shows the 

differences between the two 

generations 

−Repetition – adds emphasis to 

specific descriptions and aspects – 

diascope e.g. “drink after drink”, 

creates a sense of hopelessness 

−Imagery of memories – they 

recreate life, past and present 

−Use of adjectives and verbs 

improve the ability of the reader to 

imagine and picture the situation. 

They add to the descriptive and 

story-like nature of the poem 

−First Person descriptions add a 

more personal connection to the 

poem. It makes the ending more 

emotional as the sense of loss can 

be applied to a specific individual. 

COMPARE TO: 

 Genetics 

 On Her Blindness 

 Material 

THEMES: 

 Identity 

 Culture and Society 

TONE: 

The tone is solemn and 

modest as he discovers his 

mistakes about the treatment 

towards his mother and 

father. 

 



POEM: From the Journal of a Disappointed Man – Andrew Motion 

         

         

         

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

Andrew Motion is an English 

poet. 

He focuses on his aim to “write 

in clear language” (a quality 

which can be seen in this poem), 

while his combination of lyrical 

and narrative aspects in his 

poems have helped him to 

become a very well-known and 

successful. 

Context to the Poem 

The men are building a pier. Piers are solid structures and are remnants of the 

Victorian eras, periods of remarkable feats of engineering. 

Piers became fashionable at seaside resorts during the Victorian era, and their 

sole function was for holiday-makers’ pleasure.  They are regarded as fine 

examples of 19th century architecture and engineering.  The success and 

confidence of these Victorian engineers are perhaps contrasted with the failure 

of the 21st century workmen (and the educated speaker) in Motion’s poem. 

 What is the poem about?        This poem describes the thoughts of the narrator 

as he observes some workmen. Throughout the poem there is little or no 

interaction between the observer and the observed but there is obvious contrast 

between the two. It is written in first person from the perspective of the person 

writing the journal 

FORM: 

−The lines are unrhymed 

−Enjambment – makes the imagery 

more effective, could be seen as 

developing a story-like setting  

−Varied use of punctuation impact 

the rhythm and pace of the poem 

−Plosives emphasise the masculine 

tone and elements of the poem. It 

creates a sense of power and effort 

of the men – the men are hard at 

labour. 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem is a narrative of an 

event 

−Very consistent layout - the poem 

is in eleven stanzas of four lines. 

Eight of them end with a full stop 

and one with a semi-colon 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Metaphors – there is only 

figurative language in the poem 

which suggests an ambivalent 

attitude  

−Imagery of the pier 

−Imagery of monsters portrays the 

men in an animalistic nature – 

plays on male stereotypes 

−The use of “I” and personal 

observations help to create a 

greater sense of being for the 

narrator – personal tone and voice 

 

COMPARE TO: 

 History 

 Chainsaw Versus Pampas Grass 

 A Minor Role 

THEMES: 

 Conflict and Power 

 Masculinity 

 Isolation 

TONE: 
The tone is disappointed – he 

thought the men would be more 

impressive than they actually 

were. 

The narrator is also vain and 

wants to be the centre of 

attention. It annoys him that the 

workers are “ignoring him”. 



POEM: From the Journal of a Disappointed Man – Andrew Motion 

The speaker encounters a group of workmen trying to drive a pile (a post driven into the ground to 

support a structure) into a pier.  The speaker comments on the size and scale, the tools and men.  He 

realises that the men have encountered a problem which they cannot fix.  The workmen stare 

silently at the works before walking away.  The speaker is left alone with the pile, which is left 

suspended in the air.   

Commentary: 

This is another poem that makes interesting use of persona.  Although the poem is ostensibly about 

some workmen, its real focus is on the character of the speaker.  With an apparent lack of self-

awareness or reflection, he adopts a condescending tone towards the workers, and seems keen to 

maintain the social distance between them and himself.  

The title is the first clue about the nature of the speaker.  Its learned, faintly old-fashioned tone 

suggests works of fiction or diaries from the 18th century, and therefore indicates that he is well 

educated. Similarly, the form of the poem has deliberate associations with the past –ordered, 

sequential and regular quatrains, most of which are end-stopped. There is therefore a certain 

precision, an emerging fastidiousness to the speaker.  The poem’s diction also confirms the speaker 

as an educated intellectual as well as someone who is rather supercilious.  It is polysyllabic and 

Latinate.  Is the speaker – who seems a rather listless observer with nothing better to do than watch 

some bored workmen for over an hour – using his complex vocabulary to assert a rather unfounded 

superiority? 

The central contrast in the poem is between the speaker and the workmen. Their language, if they 

speak at all, is functional and monosyllabic.  They are described as strong and large men who do not 

appear to care either way about their failure.  However, because the poem uses a partial – perhaps 

unreliable – narrator, it is difficult to separate out the descriptions of the men from the implied 

attitudes of the speaker (the poem is therefore making use of an ironic mode – the words do not 

quite mean what they appear to mean).  So the men are described metaphorically as monstrous 

creatures perhaps suggesting the speaker’s bourgeois fear of the working class.  And is there a 

sneering, snobbish sarcasm as the foreman is described as a sort of grand philosopher?  

Interestingly, the rather solitary speaker remarks that the workmen were taking no notice of him. 

Why, we might ask, would they do otherwise? 

As the title suggests, this is a poem about failure – perhaps a type of creative failure.  The workmen 

clearly fail at their task as they slow down, then stop, then stare in silence before walking away.  The 

speaker also fails.  Despite his education, he does not have an answer to the issue at hand.  Failure 

finds physical embodiment in the poem’s imagery.  Piers, of course, go nowhere.  And the pile 

hanging useless in mid-air at the end of the poem finds its parallel in the speaker, who ends the 

poem with a rather listless – and faintly absurd – ignorance.  

 



POEM: Genetics – Sinead Morrissey 

        

        

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

Morrisey is a poet from Northern 

Ireland, who has travelled to various 

places around the world. 

Context to the Poem 

Morrisey’s own parents were divorced so it is possible that this is an 

autobiographical poem. 

What is the poem about? 
The poem considers our position as a child of divorce. It is about the concept 

that, even when a marriage ends in divorce, there is a residual, permanent 

genetic connection; the narrator detects physical resemblance to each of her 

parents in her own hands. 

FORM: 

−The poem is a villanelle – very 

structured and strict rhyme scheme 

−The final word of each stanza 

typically rhymes with the final word 

of the first line in the next stanza – 

creates links over the gaps of the 

stanza 

−Enjambment – represents the 

physical separation of her parents 

but they are still connected through 

their child just as the sentence is 

separated but is still one sentence. 

 

STRUCTURE: 

−It consists of 5 stanzas of 3 lines 

each and then a final stanza of 4 

lines – could be interpreted as 

representing the idea of 

continuation and personal growth. 

The tercets could be a symbol of 

the three beings that make up the 

speaker’s family and the quatrain 

could symbolise the addition of the 

narrator’s own child into the family 

−End-stopped lines throughout the 

poem, helping to create more even 

rhythm and pace to the poem. Full 

stops and commas break the flow 

in the poem – this may allude to 

the idea of separation and breaks 

within a relationship 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Repetition of palms and hands – 

highlights the significance of the 

ideas being communicated 

−Language of marriage and 

churches 

−Language of divorce - “repelled”, 

“separate” 

−Possessive terms which 

communicate the ownership the 

narrator has over her body 

−Imagery of the human body 

−Religious imagery reinforces idea 

of marriage 

−Frequent use of verbs add to the 

feeling of continuation and 

movement to the subject matter 

of the poem 

COMPARE TO: 

 Effects 

 Material 

 Out of the Bag 

 The Deliverer 

THEMES: 

 Culture and Society 

 Identity 

TONE: 
The poem appears to be quite 

sad in tone but if you read 

further, you can tell that is more 

about putting perspective on a 

situation. 

The tone is comforting as the 

speaker reassures readers who 

may also have separated parents 



POEM: Genetics – Sinead Morrissey 

The speaker looks at her hand and reflects that she is a combination of the DNA of her mother and 

her father.  Her parents have separated but they are still ‘together’ in her.  The end of the poem is 

addressed to a lover as the poet thinks about the future, and the possibility of starting a family of 

her own.  

Commentary: 

The premise behind this poem is a relatively straightforward one; we are each a living embodiment 

of our parents’ union and we inherit a unique combination of our parents in our own body.  The 

achievement of the poem lies in its skilful use of form. 

‘Genetics’ is a villanelle, which is a traditional form consisting of five tercets followed by a single 

quatrain (for a total of 19 lines).  The first and third lines of the first tercet recur alternately in the 

following stanzas as a refrain, and they also form a final couplet.  In a poem in which the poet is 

trying to negotiate with her own personal past, it is perhaps appropriate that it is located in a 

traditional, historical form.  Morrissey has also said that the form of the villanelle is the poetic 

equivalent of the double helix of DNA.  The form certainly creates a mantra-like effect, an 

incantation almost, as the poet keeps returning to the same ideas. 

The weaving of lines and the alternating refrain echo the processes of union, duplication and 

separation that the poem describes – the inheritance of genetic codes replicated in the speaker’s 

hands.  Of course, Morrissey adapts the form: the central rhyme (‘palms’/’hands’) is a half-rhyme.  

The refrains are merely similar, not complete copies: ‘I know my parents made me by my hands’ 

progresses to ‘at least I know their marriage by my hands.’ The speaker is not a complete copy of her 

parents, either.  

The syntax of ‘Genetics’ is also noteworthy. Morrissey makes distinctive use of parallelism in the 

poem.  “My father’s in my fingers, but my mother’s in my palms”.  The structure of these two clauses 

is the same, but the vocabulary has changed (father’s becomes mother’s, fingers becomes palms).  

Another example is in the second tercet: ‘to separate lands,/ to separate hemispheres’.  The 

syntactical parallelism could be seen to subtly embody ideas about genetic duplication.   

The speaker is all that is left of her parents’ commitment to one another; they have been ‘repelled’ 

from one another and may ‘sleep with other lovers’.  The metaphor of her body being their 

religiously sanctified ‘marriage register’ is therefore an appropriate one.  Alongside other religious 

vocabulary, the metaphor is extended as the speaker imitates the child-like game of making a chapel 

with her hands (‘here’s a church, here’s a steeple’ and so on).  Although their marriage is ended, it 

also continues in her, where her parents are forever unified ‘Where fingers link to palms’.  

The structure of ‘Genetics’ resists the neat circle demanded by the form, however.  The final 

quatrain takes the poem in a new direction – it becomes, effectively, a love poem.  The speaker 

addresses a lover as she asks him ‘take up the skin’s demands’ and start a family.  ‘Bequeath’ is an 

interesting legal verb meaning to hand down or pass on for others to inherit.  The end-stopped final 

line is also significant: 

“We know our parents make us by our hands.” 

This is a refrain taken from the opening tercet, and so, like all villanelles, it lends the poem a circular 

structure, symbolising the generational cycle the poem describes.  There is an important change 

from the first tercet, however.  The first-person singular pronoun ‘I’ becomes the plural ‘We’.  In a 

hopeful uplift and a widening of the lens, Morrissey recognises not just her lover but also the 

common humanity that we all share and we all bequeath to future generations  



POEM: Giuseppe – Roderick Ford 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

            

            

            

            

            

             

 

The Poet: 

Ford was born in Wales, and 

throughout his life has been a traveller 

having grown up various countries and 

lived in many cities across the world, 

experiencing a variety of cultures that 

have influenced his work. 

He is on the autistic spectrum, and this 

has had a large influence on the 

subjects he has written on due to his 

personal experiences of feeling like an 

outsider. 

Context to the Poem 

There were many reports that emerged after the second world war of 

cannibalism as a result of extreme starvation. People resorted to eating 

the dead out of pure desperation. 

The poem recalls the arguments that have been set forth throughout 

history such as by the Nazi regime to deny certain groups or types of 

people any humanity, bent on establishing racial superiority. Just as the 

Nazi’s dehumanised the Jews, the villagers dehumanise the mermaid. 

What is the poem about?       The poem blends historical realism with a 

fairy tale element to explore the darkest corners of human behaviour. It is 

about the war and how people make excuses for their actions. 

It explores what makes us human and how morals can be influenced by the 

pressures of war and conflict. 

 

FORM: 

− Irregular lengths of the stanzas 

reflect the uncertainty of wartime 

and highlight each point of the 

action so that the reader has to face 

it squarely, and not evade it. 

− There is no specific rhythm or 

rhyme and the poem is written in 

free verse – sounds conversational, 

therefore helping to create a more 

personal connection to the poem 

− Caesura and enjambment break up 

the lines by pausing making it seem 

as if the narrator is reluctant to 

share the story, perhaps out of guilt, 

or fear of judgement 

 

STRUCTURE: 

−There is no regular structure to 

the poem. Every stanza is of 

different line length. This creates a 

mix of pace which makes the story 

and its meaning more confusing to 

a reader and allows for greater 

consideration of points that are 

within their own line or sentence. 

 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Allegorical link between the 

mermaid and Christ; both are 

forced to accept their own 

sacrifice in order to save others 

− Confessional language 

− Simile – provokes a distressing 

image to the reader 

− Extended metaphor (the 

mermaid) – creates a fairy-tale-like 

atmosphere which distances the 

reader from the story and the 

reality of the situation it describes 

−Pronouns are used to 

dehumanise the mermaid - “she” 

“it” 

COMPARE TO: 

 The Deliverer 

 The Lammas Hireling 

 History 

 The Gun 

 Eat Me 

THEMES: 

 Feelings of guilt 

 Conflict and power 

 Concept of morality 

 Transgressions 

TONE: 

The tone is flat, cold and 

matter-of-fact, there is simple 

language with little imagery. 

There is little emotional 

involvement in the telling of 

the poem, because the act of 

telling it is modulated by 

guilt. 

 



POEM: Giuseppe – Roderick Ford 

The speaker recounts a story told to him by his uncle.  In Sicily in the Second World Warm, the 

villagers and the soldiers are starving.  They take ‘the only captive mermaid in the world’ out of the 

aquarium and butcher her so that they and the troops can eat.  The villagers try to convince 

themselves they are doing the right thing by arguing she is only a fish.  We discover at the end of the 

pome that’s eh speaker’s uncle was the aquarium keeper, and so would have been very much 

involved in the slaughter of the mermaid.  The speaker is thankful that his uncles shows some signs 

of remorse.  

Commentary: 

‘Giuseppe’ asks questions about the human capacity for evil.  How do these who perpetrate horrible 

acts justify and live with their crimes? Can terrible crimes ever be justified?  Should the rights of an 

individual be sacrificed for a collective good?  Or should rights be protected no matter what? 

In his exploration of these issues, Ford is interested primarily in the way that communities and 

individuals lie to themselves and others in an attempt to justify actions and assuage guilt.  The 

villagers try (and fail) to justify the slaughter of the mermaid by dehumanising her.  The tension 

between their self-justifying lies and their tacit acknowledgement of her humanity is perhaps one of 

the most interesting aspects of this poem.  Note the switch from the pronoun ‘she’ to ‘it’ on the first 

line of the second stanza: instinctively, they acknowledge her humanity only to subsequently 

overwrite it.  In the same stanza, this ‘she/it’ tension is made clearer: 

‘But the priest who held one of her hands 

While her throat was cut 

Said she was only a fish.’ 

The act of apparent priestly kindness and compassion is made hypocritical by the juxtaposed 

violence.  The priest’s hypocrisy is confirmed as he subsequently justifies the slaughter.  The ‘she/it’ 

tension can also be found in the juxtaposition of the two lines: ‘someone tried to take her wedding 

ring, / but the others stopped him.’ And the fifth stanza – a terse couplet – contains the truth in the 

first end-stopped line, followed by the lie they told in the second line: 

‘The rest they cooked and fed to the troops. 

They said a large fish had been found on the beach.’ 

Also why would the villagers not eat the mermaid’s head and her hands?  Could I be they are 

intrinsically human parts of her anatomy? 

 

So it is not that the community is presented as intrinsically evil. Indeed, in many ways their instinct is 

a compassionate one.  But collectively (note the range of people involved from different self-

interested levels of society: the aquarium keeper, doctor, fishmonger, priest) they are shown to be 

able to (just about) convince themselves that their actions are justifiable.  The poem is trying to 

understand the ways in which ordinary communities can carry out horrible crimes.  

The poem’s diction certainly adds to its powerful and shocking effects.  It is stripped down, 

unembellished, almost anti-lyrical.  For an illustrative example, look at the stark phrasing here:  

‘Then they put her head and her hands 



POEM: Giuseppe – Roderick Ford 

In a box’ 

There are no adjectives, there is no figurative language: just a plain, monosyllabic frankness 

reinforced by the alliteration, especially of the solemn ‘b’ sound in the second line.  The brutality of 

the villagers’ actions is allowed to speak for itself.  The simple diction also lends the poem the 

qualities of a fable or fairy tale.  Equally, the verb ‘butchered’ in the first stanza is not figurative 

hyperbole – it is literally signifying what the villagers are doing.  But there is one interesting use of 

figurative language in this powerful end-stopped line: 

‘But she screamed like a woman in terrible fear.’ 

The simile is enormously shocking.  It cleverly and compassionately embodies the issues about 

humanity that lie at the centre of the poem.  It removes her humanity (she screams like a woman - 

she is not a woman screaming) but her pitiful fear is a human one.  And, of course, it tells us that the 

mermaid is still conscious as they continue to butcher her.  

Ford uses a framing narrative – the speaker is recounting a story told to him by his uncle.  This opens 

up a dual perspective on the events.  Giuseppe’s first-hand account is wrapped in his nephew’s 

judgemental point of view.  It also allows Ford to reveal dramatically at the very end of the poem 

that Giuseppe was the aquarium keeper, and therefore was probably responsible for her capture 

and captivity, and so he must have been acquiescent in her slaughter. This might explain how 

Giuseppe’s biased account is coloured by his self-justification – especially when privileging the 

arguments of the so-called experts (the priest and the doctor) to confirm that the mermaid is ‘just a 

fish’.  The poem also ends with a noteworthy word, as the nephew thanks God for his uncle’s 

apparent remorse (he refuses to look at his nephew in the eye).  This reference to God serves as a 

reminder of how far removed Giuseppe and the villagers are from God’s ideal.  But the nephew is 

thanking God – perhaps for his forgiveness.  The nephew, who we can assume never had to 

experience the horrors of the Second World War, is also judging his uncles actions. But the poem 

itself is more sophisticated than a simple condemnation; it strives to understand human responses 

to extreme experiences.  And it is easy to judge if you have never been starving.  

‘Giuseppe’ has much in common with magical realism – a literary genre in which magical and 

fantastical elements of fairy tales are mingled with the determinedly realistic (and frequently 

political)  

 

Context:  

Ford has said that his original inspiration came from a joke he had read in the introduction to a book 

of fantasy stories – the people of Sicily were so hungry during the Second World War that they ate 

all of the fish in the aquarium, including a mermaid.  

  

          



POEM: History - John Burnside 

        

        

        

        

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 
John Burnside is an author of multiple 

collection of poems ranging across many 

genres. His poetry has won many of the 

major poetry prizes. 

Burnside was born in and lives in Scotland 

with his wife and children and teaches at 

the University of St Andrews. 

Intensely lyrical in style, his poems engage 

deeply with questions of the self and our 

relationship with the natural world. His 

poems often blur the boundaries between 

the self and the ‘other’ – whether that’s 

the spirit, the animal world or the past. He 

tends to write about ghosts, angels, 

ancestors and our own unlived lives. 

Context to the Poem 
The line underneath the title tells us what this event is; the poet specifically 
states that the poem was written in “September 2001“, which strongly implies 
that it is about the aftermath of 9/11. 

On September 11, 2001, militants associated with the Islamic extremist group al-
Qaeda hijacked four airplanes and carried out suicide attacks against targets in 
the United States. Two of the planes were flown into the twin towers of the 

World Trade Center in New York City. Almost 3,000 people were killed during 

the 9/11 terrorist attacks, which triggered major U.S. initiatives to combat 
terrorism and defined the presidency of George W. Bush. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the Poem about?                  The poem is about the aftermath of 9/11, it 

considers the significance of such historical events and describes the narrator’s 

thoughts which range between 9/11, the child on the beach and the kite flyers whilst 

reflecting on the nature of reality and time. It is written in first person – the poet is 

writing about his own thoughts and feelings. 

FORM: 
−Loss and confusion is further 

emphasised by the unfinished feeling 

that many lines have as a result of 

enjambment, with multiple lines flowing 

over each other. This helps to 

encourage a strong feeling of 

uncertainty because a reader is never 

sure as to when a line will end or pause. 

−The poem is written in free verse with 

no consistent rhyme scheme 

−The whole poem is composed of only 

three stretched-out sentences. Which 

adds to the fluidity of the poems form 

and the sense of potential 

disconnection and fragmentation. It 

creates the illusion of a spontaneous 

stream of consciousness. 

 

STRUCTURE: 
−The poem is written in an erratic 

structure that mimics the idea of 

something falling or collapsing. It could 

mirror the literal falling of the Twin 

Towers, but could also suggest that, in 

the aftermath of such an event, the poet 

feels that his sense of security is 

collapsing. 

−The lack of consistency in stanza or line 

length is effective because it helps to 

convey the confusion and strong 

changes in emotions that could be felt 

by someone hearing the news, with their 

thought process becoming erratic as 

they attempt to process the information. 

−There are occasional stanzas which 

seem deliberate and structured, showing 

small sections of collected thoughts and 

helping to convey important meanings 

and points. 

−The mix of condensed and fragmented 

stanzas could be interpreted as showing 

the way in which different elements and 

parts of society could be seen to have 

disintegrated and been damaged over 

time. 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Frequent contrast between the 

concrete and the abstract shows the 

narrator uncertainty on what is going 

to come (reflecting how people may 

have felt at this tumultuous time) 

−There is a semantic field of the sea in 

the poem, with references to animals 

such as “jellyfish” and “carp”, and also 

the scenery of the beach and sea, such 

as “dune slacks”. The references to 

such a variety of animals could be 

seen as representing the diversity of 

human life, demonstrating how 

despite everyone being different there 

are still factors that hold them in 

common, therefore creating a shared 

bond. 

−Just as the twin towers were a pair of 

buildings, there are many pairings in 

the poem – Lucas/Leuchars, mind and 

dread, fixed and anchored, nerve and 

line. 

COMPARE TO: 

 Look We Have Coming to Dover! 

 Giuseppe 

 The Gun 

 An Easy Passage 

 To My Nine-Year Old Self 

THEMES: 

 Time Passing By 

 Fear 

 Concept of Morality 

 Resonance of the Past 

 Youth 

 Conflict 

 Feelings of Guilt 

TONE: 
The tone of this poem is an uneasy 

mood with a sense of uncertainty: 

the poet is uncertain of what 

makes us who we are, what is 

important in life, and how he can 

be expected to live a normal life 

after an awful event has shattered 

his worldview and made him 

aware of his mortality and the 

finality of actions. 



POEM: History - John Burnside 

In the days after the terrorist attacks on 11th September 2001, the poet is on a beach with his wife 

and his son Lucas.  The beach is on the east coast of Scotland near an RAF base in Leuchars.  Above 

them, ‘war planes’ fly, presumably on training manoeuvers.  The poet has a ‘dread/ of what may 

come’ after the attacks.  His son is rock-pooling, looking for interesting shells and fish.  The family 

also flies a kite.  Burnside reflects upon the best way to live in the world and ‘do no harm’.  He is 

sceptical of notions of race and nation states.  He concludes tentatively that we should be aware of 

the ever-changing environment around us, and pay attention to the things which cannot be saved.  

Commentary:  

In many ways, this is the most ambitiously philosophical poem in the anthology – it asks big 

questions about how to be at home in the world in the face of the vast, impersonal and destructive 

forces of history.  The poem is also located in the Romantic tradition (see context at bottom of page) 

in its appreciation of the transient beauties of the natural environment at risk from mankind.  

The title, ‘History’, is grand and general.  It announces the philosophical concerns of the poem, but it 

is undercut quickly in two ways: the specificity of the subtitle (a very precise time and space) and the 

clear contrast with the first line of the poem, which is a single word, ‘Today’ (repeated a few lines 

later).  So already there is a tension at play between the general and the local.  

The poet – on a beach with his family – is reminded of the dread of the wider world and the forces of 

history as the ‘war planes’ from the nearby RAF base ‘cambered and turned/ in the morning light’.  

Even a gasoline smell from the military base can be smelt ‘gusting across’. Burnside, along with 

others on the beach, is filled with a ‘muffled dread/ of what may come’ – global politics and nation 

states are shown to be intruding on the personal and the private.  Interestingly, the poet – in a 

symbolically religious act – kneels down in the sand with his son in a quiet but resilient gesture.  In 

contrast to the war planes, the poet and his family are trying to find ‘evidence of life’ and hope, 

rather than destruction.  Although all he finds are fragments – ‘driftwork’, ‘smudges of weed’ and 

‘shreds of razorfish’. 

However, Burnside argues that these fragments – things which are always changing and are 

‘irredeemable’ – are where we must look in order to survive spiritually.  Therefore the poem is 

threaded with such images as it embodies what it is arguing – it is being attentive to the immediate 

world.  The sand is described metaphorically as ‘spinning off in ribbons’ – shifting, moving and 

impossible to pin down.  We have also the ‘distance and the shapes/ we find in water, where water’s 

formless qualities become a playful space for the imagination. The ‘silt and tides’ are always 

changing, pulled invisibly by the ‘drift and tug’ of celestial bodies.  We are unable to live in the 

moment and notice the ‘shifts of light’ because, Burnside argues, we are ‘confined’ by modern 

notions of ‘property’ and the ‘world we own’.  Our perspective on the world is narrowed and 

weighed down to merely the material things that we possess or that we think belong to our nation 

state.  

The notion of fragments finds its embodiment in perhaps the most distinctive aspect of this poem – 

its form.  Lines are frequently short and irregular, as though they are suspended in space.  Individual 

lines, such as ‘gathering shells’, ‘transitive gold’ and ‘all nerve and line’, are given a very delicate 

vulnerability – a sense that they will be lost in the space which seems about to wash over them.  

These lines are also fragments in their own rights, and therefore complement the patterns of 

fragmentary images.  The form, with the frequent line breaks working against the logic of syntax, 

might also suggest something about the difficulty of articulation , of what we try to ‘dream about 

behind the names’, behind the words.  



POEM: History - John Burnside 

Interestingly, the poem becomes more regular when it is being reflective rather than descriptive.  In 

places ‘History’ is in fact, highly formal with a regular metre.  The following three lines, for example, 

are all in iambic pentameter: 

“At times I think what makes us who we are 

Is neither kinship nor our given states 

But something lost between the world we own” 

This is the stately blank verse of Shakespeare or Wordsworth, a traditional – historical? – form which 

serves as a contrast to the free verse of other parts of the poem.  It is perhaps no coincidence that 

these reflective rather than descriptive lines are themselves exploring ‘traditional’ notions of 

nation’s history.  The overall effect of these formal shifts from regular to irregular, from the 

complete to the fragmented, resonates with the flux and flow of the landscape being described.  

Although the poem has a very physical and highly specific setting, there is also a searching, perhaps a 

yearning, for the metaphysical (‘beyond’ the physical; the spiritual).  Being attentive, as the poem is, 

to the ever-changing (and disappearing) environment is in itself a kind of prayer to the natural world.  

However, the key metaphysical symbol in the poem is kite-flying. It appears three times, and helps 

to give the poem cohesion.  When flying a kite, their bodies are ‘fixed and anchored to the shore’ 

and also, in an interesting metaphor, ‘plugged into the sky’ by an invisible wind – a powerful visual 

symbol of the poem’s search for metaphysical answers. 

Children are another important symbol in the poem.  The son, Lucas, represents an innocent ideal, a 

common idea in Romantic poetry.  Burnside kneels down to join him in the search for life.  But it is 

towards the end of the poem where the symbolic value of the child is made clear.  Burnside wonders 

how we can live in the world and do no harm.  Perhaps, he says, we should aim to (re)gain the 

innocence and attentive joy of a ‘toddler on a beach’ fascinated by the ‘pattern of a shell’.  

The tone of ‘History’ is pensive and solemn, and suits the overall seriousness of the poem’s ideas.  

The relatively long lyric poem consists of only three sentences, which perhaps helps to establish this 

tone.  With such long, complex syntax, our attention is drawn naturally towards the full stop (each 

coming at the end of a line, interestingly). The word that precedes the pause is therefore given 

emphasis.  This full stop, this pause, is used to great effect at the very end of the poem – the syntax 

is manipulated cleverly as the long sentence builds towards the powerful concluding couplet, which 

beautifully encapsulates the poem’s ides:  

“Patient; afraid; but still, through everything 

Attentive to the irredeemable.” 

Context: 

‘History’ shows the influences of the ideas associated with the Romantic Movement (circa 1789 – 

1837).   Romantic poets such as Wordsworth and Coleridge not only admired the sublime beauty of 

nature, but they also looked upon it as a source of inspiration for their own poetry.  In opposition to 

transitional Christianity, Romantic poets felt that a redemptive God, or at least a spirit, could be felt 

in nature.  These lines from Wordsworth’s 1798 poem ‘Lines Written a Few Miles Above Tintern 

Abbey’ have much in common – in theme and tone – with Burnside’s ‘History’.  

“And I have felt 

A presence that disturbs me with the joy 



POEM: History - John Burnside 

Of elevated thoughts; a sense of sublime 

Of something far more deeply interfused, 

Whose dwelling is the light of the setting suns, 

And the round ocean, and the living air, 

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man: 

A motion and a spirit, that impels 

All thinking things, all objects of all thought, 

And rolls through all things.  Therefore am I still 

A lover of the meadows and the woods 

And mountains; and of all that we behold 

From this green earth…” 

 



POEM: Look We Have Coming to Dover! – Daljit Nagra 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

            

            

            

            

            

            

             

The Poet: 

Born to Indian Parents and brought up 

in England 

Nagra’s poetry has gained a lot of 

attention for its exploration of the 

experience of British-born Indians. 

He deals issues such as racism but his 

poems are humorous and upbeat. 

His poems often use the language of 

“Punglish” – English influenced by 

Indian Pubjab – to mix cultures and 

languages 

Context to the Poem 
The poem’s epigraph reminds us of the powerful literary heritage of Dover. Matthew Arnold’s 

poem is a famous poem written in 1851 which expresses society’s growing anxiety about the 

modern secular world. 

Dover, one of the key entry points into the UK for immigrants, legal and illegal. It is famous for 

its white cliffs. 

“Blair’d” could be referencing the former Prime Minister, Tony Blair, who controversially 

decided not to use available restrictions to prevent large scale immigration from the EU. 

“Swarm” – a few years after the poem was written, David Cameron described migrants 

crossing the Mediterranean as a “swarm”. 

In the 1960s/70s when racism was rife in the UK, immigrants were spat at or even urinated on. 

What is the poem about?     The poem is about national identity and 

patriotism. It is about the notions of Britannia which its “natives” have, as well as 

what it symbolises for immigrants arriving on the coast of Britain. 
The poem alerts us to concepts of England and Englishness which are gleefully 

dismantled in the rest of the poem. 

FORM: 

−Many sound effects – rhyme, half 

rhyme and assonance 

−The varied rhyme scheme portrays 

that the speaker does not have a 

good knowledge of how the English 

language works 

−Enjambment 

STRUCTURE: 

−It consists of 5 stanzas of 5 lines 

that narrate the story of excited 

arrival and subsequent experiences 

of immigrants 

−Variations in line length. Shorter 

lines at the beginning, progress 

into longer lines – could imitate 

waves or the movement of people 

across the world throughout 

history and different cycles of 

immigration and emigration 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Grammatical and linguistic 

awkwardness – suggesting difficulty 

with the language. 

−Enthusiastic language for all things 

British. 

−Use of non-English words – critical of 

anti-immigration ideas demonstrating 

how English has naturally evolved to 

incorporate words from other 

languages 

−Personification 

−Colloquialisms form a lively feel to 

the poem 

−Lexical field of immigration as a 

threat to national identity – “invade”, 

“teemed” and “swarms” 

−Violent language creates a hostile 

environment for the immigrants to 

arrive into.  

COMPARE TO: 

 The Deliverer 

 Ode on a Grayson Perry Urn 

 The Furthest Distances I’ve Travelled 

 History 

THEMES: 

 Conflict and power 

 Culture and society 

 Clash of cultures 

 Travel 

TONE: 

The voice describes the 

hardship and poverty of the 

immigrants. but despite this, 

the narrator can imagine a 

future where they have won 

their way to prosperity 



POEM: Look We Have Coming to Dover! – Daljit Nagra 

The poem describes the experiences of illegal immigrants as they arrive in Britain.  After a journey 

‘stowed’ on a boat, they work in the illegal labour market, ‘unclocked by the national eye’.  Their 

hopes are to gain a passport and become financially secure legal British citizens.    

Commentary 

Nagra has said this poem is part of his interest in the English language as a migrant language, of how 

it has been exported globally during Empire, and imported back through the movement and 

immigration of people.  Despite (or indeed, because of) its linguistic effervescence and playfulness, 

‘Look We Have Coming to Dover!’ is a profoundly political poem, with debates over national identity 

at its centre.  

Written in the voice of an immigrant for whom English is an additional language (the title 

immediately announces this), the dismantling and vibrant reclaiming of English language from its 

narrow, rather moribund, ‘standard’ grammar is playing out the wider impact of immigration on 

English national identity.  The language sometimes used by the media to describe immigrants, such 

as ‘invade’, ‘teemed’ and ‘swarms’ is reclaimed with new, rather joyful connotations. Nagra uses 

puns, such as the tourists ‘prow’d on the cruisers’.  He coins new verbs from nouns, such as 

‘unbladders’ and ‘phlegmed’.  There are also a range of colloquial words and phrases with 

associations of working-class communities, such as ‘cushy’, ‘hoick’ and ‘blarnies’.  Combined, these 

language features represent immigrants – without any formal institutional or economic power – 

carving their space in the English language, making it their own.  And, it seems, the English language 

is all the better for it. 

The poem is not a simple expression of joy, however.  The experience of the migrants are shown to 

be very difficult indeed.  They are ‘Stowed’ on the boat (and later, ‘hutched in a Bedford van’) like an 

objectified piece of luggage, but also with suggestions of illegal stowaway.  They feel the unpleasant 

‘lash’ of the wind, while the settled civilians and tourists are ‘lording the ministered waves’.  This 

expressions has echoes of ‘lording it up – asserting superiority – as well as a hint of government 

immigration bureaucracy in the ‘ministered waves’.  Once on land, their journey is no less difficult.  

They struggles up the cliffs in the rain.  The hazards and physical challenges are reinforced by the 

alliteration on the ‘m’ sound in ‘crumble of scummed/ cliffs, scramming on mulch’.  They then work, 

‘grafting in/ the black within shot of the moon’s spotlight’.  They live unnoticed on the edges of 

society, doing the work nobody else wants to do.  

But despite all of these difficulties, the speaker can imagine a future where they can settle legally 

and in prosperity.  The wonderful coinage of using the noun ‘passport’ as a verb represents the 

central hope of the speaker and others like them.  You can only be ‘human’ – at least in the eyes of 

the state – if you are given citizenship.  The speaker’s hopes are, ultimately, ordinary and 

identifiable; he wants money, a family and a car.  

The poem’s form, with the right margin getting narrower in each quintet, might visually represent 

the cliffs of Dover.  In another way the lines of increasing length suggest momentum – the gathering 

momentum of these ‘swarms’ of immigrants relentlessly – defiantly – reaching out into Britain.  

Context: 

Dover is a significant setting for the poem.  It occupies an almost mythical status in British national 

identity, especially its symbolic white cliffs.  They call to mind the Roman invasion; the battle of 

Britain; Britain as an island nation; international trade but also separation (and perhaps difference) 

to mainland Europe.  Dover is also the porous point of entry – as it is in Nagra’s poem – and the cliffs 



POEM: Look We Have Coming to Dover! – Daljit Nagra 

therefore remind us that we are a nation of immigrants.  The poem begins and ends with references 

to Dover.  In a final flourish, the speaker wishes to be ‘flecked’ – to be a part of – the white ‘chalk of 

Britannia’.  (Interestingly, Britannia is the name the Romans gave to Britain, and has particular 

associations with the Victorian Empire.) 

Nagra’s epigraph is taken from Matthew Arnold’s famous poem ‘Dover Beach’ (1867).  It explores 

typically Victorian concerns about the loss of faith and certainty.  Both poems address a lover in the 

final stanza.  The epigraph also suggests Nagra’s attempts at a dialogue with Britain’s ‘traditional’ 

literary heritage and Victorian Empire.  In the context of Nagra’s poem, the epigraph seems to 

suggest the hope that the immigrants have as they set out for Britain.  Arnold, however, felt that the 

world seems beautiful but is in fact full of doubt and suffering.  

 



POEM: Material – Ros Barber 

        

        

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

Ros Barber was born in Washington 

D.C. to British parents and grew up in 

Essex. 

Ros barber has said that ‘Material’ was 

originally intended to be poem about 

her mother’s death, but she ended up 

writing a poem about handkerchiefs 

instead.  This is perhaps because she 

wanted to avoid a painfully direct 

examination of her loss. 

 

Context to the Poem 

The collection ‘Material’ and the poem itself were her response to the 

death of her mother in 2002. 

Barber began writing about Material in order to approach writing about 

her mother and to help come to terms with her death. 

What is the poem about?              Material is about the changing role of a 

mother within a family unit. The speaker contrasts the way that her mother looked 

after her with the way that she looks after her children now. It is a personal poem 

that concentrates on one woman’s experience of realising the importance of a 

mother figure in a child’s life and the nostalgia surrounding this and her past. 

FORM: 

−Regular verses - in each stanza, the 

last line rhymes with the one two 

lines earlier. The rhyme pattern 

reflects a desire to hold on to the 

past and the simplicity and 

regularity of childhood. 

 

−Half rhymes e.g. “cloth” and 

“shops” portray uncertainty and the 

informality of poetry in the modern 

day. Poetry used to rhyme which 

was part of the formality of her 

mother’s generation, which shows 

how much the narrator has changed 

in comparison to her mother. 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem has 9 stanzas. Each 

stanza has 8 lines except for stanza 

6 which has 9 lines. 

−Each stanza ends with an end-

stopped line which can be 

interpreted as representing the 

traditional structure of society and 

the world in times gone by 

−The use of italics places visual 

emphasis on names or phrases said 

by others 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Symbolism of the handkerchief – 

represents many ideas and features of a 

past time in the narrator’s childhood 

−Contraction of words e.g. “cardi” brings 

a more natural speech and rhythm to 

the poem – makes it more personal. 

−Personal pronouns – personal 

connections and ideas. 

−Repetition – formality of the “old” 

days. 

−Childish language contrasting with 

formal language 

−References are very descriptive – 

imagery makes the reader feel as if they 

too can remember these moments and 

helps the reader to emphasise with the 

narrator 

−Proper nouns show how the people in 

her youth were very important to her 

upbringing “George with his dodgy 

foot”, this is a very personal poem to 

her 

−Words relating to death and loss 

remind us that this poem features a 

dead relative. 

COMPARE TO: 

 Out of the Bag 

 Genetics 

 On Her Blindness 

 Effects 

THEMES: 

 Feelings of guilt 

 Resonance of the past 

 Culture and society 

 Concept of tradition 

 Time passing by 

TONE: 
The tone is reminiscent and sad. 

The narrator is nostalgic about 

their youth and her mother and 

she ponders how everything is 

now materialistic and throw-

away. There is also a sense of 

frustration when she reflects on 

her own performance as a 

mother. 



POEM: Material – Ros Barber 

‘Material’ begins with a reflection on the cloth handkerchiefs used by the poet’s mother.  Barber 

associates these handkerchiefs initially with her own childhood, before changing focus to a wider 

consideration of a vanished way of life associated with her mother’s generation.  The poet then 

contrasts the way she brings up her own children with the way her mother raised her. The poem 

concludes with Barber acknowledging that the modern way of living and parenting is her own 

‘material’ to work with as best she can.  

Commentary: 

Barber begins with the object of a handkerchief, and uses it to explore a range of different ideas and 

experiences.  The poem’s chief concerns are with a lost history and the changing ways in which 

mothers bring up their children.  

Barber correlates the disappearance of the handkerchief with a vanished world of department stores 

and headscarves.  All are lost because ‘those who used to buy them died’.  Barber especially evokes 

this disappeared world in the concise character sketches in the fifth octave. These suggest a familiar, 

close-knit, and supportive community of friends, family and neighbours.  On the surface, Barber is 

mourning this lost way of life, with its ‘soft and hidden history’.  However, she avoids falling into the 

clichéd trap of arguing simply that everything was better in the past.  Indeed, she even 

acknowledges that ‘Nostalgia only makes me old’.  Note the figurative and frightening ‘painted 

talons’ of Mrs White, or the rather deadened uniformity in her repeated instruction ‘step-together, 

step-together, step-together’.  Barber also remembers thinking handkerchiefs were the ‘naffest 

Christmas gift you’d get’ and an ‘embarrassment of lace’.  

The handkerchief is also closely associated with the poet’s mother.  The clear and direct opening line 

immediately establishes this as she is figuratively described as the ‘hanky queen’.  Barber presents 

her as loving and attentive; she would have a handkerchief, ‘always up her sleeve’ to scrub against 

her face, or ‘smudge the rouge’.  Her gentle fondness for her mother is also reinforced in the 

humorous image of the hankies falling in love and mating, ‘raising little squares’.  

This contrasts with Barber’s depiction of her own methods of parenting, represented by the 

‘scratchy and disposable’ tissues bought from ‘late-night garages and shops’.  She lets her children 

watch television to give her time to work and she never wipes their noses.  She even admits, in a 

self-critical rhetorical question in the eight octave, to never having any tissues in her bag, let alone 

handkerchiefs.  But there is more to it than a mere perceived shortcoming in her own character.  The 

key line, reinforced by a rare instance of caesura, is at the beginning of the final octave: ‘But it isn’t 

mine. I’ll let it go’.  ‘It’, here, is the past, and her mother’s way of bringing up her children.  Barber 

recognises that the role of a mother has changed by the end of the 20th century: Barber works 

(pursuing a career as a lecturer and writer) and she must balance these demands with childcare.  At 

the end of the poem, she imagines fondly her mother giving this advice: the paper tissues – modern 

motherhood, with all its pressures – are the only ‘material’ she has to work with. 

‘Material’ is written in octaves with largely an ABCBDEFE rhyme (or half-rhyme) scheme (with the 

curious exception of the sixth stanza which has an extra line).  Many lines are in iambic tetrameter, 

such as the opening three lines in the poem: 

“My mother was the hanky queen 

When hanky meant a thing of cloth,  

Not paper tissues bought in packs” 



POEM: Material – Ros Barber 

Each stanza also ends with a full stop (again, with one exception) and is a statement of a separate, 

self-contained reflection or memory.  A regular form such as this is associated with older, more 

traditional poetry, and so evokes the lost world being described, as well as recalling its restrictions. 

Rhyming connects words together – there are rhymes in this poem which draw attention to a 

contrast, such as ‘wool’ and ‘malls’ or, perhaps, ‘brood’ and ‘lassitude’.  They might connect in other 

ways, such as ‘purified’ and ‘died’, or the particularly noteworthy final rhyme – ‘disposable’, 

‘material’ and ‘will’ – three words which could be said to sum up the key ideas in the poem.  Rhyme 

also underscores the often-humorous tone: ‘not’ and ‘snot’ being a particularly bathetic example.  

 

 



POEM: Ode on a Grayson Perry Urn – Tim Turnbull 

        

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

Tim Turnbull is from North Yorkshire. 

Turnbull’s poetry is witty and 

frequently humorous. 

Context to the Poem 
This poem takes its inspiration directly from John Keats’ ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’, 

both in terms of its subject matter and its verse form. This relationship with an 

earlier model sets up many different resonances. Keats’ Ode was inspired by his 

contemplation of a Greek vase dating from classical times, depicting scenes from 

ancient life including lovers, gods, musical celebrations and religious rites. 

Grayson Perry is an eccentric ceramic artist, who comments on social injustices 

and hypocrisies through his art. He has a tendency to cross-dress and shows his 

subjects at odds with their attractive appearances. 

What is the poem about? 
The poem depicts a criticism of young people reflected through the concepts of 

beauty and materialism. It emphasises that our society has become increasingly 

money-oriented. The subject of beauty is also dealt with; how beauty is 

subjective. The speaker is an onlooker to society – it is written in third person. 

FORM: 

−It is written in iambic pentameter – 

creates a regular rhythm that is 

continuous throughout the poem. 

 

−Each stanza starts with a rhyme 

pattern of ABAB with the first three 

then continuing to CDEDCE and the 

last two to CDECDE.  

 

−Consistent use of caesura – allows 

the poet to highlight the issues in 

our society and draw attention to 

words that hold greater meaning 

 

−Enjambment – fluidity in the poem 

STRUCTURE: 

−An ode is a formal, often 

ceremonies lyric poem that 

addresses and often celebrates a 

person, place, thing or idea. 

-form originated from classical 

Greece.  Odes have a marked 

formality and stateliness in tone 

and style.  

−The poem is comprised of 5 

stanzas of 10 lines each – 

reminiscent of Keats’ ode. 

−Traditional rigid structure may 

been seen by some as juxtaposing 

old and new ideas 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Language of fast cars and language of 

sex is used and combined 

 

−Colloquial language – Humorous 

effect through the use of the language 

of the street which contrasts heavily 

to the people hiding behind their 

curtains and the lyrical poetic form of 

Keats’ Ode. 

 

−Opens the poem which speech - 

“Hello!” sets the tone of the poem as 

being less serious, fun, friendly and 

approachable 

 

−Semantic field – words related to 

stereotypical inner city and urban 

culture – this is juxtaposed against 

more traditional words that aren’t 

commonly used among younger 

generations which creates a sense of 

transition 

COMPARE TO: 

 Look We Have Coming to Dover 

 The Deliverer 

 Please Hold 

 Out of the Bag 

THEMES: 

 Attitudes to modern life 

 Youth 

 Culture and society 

 Clash of cultures 

TONE: 

The voice of the speaker is 

inviting and engaging as he 

adopts a chatty style. The use 

of exclamatory language 

means that the reader is able 

to relate to the informal 

atmosphere created. 



POEM: Ode on a Grayson Perry Urn – Tim Turnbull 

The poet is describing a vase made by the artist Grayson Perry.  Depicted on the vase are young men 

racing their cars.  Since the poem is only dealing with the people depicted on the vase (rather than 

real people), the poet recognises that these children will always be safe, their cars will never crash.  

The poet imagines the young people leading hedonistic, pleasurable lives, ‘pumped on youth and 

ecstasy’.  In the final stanza, the speaker imagines what a poet, thousands of years in the future, will 

think of the society depicted on the vase.  Perhaps the future will conclude that this was a happy 

society which recognised beauty is relative. 

Commentary: 

In May 1819, the Romantic poet John Keats wrote a poem celebrating the beauty of a vase made in 

ancient Greece.  The poem was called ‘Ode on a Grecian urn’.  Tim Turnbull’s 21st century poem is, in 

many ways, an updated, modern version of Keats’ ode.  In this poem, however, the urn in question 

in one made by the artist Grayson Perry.  The poem is therefore a conversation with the past – with 

both Keats’ poem and the Grecian urn – and it asks a question about art and poetry: can (or should) 

young working-class people and their culture be a subject for artistic expression? 

The form of the poem is closely and skilfully modelled on Keats’ ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’; ten-line 

stanzas, in (largely) iambic pentameter, with long, stately sentences.  Even the rhyme scheme is 

closely aligned.  This highly traditional form is therefore in tension with the content: ‘kids in cars/ on 

crap estates’, engaging in ‘crude games of chlamydia roulette’ against a backdrop of a determinedly 

modern Britain.  This, of course, parallels precisely what Grayson Perry is doing as an artist: taking a 

classical form (in this case, a Grecian urn) and overlaying it with contemporary – often ‘gaudy’ – 

decorations of modern culture. 

This tension between popular and elitist culture finds further expression in the poem’s shifting tone.  

Its opening line – ‘Hello! What’s all this here? A kitschy vase’ (Kitschy means excessively showy or 

sentimental; associated with poor artistic taste).  – establishes the poem’s playful, conversational 

tone.  The line also suggests a surprise – perhaps encountering a kitschy vase in an art gallery.  The 

poem is littered with colloquial diction, which locates the poem in a working –class milieu: ‘lotus’, 

‘buff’, ‘geezer’, ‘burn-outs’, ‘crock’.  Alongside this colloquial vocabulary, there are highly elevated, 

low-frequency expressions more commonly associated with high art (especially of romantic poetry): 

‘evocation’, ‘inducing’, ‘speculate’ and the delightfully Keatsian ‘educe’ (meaning to bring something 

out to the surface).  Perhaps this dual register is most clearly embodied in the pun ‘ecstasy’ in the 

third stanza: this word appears in Keats’ ode (‘What wild ecstasy?’), meaning intense joy; it is also 

the name of an illegal drug.  This elevated vocabulary brings into sharper focus another tension – the 

speaker is clearly an educated man who, perhaps unlike the young people of the poem’s subject, 

knows who Keats is and what a literary ode is.  

So does the speaker ‘look down’ on the young people?  The tone, initially, appears superior and 

condescending.  In a phrase which could be from the Daily Express (a tabloid newspaper), they are 

described as ‘Burberry clad louts… bass and arrogance’.  But their world is also understood to be 

immediate, visceral, full of joy and pleasure (and also, on the vase at least, peaceful).  Note, for 

example, the personification of the ‘throaty turbo roar’ and the sensuous ‘joyful throb’ of the music.  

The metaphor ‘charged with pulsing juice’ confirms their rather intense sexuality (and, because they 

are ‘frozen’ on the vase, they will never catch STDs).  The tone shifts further in the fourth stanza.  

The speaker appears to be developing a more nuanced response as he recognises the sophistication 

of Perry’s art.  Their behaviour is antisocial and irresponsible, but what is the alternative?  They are 

reacting positively to the suburban streets which they think are ‘dead’.  The fourth stanza concludes 

with the significant line: 
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 ‘Tranquillity, though, is for the rich’. 

The lens is, perhaps, widened here.  The comfort, the peace – perhaps even the pleasure of art 

galleries and poetry – belongs to the rich middle-class.  The children’s irreverent joy might be a 

response to this social injustice.  Indeed, their actions are like a rebellious artist as they write their 

own ‘signature’ in burnt rubber on the street.  

The language and tone in the final stanza change again.  The poem becomes more elaborate, more 

formal, as it converges more closely with Keats’ ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’: ‘millennia hence’, ‘galleries 

razed/ to level the dust’ and ‘free and bountiful’.  Despite the difficulties faced in the ‘real’ life of 

these young people (poverty, drugs, STDs, car crashes, encounters with cops, social injustice), 

Grayson Perry confirms the inherent value of their lives and their culture.  Perhaps future poems will 

admire their freedom and happiness, in the same way that Keats admires the young men and 

women depicted on the Grecian urn.  And, who knows, future readers might say the same about 

Turnbull’s poem.  

Context: 

Both ‘Ode on a Grayson Perry Urn’ and ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ are examples of ekphrastic poetry.  

Ekphrastic poem is a detailed recreation in words of a work of art.   

Grayson Perry (born 1960) is an English artist.  He is perhaps best known for his tapestries and 

ceramic vases.  He is also a cross-dresser, frequently appearing as his alter-ego Claire (hence the 

reference to ‘Shirley Temple manqué’ in Turnbull’s poem).  Upon classical, conventional forms he 

uses images and words to chronicle social concerns.  He has also made a number of documentary 

television programmes, including Rites of Passage (2018), a series of on masculinity (All Man (2016)).  

*Shirley Temple Manqué: a popular 1930s child star’; manqué means somebody who has failed to 

become what they wanted to be. 

 

 



POEM: On Her Blindness – Adam Thorpe 

The poem describes how the speaker’s mother – and her family – respond to her blindness.  She 

confesses that she finds it very difficult indeed.  She pretends to ignore her illness, or she laughs it 

off, by visiting art exhibitions or driving the ‘Old Lancaster’ (a make of car).  Even the speaker, just 

before his mother dies, forgets her blindness as he describes beautiful autumn colours.  The poet 

concludes that her death makes her ‘no more sightless, but now she can’t/pretend.’ 

Commentary 

This incredibly moving portrait of Thorpe’s mother and her illness explores the fiction we maintain 

when faced with illness (rather like U.A Fanthorpe’s ‘A Minor Role’).  What is it that makes us 

reluctant to look directly at illness and death?  Why do we ‘hide the fact that catastrophic/ 

handicaps are hell’?  Why do we prefer illusion to reality? 

Like Ford’s ‘Giuseppe’, the poem’s diction is stripped down, literal and matter-of-fact:  

 

  She turned to me, once,  

In a Paris restaurant, still not finding 

The food on the plate with her fork,  

Or not so that it stayed on 

This is a pared-down anecdote.  Note the simple words, the frequent monosyllables, the absence of 

figurative language and adjectives as his mother’s ‘living hell’ is described directly.  Elsewhere in the 

poem, Thorpe uses simple listing with similar effects.  Perhaps in a poem about honesty, about 

looking directly at difficult things, a highly-wrought lyrical style would not be suitable.  

However, the poem is not entirely literal.  After the colloquially affectionate ‘like a dodgem’ and the 

unblemished simile ‘as blank as stone’, Thorpe becomes much more lyrical towards the end of the 

poem.  As his blind mother is dying at a hospital, he describes the weather metaphorically as 

‘golden’ and the ground is ‘royal/ with leaf-fall’ – connotations of wealth, richness and texture.  The 

trees are figuratively ‘ablaze’ with colour.  These are all intensely visual images, adding to the 

poignancy that his mother is unable to see and enjoy the scene being described.  Or is the ‘locked-in 

son’ talking about the weather to avoid discussing his mother’s final illness? 

‘On Her Blindness’ returns to dialogue – the spoken word – throughout.  This is significant because 

the poem is about what we say and don’t say when dealing with illness and death.  This idea is 

announced in the first couplet (‘One shouldn’t say it’) and in hearing publicly of those heroes ‘who 

bare it like a Roman’.  On the single occasion where the truth is brutally presented (‘its living hell, to 

be honest’) the son does not have an adequate response.  The mother returns poignantly, to the 

fiction at the end (maybe to save her son’s embarrassment out of compassion): ‘It’s lovely out 

there’.  

With the single-line exception at the end, the poem consists of unrhymed couplets.  This form often 

suggests the rapid progression of one idea to the next alongside a lack of reflection or 

contemplation.  There is also a lot of white space in this poem (the lines themselves – mostly the 

tetrameter – are relatively short as well).  This space might recall the mother’s blindness - and 

perhaps the truth that the family do not want to acknowledge.  Alongside the frequent enjambment, 

it is a silence which surrounds the words and lends the lines a vulnerability, a sense of things being 

touched upon lightly before moving quickly on.  This is especially true in the tentative final line, 



POEM: On Her Blindness – Adam Thorpe 

where the indefinite pronoun ‘somewhere’ adds to the fragility of the illusion that his mother is now 

watching over them.  Even in death, the fiction continues.   

Context: 

The title of the poem is an allusion to a poem by John Milton called ‘On His Blindness’ (first 

published in 1673) it is a sonnet in which Milton reflects on his blindness.  He wonders how he could 

serve God and do his work without sight.  The solution is made clear, however.  He can serve God by 

being patient and bearing his affliction stoically: ‘They also serve who only stand and wait.’  Thorpe, 

therefore, is presenting a counter-argument in his poem: blindness for his mother is living hell and 

she considers suicide.  

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

   

            

            

            



POEM: On Her Blindness – Adam Thorpe 

        

        
The Poet: 

Adam was born in Paris but grew up in 

India, Cameroon and England. This 

cosmopolitan experience has given 

him an outsider view of England 

combined with a strong sense of 

“Englishness”. 

Context to the Poem 

The title is an adaptation of a famous Milton sonnet ‘On His Blindness’ 

after the poet’s loss of sight became complete. In it, Milton initially 

chafes at his condition and how it limits his ability to serve God, but the 

poem ends with resolve to bear his loss patiently for “They also only 

stand and wait” – Thorpe’s poem is partly a rebuff of Milton’s stoicism, of 

those who ‘like a Roman’ put up with affliction without complaint. 

The references to places highlight that this poem is autobiographical. 

What is the poem about? 
The poem describes the experiences of a mother who becomes blind. It 

demonstrates the impact of her disability upon her own and her family’s lives. 

The poem is written from the perspective of the son speaking about his mother 

in first person. 

FORM: 

−Enjambment – creates a sense of 

conversation 

 

−There is no rhyme scheme which 

makes the poem seen unrehearsed 

and genuine, like a stream of 

thoughts or a rant. 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem consists of 22 

unrhymed couplets and 1 final line 

at the end – it is like natural 

speech, creates a more informal 

and personal tone. The structure 

also creates a visual obstacle, or 

impairment which makes the act of 

reading harder than usual. 

−Lack of full stops and end-stopped 

lines continues the sense of 

conversation, intensifying the 

feeling that this is a personal poem  

−The poem is a dramatic 

monologue – the narrator discloses 

his own inadequacies – his lack of 

care and emphathy 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−Simile 

−Repetition 

−Humour – a masculine way of dealing 

with their impotence to help with the 

mother. It infers a sense of 

inevitability for a further worsening in 

the mother’s condition by having to 

find happiness and positivity in the 

mother’s situation. 

−Language of evasion “forget” “hide” 

“ignore” – highlight how the family try 

to avoid the fact that the mother is 

becoming visually impaired. 

−Direct speech – further emphasises 

the personal tone and nature of the 

poem, along with the idea of 

conversation. It gives the mother and 

admirable resilience. 

−Imagery and descriptions throughout 

the poem help to highlight the 

presence of the imagination while 

showing the difficulties of an 

individual without the sense of sight. 

COMPARE TO: 

 A Minor Role 

 Effects 

 Genetics 

 Eat me 

THEMES: 

 Attitudes to Others 

 Attitudes towards 

women 

 Isolation 

TONE: 

The tone is conversational 

with little figurative language. 

The chatty and informal tone 

makes the poem seem much 

more personal and perhaps 

relatable for the reader so 

they can have sympathy 

provoked. 



POEM: Out of the Bag 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

From Northern Ireland and has worked 

at many universities including Oxford 

and Harvard. 

Heaney had 9 siblings and this poem is 

autobiographical, describing the births 

of these siblings. 

Many of Heaney’s poems deal with 

themes of nature, childhood and 

relationships. 

 

Context to the Poem 
Hyperborean – In Greek mythology these were people who lived a perfect existence 

Peter Levi – a poet and critic who was Oxford professor of Poetry 1984-89 

Poeta Doctus – a truthful poet based on classical models, who marries the art of poetry 

with learning 

Sanctuary of Asklepios at Epidaurus: Asklepios was the Greek God of medicine. The huge 

temple complex dedicated to the God at Epidaurus is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

Lourdes: famous Catholic shrine in France where the faithful go in the hope of a cure 

Hygieia: Asklepios’ daughter, the goddess of good health - name = the word “hygiene”  

Thurifer: The person who carries the thurible in Catholic ceremonies, a metal censer 

suspended from chains 

 
What is the poem about? 
The poem explores how the child’s perspective differs from the adults and how 

it is not always “true”. It blends personal memory and the classical world of 

Ancient Greece. The poem itself acts like a bag, its contents slowly revealed by 

the poet. 

FORM: 

−Free Verse - free-flowing nature of 

the memories and thoughts being 

shared as the lack of notable rhyme 

scheme can be seen as letting the 

imagery and ideas ‘speak for 

themselves’. 

 

−Enjambment – helps the poem to 

move quickly and freely 

 

−Internal rhyme – puts emphasis on 

certain words that describe the 

qualities of the doctor. 

STRUCTURE: 
−The poem is split into numbered, 

chapter-like sections – transition in place 

and time at different stages in the 

narrator’s life, from childhood through 

to adulthood. 

−The poem is 94 Lines long and split into 

stanzas of three lines each except for 

one standalone line. The fragmentation 

of the stanzas could be interpreted as 

demonstrating the way in which the 

narrator’s thoughts were often broken, 

and need to be pieced together in order 

to have full understanding of a situation. 

−Inconsistency in the number of stanzas 

in each section. 

−Movement in the poem, from the 

Heaney household to the Catholic shrine 

at Lourdes to the Greek archaeological 

site at Epidaurus, and then back to the 

room where his mother gave birth, gives 

it a sense of enclosure. The poem’s 

travels demonstrate both how far the 

poet has come from his start in life. 

 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Intellectual language - the use of 

Latin and Greek words show that 

he is an intellectual and sees 

himself on the same level as Dr 

Kerlin, his inspiration. 

−Personification of ‘nosy’ hands 

suggest that they probe around a 

body which is personal 

−Simile of a spaniel – spaniels are 

loyal and soft with long fur – this is 

how he describes Dr Kerlin 

COMPARE TO: 

 Material 

 To My Nine-Year Old Self 

THEMES: 

 Resonance of the past 

 Concept of tradition 

 Childhood 

TONE: 

He sounds affectionate 

towards the doctor as the 

experience he has had has 

been caring and friendly. 

At the beginning there is a 

wondrous tone – the child 

creates a magical story to 

explain how babies are born. 



POEM: Out of the Bag 

 

 

The poem sequence begins with Heaney recalling the visits of Doctor Kerlin to his 

childhood home to attend the birth of his siblings.  As a child, Heaney thought the 

babies were miraculously brought out of the doctor’s bag; he imagined Kerlin creating 

the babies out of ‘infant parts’ strung neatly in a line.  The second poem in the sequence 

switches to present, where the older Heaney is visiting an ancient Greek ruin at 

Epidaurus.  He recalls takings part in a Catholic procession as a 17-year-old and nearly 

fainting in the sun.  Again, Heaney nearly faints among the ruins at Epidaurus.  He 

hallucinates that Doctor Kerlin is creating babies out of ‘baby bits’, like a magician.  In 

the third poem, Heaney sends off ‘Bits of the grass’ from the site at Epidaurus to his 

sick friends at home.  Heaney, too, is old and tired, and wishes to be visited by Hygeia, 

the goddess of health.  The final poem returns to Heaney’s childhood and the room 

where he was born.  His mother, who has just given birth, is described.  She asks the 

young Heaney what he thinks ‘of the new wee baby the doctor brought for us all’.  

Commentary: 

Although it is perhaps the most complex set poem from the anthology, it is an 

enormously rewarding one which repays repeated readings.  Heaney, who died in 2013, 

is widely acknowledged as one of the finest poets of his generation, and his poetic 

craft and philosophical wisdom are clearly evident in this remarkable poem.  ‘Out of the 

Bag’ covers a range of intersecting topics and themes, each cleverly echoing another: 

illness and medicine; class; childhood and memory; motherhood; creativity and poetry; 

birth and origin; religion; and the figure of Doctor Kerlin.  A nexus of these ideas can 

be traced in many of the poem’s events and images: for example, Heaney’s fainting fit 

in the second poem suggests illness, religion (he is visited by the god-like figure of 

Kerlin) and birth (he emerges from his fainting fit as though he is re-born, ‘blinking and 

shaky’).   

Perhaps the most memorable aspect of the poem is the figure of Dr kerlin.  He is 

clearly of a higher social class than the family he visits.  Not, for example, the lined 

insides of the mysterious bag; his ‘waistcoat satin’; or the luxurious alliteration as the 

doctor, priest-like, holds his hands behind him to be ‘squired and silk-lined into the 

camel coat’.  In the final poem, the family makes sure that, during the mother’s labour, 

the best sheets are on the bed for the doctor.  To the children in the family, this 

higher social class also seems to infuse the doctor with god-like powers, as though, 

Hyperborean (a race of giants from Greek mythology who lived in a perfect world 

‘beyond the north wind), he is visiting the humble farm house from a perfect 

mythological realm.  

The family attend to Doctor Kerlin during his visits with repeated rituals suggestive of 

a religious ceremony.  In an interesting simile, Kerlin returns to the contents of his bag 

‘like a hypnotist’, maintaining the creative and religious mystery of birth as he ‘tie[s] 
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the cloth’ and ‘Darken[s] the door’.  It seems that the role of the young Heaney and his 

siblings was rather like altar boys in a Catholic mass, as they prepare the water for the 

priest-like Kerlin.  The clause ‘that was next’ suggests the ritual has a clearly-set 

sequence of actions.  The water, in an example of the many phonological patterns in the 

poem, is ‘saved for him’ and ‘savoured by him’.  Perhaps this is due to the innocent, 

child-like perspective of Heaney from whom the biological aspects of birth have been 

withheld and the miraculous birth of his baby brother or sister could only be explained 

by the mysteries of faith.  

To the young Heaney, Doctor Kerlin’s powers could also be terrifying.  The child 

imagines what happens in a ‘locked’ room during the birth.  A horrifyingly gothic scene, 

reminiscent of Doctor Frankenstein, is described; the infant parts hung up, ‘A toe, a 

foot and shin, an arm, a cock// A bit like rosebud in his buttonhole.’ Note the impact of 

the asyndetic list alongside the shocking conflation of the horror and charm of Kelrin in 

the simile in the concluding one-line stanza.  Interestingly, the scene also has parallels 

with classical Greece, where patients visiting asclepions would bring small marble 

sculptures of afflicted body parts as an offering. 

The diction becomes more learned in the second poem as the focus shifts towards 

classical Greece. The adult Heaney has become a highly educated poet, and moved a 

long way from his origins, exemplified in part by the Latinate vocabulary in the first 

tercet.  Later, we are told that the sanctuary of Asclepius was a site of incubation, 

‘meaning sleep/ when epiphany occurred and you met the god…’ this is another of many 

instances in the poem where medicine (people would visit the sanctuary to be cured), 

religion (the gods would provide the cure) and poetry (to be visited by a god is a 

moment of creative epiphany) combine and intersect.  

In contrast to the vigour of Kerlin, Heaney – the modern, post-religious man – is tired 

and impotent while at Epidaurus.  He is ‘hateless, groggy’ in the heat and nearly faints, 

just as he did in the religious procession at Lourdes when he was seventeen (Lourdes: a 

prominent Catholic pilgrimage site in the south of France. Large numbers of pilgrims 

travel to Lourdes each year to seek physical healing).  He posts grass, plucked from the 

site, as a token to ill friends at home (knowing that, medically, it will not help); he wants 

to leave the other tourists, ‘lie down’ and wait to be visited by Hygeia (knowing she will 

not come).  Modernity faith is in science and chemotherapy, rather than the Gods.  

With the exception of the single-line stanza in the first poem in the first poem, the 

sequence is written throughout in tightly controlled tercets of unrhymed pentameter.  

And, structurally, ‘Out of the Bag’ comes full circle.  We begin with the child’s 

experiences during the birth of a sibling, moving to the events at the archaeological 

site.  Finally, back to ‘the room I came from’ as the self-effacing mother – who has a 

very real power to create life – maintains the myth of the powers of Doctor Kerlin.  

This form and structure lends the sequence a cohesion, appropriate and necessary for 
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the startling breadth of ideas explored.  Heaney therefore chooses to conclude this 

poem with the distinctive voice of his mother: 

‘And what do you think 

Of the new wee baby the doctor brought for us all 

When I was asleep?’ 

There is a sadness here – the mother does not want to acknowledge her own essential, 

life-giving significance in the birth.  She is happy for Kerlin (male, educated class) to 

take the credit, like the gods at Epidaurus who would visit the patient.  Her authentic, 

colloquial diction, her simple monosyllables and considerate, warm question, mark her 

out from Heaney’s scholarly tone.  Perhaps Heaney is suggesting that it is in the local, 

and in the warmth of family where we might find answers to some of the poem’s 

questions about illness, medicine, religion and birth.  

Key words: 

Scullery: a small kitchen normally used for washing dishes. 

Poeta doctus: a poet who (like Heaney?) is well schooled in classical models and ideas of 

Greece and Rome. 

Peter Levi: a poet, archaeologist and Jesuit priest.  He was a professor of poetry at 

the University of Oxford.  He died in 2000, a year before ‘Out of the Bag’ was 

published.   

Graves: Robert Graves (1895-1985) an English poet, novelist and classicist. 

Thurifer: the person who carries the container in which incense is burnt during a 

religious ceremony.  

 



POEM: Please Hold – Ciaran O’Driscoll 

        

        

        

        

        

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

Ciaran O’Driscoll is an Irish Poet whose 

work blends dark humour and lyrical 

craft. 

Context to the Poem 

The poem describes O’Driscoll’s own experiences of an automated phone 

call that led him to realise that he wasn’t getting any younger and that 

the development of events were passing him by. He also felt that these 

events were sinister through their reducing human interaction to a 

robotic kind of simplicity. 

Cultural references are used – Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik – a piece 

that is well known for its repetitiveness. It is also often used in holding 

music for telephone calls. 

 
What is the poem about? 
This poem describes the monotony of daily tasks in modern life through the 

example of trying to contact a customer services department over the phone, 

only to be put on hold to an automated recording. The poet becomes 

increasingly frustrated as the poem progresses. 

FORM: 

−The length and pattern of 

sentences becomes shorter and 

shorter until it becomes menacingly 

robotic in the closing lines. 

−Caesurae – lengthens the poem 

and highlights the narrator’s 

boredom 

−Monosyllabic words – breakdown 

of developed communication 

−The poem is written in free verse – 

it is an uncontrolled rant and the 

short sentences break it up 

 

 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem consists of 42 

sentences in 52 lines, of which the 

last 3 are detached. 

−The single stanza reflects the 

theme of monotony and the 

feeling of lengthened time which 

runs throughout the poem 

−Frequent use of full stops or 

commas at the end of most lines 

−Heteroglossia -There are 4 voices 

in the poem: the poet, his wife, the 

poet’s internal monologue/ 

translator and the robot. These 

four voices speak in quick 

succession without the use of 

speech marks, or any other 

differentiation between each one – 

FIRST AND SECOND PERSON 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−The language is highly repetitive 

to emphasise the repetitive and 

monotonous process of 

automated calls 

−Cultural references used – allows 

the reader to relate closely to the 

poem, illustrating the central 

message that the frustrations of 

daily life are almost universal 

−Satire, caricature and hyperbole – 

used to highlight the shortcomings 

of people, companies or 

organisations 

−Limited amount of imagery due 

to the limited amount of 

vocabulary used – many 

monosyllabic words used. 

−Plosives ensure that the negative 

and emotional feelings of the 

poem still continue. 

COMPARE TO: 

 Look We Have Coming to Dover! 

 Ode on a Grayson Perry Urn 

 A Minor Role 

 The Deliverer 

THEMES: 

 Attitudes to modern life 

 Culture and society 

 Clash of cultures 

TONE: 

The tone is monotonous and 

frustrated. 



POEM: Please Hold – Ciaran O’Driscoll 

The speaker is on the phone to an automated call-centre.  He is becoming increasingly 

frustrated by what he calls ’the robot’. Communication breaks down and he cannot 

achieve anything.  His wife tells him ‘this is the future’ and that he should accept the 

situation.  The poem ends with a suggestion that the future will be particularly bleak 

place.  

Commentary: 

This poem isn’t just an amusing poem about the frustrations or using an automated 

telephone system.  It is also a darkly comic satire. Satire is a literary mode or genre in 

which humour is used to expose a major problem or shortcoming in society; in this case, 

‘Please Hold’ is making a serious point about the impact of technology on our lives and 

the breakdown in effective communication brought about by modernity.  Technology is 

intended to help us and make our lives easier.  But, as this poem shows, this is not 

always the case.  The speaker is reduced to an angry impotence as the technology 

actually prevents and restricts him at every turn.  The future – which is, we are 

frequently reminded, already happening – is a society where language is moribund and 

individuals are powerless. 

At the heart of this poem is the impact that technology – and perhaps the wider 

modern world – is having on language itself.  It is a poem about the inability to 

communicate successfully.  The poem makes frequent use of repetition (the instruction 

‘please hold’, for example, is repeated six times).  ‘This is the future’ functions as a 

nightmarish refrain (repeated five times) as his wife seems to suggest he should just 

accept this new world.  Through incessant repetition, words tend to lose their meaning 

– they end up signifying nothing.  Also, repetition suggests communication is operating 

in a kind of labyrinthine loop as language endlessly folds back on itself. 

There is also a lot of syntactical repetition in the poem.  Note the parallelism in these 

lines: 

Wonderful, says the robot 

When I give him my telephone number. 

And Great, says the robot 

When I give him my account number. 

This is a ‘robotic’ repetition.  This is what happens, the poem is suggesting, when we 

talk to a robot that is behaving in accordance with programmed algorithms and nothing 

more.  The robot is saying ‘Wonderful’ but he – it – does not mean Wonderful.  Meaning 

has disappeared.  The speaker picks up on this in the bitterly ironic ‘I have a wonderful 

telephone number’.  

The poem also makes interesting use of heteroglossia - that is, a variety of different 

and competing voices within the same text.  We have the speaker’s thoughts, the 
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speaker’s dialogue, the voice of his wife, the robot and the speaker’s ‘translator’.  The 

heteroglossia is a major contributing factor to the reader’s disorientation and 

confusion – the nightmarish piling up of voices in one long stanza.  This conversational 

tone is also developed syntactically through the frequent use of the fronted 

conjunction ‘And’.  

The final tercet is given significance by being separated out from the rest of the poem.  

By this point, the different voices are all combined together, so it is not clear who or 

what is ‘speaking’ these final lines.  Individuality has disappeared.  There is also a 

change in tone in these lines, brought about by the shortening of sentences and 

patterns of caesurae.  The pace slows, the tone is more sombre.  The triad in the first 

line of ‘Please Hold.  Please grow old.  Please grow old’ ushers in a note of death as the 

rhyme connects these concepts (hold, old cold) together.  The nightmarish, dystopian 

future is laid bare.  A tyrannical technology will be triumphant.  We will, the poem is 

suggesting, be caught in a meaningless conversation with a robot until we die.  

 



POEM: The Deliverer – Tishani Doshi 

This Short poem sequence tells the story of an Indian newborn baby girl who is abandoned because 

she is not a boy.  The baby is then cared for in a convent in the state of Kerala in India.  The 

narrator’s mother, the deliverer of the poem’s title, is a temporary foster mother who arranges for 

the baby to be adopted by an American couple.  The second poem in the sequence describes the 

foster mother’s arrival in America with the baby.  She hands the baby over to the adopting parents.  

In the third and final poem in the sequence, the girl has grown up. The poem goes back to the day of 

her birth and subsequent abandonment.  

Commentary: 

This shocking poem sequence has at its heart the abandonment of the daughter, but it also engages 

with wider ideas about motherhood.  For such a short poem, there is a network of different 

parent/child relationships in the poem, each, in some way, disrupting conventional views of family: 

the baby’s biological mother who tosses her onto a pile of other babies; the nun who looks after the 

abandoned babies; the deliverer who, for a short while, effectively fosters the baby as she takes her 

to America, and is also the poet’s own mother; and the adoptive American parents.  The situation in 

the poem is not unique or made up: because of a preference for having boys in the family, some 

parents in India kill or abandon baby girls.  Also, Doshi’s own mother did indeed bring an abandoned 

child over form India to an adoptive American couple.   

It is one of the more socially engaged poems from the poem as it seeks to draw attention to this 

practice in India.  Doshi’s compassion for the newborn babies and anger at their treatment is made 

very clear by the poem’s diction and use of lists.  As early as the third line we have the 

unembellished and shockingly general triad of proscribed characteristics.  Consider the extended list 

in the second tercet as a further example.  

The verbs are foregrounded syntactically by being placed at the beginning of the clause (and the line 

of poetry as well).  The list itself implies the ongoing and pervasive nature of the events being 

described.  The pitiless, apparently unfeeling process of the birth is conveyed in part by the short 

verbs Doshi uses towards the end of the poem: the slithering of the babies as they leave their 

mothers’ bodies has unpleasant associations; and the mothers throw the baby onto a pile of other 

discarded infants. Doshi also uses a macabre pun as life is described as being squeezed out – a pun 

which semantically contains both birth and death.  

The diction and the form complement each other.  The lines are short and frequently end-stopped.  

The tercets are terse and flinty, and the sentences are short and stripped-down.  The overall 

structure of the poem sequence is circular, indicating the events described are ongoing and not 

unique.  Perhaps for heightened emotional impact, it ends at the beginning, with the moment of the 

girl’s birth.  However, the brutality of the birth is tempered by the reader’s awareness that the girl 

did survive, due to the combination of the care and compassion of the nun, the deliverer and her 

adoptive parents.  

In the face of this horror, who or what is to blame?  Our thoughts might turn to the mothers 

themselves who murder and abandon the babies.  However, the final line complicates this as the 

mothers are described as trudging back home to sleep, again, with their husbands. The exhausted, 

numbed verb which begins the final line is reinforced by the poem’s form.  The lines diminish in the 

lead-up to the last line: in the final poem of the sequence, there are two tercets, followed by two 

couplets and concluding with that painful one-line stanza. We now see the mothers as victims.  The 

so-called ‘natural’ process of sex. Birth and motherhood are turned upside down by social, economic 

and patriarchal forces.   



POEM: The Deliverer – Tishani Doshi 

Context: 

Statistics reveal that in India, in the 20 years leading up to the publication of ‘The Deliverer’, as many 

as 10 million girls were killed by their parents either before or immediately after birth. Very often, 

they are killed for financial reasons – men are usually the main source of income, or they are 

considered to be able to do more agricultural work.  In rural India, many parents depend upon their 

children to look after them in their old age: when daughters marry, they usually move away to live 

with the husband’s family.  Many commentators therefore point to the tragic consequences of a 

patriarchal society which prioritises and values men over women.      

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            



POEM: The Deliverer – Tishani Doshi 

        

        

  

The Poet: 

Tishani Doshi was born in India 

She is also a well-known as a dancer 

and journalist, with these skills 

enabling her work in a range of 

countries around the world, including 

the UK. 

Context to the Poem 

Female infanticide in India has a history spanning centuries. Although it 

has been criminalised in India, it skill occurs (mostly in rural communities) 

and remains highly under-reported. 

Kerala is a state in the south west of India. It has a very high proportion 

of female to male residents; education, jobs and skills for women are 

higher there than in any other part of india. It is therefore a region in 

which baby girls are not rejected as inferior to boys. 

What is the poem about? 
The poem begins at a convent in Kerala, India where abandoned children live 

(due to disability, skin colour or the fact they are girls). It is the speaker’s 

mother’s job to ‘deliver’ a baby to her adoptive family in America. They raise her 

and she grows into a woman. 

FORM: 

−Short sequence form enables the 

poet to explore this situation from 

different perspectives. 

−Words with only one or two 

syllables make the poem feel more 

personal and less planned – the 

narrator is telling things ‘how they 

are’ 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem is broken up into 

different sections through 

subheadings  

−Asterisks are used to visually 

break up the poem and provide 

additional emphasis on the 

transition from the United States 

−Short sentence length could be 

interpreted as a representation of 

the tragically short life cycle the 

children have 

−The simplicity in terms of 

sentence length helps to increase 

the likelihood that a reader feels 

complicit in events. 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Lack of figurative or descriptive 

language contributes to a flatness 

of tone, expressing the bleakness 

of the situation. 

−Verbs are a key part to the poem 

as they bring movement and 

action. However, the verb choices 

are unusual in the poem as they 

create strong emotions in a reader. 

−Religious references 

Grotesque animal imagery 

“squeeze out life”, “slither out” 

−Everyday objects reduce the 

potential of new life – “wood”, 

“bone”, “garbage” 

SIMILAR TO: 

 Giuseppe 

 The Lammas Hireling 

 Eat Me 

 Ode to a Grayson Perry Urn 

 Look We Have Coming to Dover! 

 An Easy Passage 

THEMES: 

 Attitudes to modern life 

 Identity  

 Concept of morality 

 Culture and society 

 Fear 

 Clash of cultures 

 Transgressions 

TONE: 
The tone of the poem lacks 

emotion and could be 

interpreted as uncaring. 

The tone is important in 

ensuring that there is a lack of 

judgement in the poem, allowing 

the reader to make their own 

moral judgement for the 

situation. 



POEM: The Furthest Distances I’ve travelled – Leonita Flynn 

        

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet: 

From Northern Ireland 
 
Her writing is known for its wit and 
simple language even when discussing 
darker subjects such as her father’s 
Alzheimer’s. 
 

Context to the Poem 

Many young people choose to travel during the early years of their 

adulthood as they generally have fewer responsibilities at that age. 

What is the poem about? 
The speaker reminisces about her time as a free traveller who backpacked around 

the world. Being older, however, she realises that the most memorable journeys of 

her life are emotional — her exploration of people and her relationships with them, 

reflected in the little ‘souvenirs’ and titbits that reflect these relationships. 

 

FORM: 

−The rhyme scheme is not 

consistent throughout the poem - in 

the first few stanzas, the rhyme is 

inconsistent and unclear but as the 

poem progresses the rhyme gains 

increasing clarity – could be 

representing the greater clarity and 

focus the narrator has gained as 

they have aged. 

−Some of the rhymes are forced; the 

word anonymity is broken in half - 

potentially indicating that the 

narrator’s own decision to travel is 

creating confusion because of all the 

new experiences. 

−Enjambment – reflects freedom 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem is structure in eight 

stanzas of four or five lines. It 

comprises four sentences, of which 

the last one is only one-line long. 

−The use of punctuation - frequent 

hyphens acting as caesura to 

further impact on the rhythm of 

the poem. They also act as a break 

to the typically listing flow of ideas 

being communicated, so as to 

focus on specific imagery to further 

include the reader in the sense of 

travel and experience, it makes the 

reader feel more connected to the 

narrator. 

 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Proper nouns (place names) – 

The names of remote places 

conjure up this lost excitement but 

now moving on means leaving 

people behind. These memories 

might be ‘throwaway’ but they are 

also ‘souvenirs’ and ‘valentines’ 

−Simile 

−Semantic Field of Travel 

−There is a personal touch 

throughout the poem due to the 

first person references. The fact 

that the poet herself travelled 

during her student years makes us 

as readers feel that the poem is 

more meaningful and real. 

COMPARE TO: 

 An Easy Passage 

 To My Nine-Year Old Self 

 Genetics 

THEMES: 

 Identity  

 Time passing by 

 Travel 

TONE: 

The poem has a tone of 

sadness at the fact that things 

do constantly change, as well 

as nostalgia for the lost 

exhilaration of the life of 

travelling. 



POEM: The Furthest Distances I’ve travelled – Leonita Flynn 

The speaker remembers fondly travelling around the world.  She enjoyed the freedom and 

anonymity that travelling brought.  The speaker then wonder why she no longer travels. She 

speculates that it might be because of an increased awareness of some of the dangers involved.  The 

poem them shifts in focus to a ‘routine eviction’ brought about by the break-up of a relationship. 

The small items that are left over at the end of a relationship, such as post-it notes and sports socks, 

are like souvenirs.  The ‘furthest distances’ the speaker has travelled – she realises – are not her 

physical journeys around the world but her emotional movement from one partner to another.  

Commentary 

The poem’s form is particularly distinctive.  In some ways, it is quite regular: quatrains and rhyming 

couplets.  However, the line lengths differ markedly; the third quatrain is a clear example of this.  

This perhaps suggests the relentlessness and search for freedom that characterises the poem.  The 

rhyme does, however, become full (and the line lengths more regular) in the final, more reflective 

quatrain as the speaker reaches her conclusion.  The form could therefore be said to move from 

youthful exuberance to a more mature restraint.  

The poem has a clear, two-part structure.  The first three quatrains describe the exhilaration of 

travelling and being young; note the (ultimately misplaced confidence in ‘Yes. This is how// to live.’  

The final five quatrains put the speaker, now older, in a more domestic and mundane setting.   The 

break between the two sections is underscored by the foregrounded discourse marker ‘So’ to 

indicate the development of the topic.  The diction of the poem therefore shifts from the 

adventurous and the unusual:’ Krakow’, ‘Zagreb’, ‘Siberian’, Sherpa pass’ and ‘meridian’, to the 

domestic: ‘post office’, ‘giro’, ‘laundry’, ‘bottom drawers’ and ‘sports socks’.  

The penultimate quatrain contains a syndetic list of four ‘souvenirs’ left over from ‘holidaying’ in 

people’s lives: ‘alien plants, cinema stubs, the throwaway//comment – on a post-it note – or a tiny 

stowaway// pressed flower’.  The melancholy listing here suggests the apparently trivial and 

unembellished quality of these items.  Given the context, however, this list also suggests a sadness 

regarding the developing distances between people.  Each ordinary item is probably imbued with a 

very personal memory of a past relationship. 

The poem uses a range of figurative imagery which connects cohesively with its core idea of 

journeys: ‘like a meridian’, ‘as over a tannoy’, ‘the Siberian white [of] airports’.  Interestingly, 

metaphors of journeys continue into the more domestic second section of the poem: ‘souvenirs’ and 

‘stowaway’ describe – with added poignancy – the objects left behind at the end of a relationship.  

Also ‘holidaying briefly in their lives’ is a memorable final metaphor which conflates beautifully the 

two central concepts in the poem – journeys and relationship. It is a sad note on which to end – 

acknowledging the fragile, transient quality of our relationships with others. 

Key words:  

Sherpa pass: Sherpa pass is an ethnic minority group from Nepal.  Some members of the Sherpa 

population are renowned for their mountaineering skills.  A pass is a route between two mountain 

peaks.  

Meridian: a line of longitude, drawn on maps and globes, between the north and south poles.  The 

curve Flynn is describing the curve of the earth as it widens at the equator.  

Giro: before the use of electronic bank transfers, the fortnightly ‘giro’ payment was the normal way 

the government distributed benefit payment. 
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Siberian: a large region in Russian, associated with snowy wilderness.  

Zagreb: the capital of Croatia.  

Krakow: an old city in Poland. 

Greyhound: an inter-city bus service in the USA. 

Larium: a drug used to prevent malaria (a tropical disease).  Some people who take Larium suffer 

from serious psychiatric or nerve problems.  

 



POEM: The Gun – Vicki Feaver 

        

        

        

        

        

        

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Poet:  

Feaver is a highly acclaimed poet who 

frequently uses objects from everyday 

life in her poems to present key ideas 

and themes. 

Women have had a large impact upon 

her life since her childhood and that 

has encouraged her to focus of female 

creativity and representation, including 

how these ideas can be expressed in 

ore unusual forms. 

She is interested in bringing out 

repressed aspects of the female mind 

and one technique she uses is to set 

violence in a domestic context. 

 

Context to the Poem 

The poem explores one of the most controversial issues in our society: guns. This 

poem is about Feaver’s own personal experience; she recounts the time when 

her husband brought home a gun.  

Feaver lived in Brixton in central London for twenty years and though she 

sometimes heard gunshots, she “never actually saw a gun”. But now living in 

Lanarkshire, Scotland, right in the middle of the country she sees  

“Lots of guns”. When her own husband got a shotgun and brought it into the 

house, her whole attitude changed, as depicted in the poem. 

What is the Poem About?         The poem describes the feelings of the 

narrator towards the bringing of a gun into a household. The gun brings 

the house alive and is presented as restoring excitement within a 

relationship. The poem combines the quietly domestic with the 

energetically violent. 

 FORM: 

−No rhyme – the poem is written in 

free verse 

−Enjambment – creates a sense of 

unnatural breaking but makes the 

poem flow more like a story  

−The rhythm of the poem is at an 

odd pace – creates a sense of 

uneasiness  

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem is composed of single 

lines and 4 stanzas which vary from 

6-7 lines in length. 

−The stanzas vary between 6 and 7 

lines long. 

−Single line stanzas are effective as 

they bring attention to that line 

−Use of punctuation can be 

interpreted as creating the sound 

of shooting bullets 

 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 
−There is a semantic field of death and 

guns within the poem which helps to 

reinforce the destructive imagery and 

highlight the power of guns. Words 

such as “reek”, “entrails”, “dangling” 

and “dead” all contribute to the idea 

of death which permeates the poem. 

−Alliteration and sibilance e.g. “slicing, 

stirring, tasting, stalking” in present 

participles produces a soft hissing 

sound similar to a snake, almost like 

the snake that tempted Adam and Eve 

to eat from the forbidden garden. In 

this case, the ‘snake’ would be the gun 

that is tempting this couple to 

embrace their new obtained power. 

The soft, hissing sound creates a 

sinister tone. 

−Personification emphasises the 

power of the gun. It gives it human 

characteristics as if it is a living being 

which makes it seem more dangerous. 

COMPARE TO: 

 Chainsaw Versus Pampas Grass 

 Eat Me 

 Giuseppe 

THEMES: 

 Conflict and power 

 Concept of morality 

 Fear 

TONE: 
Throughout the poem, a casual 

attitude is expressed by the speaker 

and suggests to the reader that the 

speaker may think that the gun is 

harmless.  

Further into the poem, the tone 

shifts and becomes slightly 

provocative. The simile ‘like when 

sex was fresh’ induces sexual 

connotations. 

 



POEM: The Gun – Vicki Feaver 

The speaker’s partner brings a shotgun into the house.  It is initially described as resting ominously 

on a table.  It is then used for target practice before being used to kill animals.  The gun seems to 

have an electrifying effect on the house as the speaker and her partner feast on the animals they 

have shot.  The poem concludes with the speaker comparing the exciting feast to the arrival of a 

pagan King of Death.  

Commentary: 

This poem positions itself against liberal attitudes towards guns and hunting, which perceive guns as 

dangerous and fearful instruments of violence and death.  Feaver is in accordance with this liberal 

view in her initial response in the first and second stanzas in the poem; however she concludes that 

a gun can have an electrifying impact – the thrill of the hunt and the pleasure of the subsequent 

feasting. A gun can bring intensity, an excitement and, ultimately, a celebration of life, despite (or 

because of) life’s fragility.  The poem is therefore structured along these lines – the initial fear and 

disruption a gun brings, followed by a delightful relish.  

The impact of the gun is established by Feaver’s use of form in the opening couplet: “Bringing a gun 

into a house/ changes it.”  The first line holds in tension the contrast between a gun (with 

connotations of violence) and a house (with connotations of safety).  The line break suggests that 

the house has been disrupted by the gun.  The line break creates a pause – a hesitancy – before the 

revelation of the second line.   Our eye is therefore drawn towards the verb ‘changes’; this is indeed 

a poem about change, the movement from fearful apprehension towards a primitive ecstasy.  

The imagery in the second stanza continues the dynamic tension between the gun and the house. 

Feaver has said that the poem is based on the experience of her husband bringing home a shotgun 

for the first time after moving to a very rural part of the country.  The gun is already infused with a 

sexual symbolism as the husband lays it on the table, the phallus-like ‘polished wood stock/ jutting 

over the edge’ (note the interesting use of enjambment here). In the simile ‘like something dead’, 

Feaver is, at this point in the poem, contrasting the gun with its symbolic ‘grey shadow’ to the 

delicate life and domesticity of the house.  The ‘grey’ contrasts with the ‘green-checked cloth’ of the 

ostensibly domestic kitchen table.  The gun, a bringer of death, is disturbing and disrupting the 

ordinary.  

Line breaks, sentences and enjambment are distinctive features of ‘The Gun’.  The lines are at odds 

with the syntax as the sense of excess develops.  The third stanza ends with a powerful, brutal short 

sentence as the addiction to the gun and to violence develops significantly and an ethical line is 

crossed: 

“Then a rabbit shot 

Clean through the head.” 

The poem becomes increasingly sensuous in the fourth stanza: her husband’s hands ‘reek of gun oil/ 

and entrails’ and he tramples the ‘fur and feathers’ of slaughtered animals into the house.  The 

sensuousness reaches its culmination in the final line of the stanza in the remarkable simile: ‘like 

when sex was fresh’, suggesting the gun improves their sex life as it brings a youthful vitality and 

virility. The following, single-line, end-stopped stanza confirms what has been hinted at throughout: 

“A gun brings a house alive.” 

The speaker and her partner’s ongoing relish is evinced in the syndetic pairs of -ing verbs in the final 

stanza as the feats is prepared: ‘jointing/and slicing, stirring and tasting’.  The poem’s exploration of 
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life and death is woven skilfully in to the final, rather starling image.  The pagan figure of the King of 

Death is imagined powerfully ‘stalking/out of the winter woods’ to join the feast.  His mouth is 

‘spouting golden crocuses’ – flowers associated with the life of early spring.  The presence of death 

ultimately makes us cherish life because in death we recognise life’s fragility. 

 

In her different poem drafts, Feaver changed the ending of the poem in interesting ways.  An early 

draft ends by describing how bringing a gun into a house is like bringing in a skull.  A later draft ends 

with the familiar image of a flower, but it is the mouth of a gun which is ‘sprouting golden crocuses’ 

 



POEM: The Lammas Hireling – Ian Duhig 
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The Poet: 

Duhig was born in Ireland. 

He is known for his inventive use of 

language and wide-ranging knowledge 

of world literatures, culture and 

history. 

Context to the Poem 

The poem is based on a story that the poet was told while on a late-night 

walk in Northern Ireland. The person told Duhig a story about witches 

who used to turn into hares. The poem could be a rendition of a folk tale. 

“Lammas” – the festival of ‘loafmass’, 1 August – traditionally a time for 

hiring help with the harvest 

What is the poem about? 
This poem tells the story of a farmer who hires a young man to help with his 

cows. The man he hires is very good – he has an almost magical quality. 

However, the young man turns out to be a warlock and the narrator shoots him 

through the heart. This results in the narrator being cursed and feeling guilty. 

FORM: 

−The poem is written in free verse – 

there is no specific rhyme or rhythm 

to the poem 

−Lines in the poem start and end in 

unusual places as if the poem itself 

has been disturbed by the events 

and lost all form 

−Enjambment – creates the effect of 

ongoing and frantic speech – 

generates tension 

 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem is structured in 4 

stanzas of 6 lines – makes it seem 

like a story or fairy tale 

−The poem is a confession to a 

priest. It is not a dramatic 

monologue or soliloquy 

−Varying sentence lengths – 

encourages the feeling of 

confusion and makes the narrator 

seem erratic  

 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Colloquialism, dialect and 

references to folklore. The farmer 

is a simple man and there is only 

one word of 3 syllables in the 

poem. 

− Violent verbs e.g. “struck”, 

“dropped” 

−Similes – convey the force and 

horror of the action conveyed 

−Alliteration 

−Intentional ambiguity 

−Personification – emphasises the 

theme of the supernatural 

−Simplistic imagery linked to rural 

existence and folklore 

−Semantic field of the supernatural 

and mysterious beings – makes the 

reader question the reality of the 

situation creating scepticism 

towards the narrator’s story 

−Imagery of light progresses 

throughout the poem 

SIMILAR TO: 

 Giuseppe 

 Eat Me 

 The Deliverer 

 The Gun 

THEMES: 

 Feelings of guilt 

 Attitudes to others 

 Masculinity 

 Transgressions  

TONE: 

There is a dark and 

mysterious tone to the poem. 

It becomes more ominous 

towards the end of the poem 

and the narrator asks to be 

blessed, highlighting his guilt. 



POEM: The Lammas Hireling – Ian Duhig 

speaker of the poem is a farmer.  He buys a cheap farm-hand (a hireling) at a fair.  The new hireling 

has a positive influence on the farmer’s cattle – he produces double the usual milk.  One night, the 

farmer has a nightmare about his dead wife and hears his wife’s voice coming from the hireling.  He 

discovers the naked hireling caught in a fox-trap.  The framers thinks that he had transfigured into a 

hare and back again.  The farmer then shoots the hireling, who turns back into a hare, before 

throwing him from a bridge.  In the present, the farmer tells us his herd of cattle is no longer 

flourishing.  We discover that the farmer has been telling his story in a church, as he seeks to confess 

his sin.  

Commentary: 

This is perhaps the most unsettling – and certainly the most ambiguous poem in the anthology.  It 

seems to take delight in wrong-footing us, leaving gaps, refusing to answer questions.  This 

uncertainty finds it figurative expression in the poem’s frequent shifts between light and dark; note, 

for example, the oxymoronic ‘dark lantern’ in the second sestet.  It is almost impossible to read ‘The 

Lammas Hireling’ without asking a number of (unanswered) questions.  How did the hireling have 

such a seemingly magical effect on the cattle? Why does the farmer like company that knows when 

to ‘shut up’?  What happened to the farmer’s wife?  Why does the farmer track her voice to the 

voice of the hireling?  Did the hireling really turn into a hare?  Why did he shoot the hireling?  Was 

he jealous?  Is he sexually attracted to the hireling? Why does he confess every hour?  Part of the joy 

of reading this macabre poem is that we can play a game, trying to fill the gaps ourselves.  

We certainly cannot trust the speaker – he is an example of an unreliable narrator.  The poem is a 

dramatic monologue, and the speaker is presented as having a very distinctive character.  Phrases 

and references suggest that the poem takes place at an indeterminate point in England’s rural past, 

perhaps the 19th century: ‘a heavy purse’; ‘elf shot’; ‘muckle sorrow’.  We learn that the farmer is, 

initially at least, obsessed with money.  He is pleased that the hireling was so cheap, and that the 

hireling helps the farmer to make more money from his cattle. The caesura, the frequent short 

sentences and the stark phrasing of ‘knew when to shut up’ indicate that he is bullish and 

authoritative; they also suggest that the farmer has difficulties with language and expression.  At the 

end of the poem, he compulsively and obsessively seeks confession.  But he knows that he cannot be 

forgiven since he cannot reliably articulately his crime.  Also, the poem’s conclusion reveals that the 

farmer has changed substantially – his fixation with money and wealth is now completely gone.  

Instead, we see him melting his money to make bullets.  To shoot what, we don’t know.  His mind 

appears broken.  Perhaps he is trying to protect himself from a revengeful spirit of nature. 

What about the hireling? The poem’s title certainly gives this character a significance.  To 

understand this significance fully, we might need to consider him in the light of English folk 

traditions.  The poem is very firmly located in this tradition, and in particular, shares similarities with 

the 15th-and 16th-century border ballads.  Duhig is clearly positioning ‘The Lammas Hireling’ in the 

centuries-old folk tradition of English songs and tales.  Duhig has said he has 16th century border 

ballads in mind when he wrote the poem.  These folk songs are violent and often gruesome talks 

containing the supernatural (often in the form of ghosts and animal transfigurations).  Also, 

traditional folk songs frequently recall a pre-Christian, pagan sensibility.  The hireling, who appears 

to transfigure into a hare, is clearly placed in this folk tradition, and is a Pan-like embodiment of 

nature and fertility.  Pan is the pagan Greek god of nature, and is often associated with sex and 

fertility.  He has the legs and horns of a goat.  He certainly has an ease with nature: ‘Yields doubled’ 

under the hireling’s stewardship, and ‘cattle doted on him’.  Perhaps the farmer is jealous of the 

hireling’s ease (as well as suspecting him of witchcraft).  And, of course, the hireling appears naked, 

suggesting a pagan fertility ritual of witchcraft. Perhaps appropriately, given its historical setting, the 
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poem adopts a traditional form.  In fact, the shape of the poem is remarkably balanced and 

symmetrical: four regular sestets.  This suggests a level of detail, control, recalling perhaps the 

authoritative nature of the farmer.  However, this symmetry is cut across by the jarring effects of the 

enjambment.  The apparently pleasant ‘I grew fond of company’ is undermined by the next line, 

‘That knew when to shut up’.  Equally, ‘Then one night’ runs onto the following sestet and to the 

key, foregrounded word ‘Disturbed’.  Duhig uses the pauses brought by the spaces to build an 

unsettling tension.   

Context:  

Hares feature prominently in folk songs, especially in stories about animal transfigurations, and they 

were often associated with evil and witchcraft.  For example, there was a belief that witches could 

transform into hares, which could suck the milk from their neighbours’ cows, draining them dry.   

Pagan - You could be considered a pagan if you don't believe in religion or you worship more than 
one god. 

The original pagans were followers of an ancient religion that worshiped several gods (polytheistic). 

Today, pagan is used to describe someone who doesn't go to synagogue, church, or mosque. It could 

be that they worship several gods at once, or they have no interest in a god at all. Religious people 

sometimes use pagan as a put-down to describe the unreligious as godless and uncivilized. 

On the online poetry archive, Ian Duhig describes the basis of the poem.  When he was in Northern 

Island, a local person pointed out a house where local witches used to live and turn into hares.  

When the after was dying, his family was embarrassed because his body was turning into a hare.  

The man who told Duhig the story said he attended the funeral of the father, and he could hear the 

hare’s paws beating on the lid of the coffin as they lowered it into the ground.  

Key Words: 

Elf-shot: a medical condition from Anglo-Saxon times, believed to be caused by invisible elves 

shooting arrows at a person or animal; the farmer is saying his heard of cattle is disease-ridden and 

cursed.  

‘To go the hare gets you muckle sorrow, / The wisdom runs, muckle care’ – Duhig says he got this 

expression from ‘The Allensford Pursuit’ a 17th century witch chant restored by the 20th century poet 

Robert Graves – this is another text about being transformed into animals.  

Heifers – young cows. 

A cow with leather horns: an illusion to an old riddle; it means a hare. 

Casting ball from half-crowns: the farmer is melting down his money and making shot for his 

shotgun.  
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The Poet: 

Helen was born in Yorkshire as a part 

of a large extended family. She grew 

up surrounded by stories, fairy tales 

and ballads. 

Her writing is known for its lyrical 

intensity. Her language is sensual and 

exact, recreating scenes for the reader 

that lodge in your mind 

Context to the Poem 

The poem is autobiographical – it is Dunmore speaking to her younger 

self. 

Helen Dunmore died of cancer in June 2017 at the age of 64.   

What is the poem about? 

The poem is a dialogue between the poet and her childhood self. She 

addresses the young girl she once was and expresses her concerns and 

opinions. 

FORM: 

−There is no rhyme scheme – the 

poem is presented as a conversation 

between the adult narrator and 

herself as a child, rhyme would be 

an artificial method of organising 

this. 

 

−Enjambment – creates fluidity 

STRUCTURE: 

−The poem is in 6 stanzas of 

irregular length. The strong 

structure shows how adult life is 

regimented and scheduled as 

opposed to the life of a child who is 

free to do whatever they want.  

−Stanzas 1-3 each have two 

sentences and end at the end of a 

sentence. Stanzas 4 and 5 run on 

into stanza 6 

−The wide use of punctuation helps 

to enable a constant flow of speech 

with less separation – growing 

emotion of the narrator 

POETIC TECHNIQUES: 

−Each stanza contains many 

images of summer (most are about 

being in a state of constant 

movement) – evokes happy 

memories of freedom 

−Sensory detail – displays vitality 

and spontaneity 

−The use of a variety of verbs 

portray the movement of the child 

−Rhetorical question 

−Semantic field of childhood 

−Frequent use of pronouns – add a 

personal tone in the poem 

SIMILAR TO: 

 An Easy Passage 

 History 

 Ode on a Grayson Perry Urn 

 The Furthest Distances I’ve Travelled 

THEMES: 

 Youth 

 Resonance of the past 

 A sense of place 

 Attitudes towards 

women 

 Time passing by 

TONE: 
The older voice is conscious of the 

child and approaches her carefully. 

 

There is a reflective tone running 

through the poem as the speaker 

shares her childhood memories 

with the readers. There is a tone 

of disappointment when she 

compares what she has become. 



POEM: To My Nine-Year-Old Self – Helen Dunmore  

The speaker imagines that she is able to meet herself as a child. The poem is addressed to the 

younger self.  The speaker reflects upon the nine-year-old’s fun and energetic life, and contrasts this 

with caution and care of the older speaker.  The poem ends with the speaker leaving her younger 

self as she slowly peels a scab from her knee and puts it on her tongue.  

Commentary: 

‘To My Nine-year-Old Self’ is at once a celebration of childhood and an anguished lamentation over 

its loss.  Dunmore crafts the poem carefully to draw attention to the differences between youth and 

adulthood, and the erosions brought about by time alone.   

Like many poems in the anthology, the title encapsulates the ideas in the poem brilliantly.  It, of 

course, immediately establishes who the poem is addresses to.  Also, ‘myself’ is, literally, split by the 

‘Nine –Year-Old’.  The poem therefore immediately calls into question the idea that our identity is 

unchanging; Dunmore instead suggests that we have multiple identities throughout our lives, and 

that we have very little in common with our childhood self.  

The poem begins with a short, four-word sentence ostensibly a conversational filler.  This establishes 

a sense of spoken voice (the poem is a dramatic monologue as the poet addresses her nine-year-old 

self).  The phrase is also formal and oddly tentative, and perhaps belongs to the circumlocutory 

world of adulthood, which would be alien to the child.  But this conversational opening is also an 

entreaty.  Sadly, the speaker is begging her younger self for forgiveness: for her decline and for all 

the things she has lost or ruined from her childhood.  

The caesura at the beginning of the poem cracks the line in the centre and intimates the distance 

between the speaker and the nine-yea-old, especially bearing in mind what immediately follows: she 

instructs her younger self to not be shocked by her presence or be so keen to leave her.  There is a 

briskness here, perhaps a note of irritation.  This is not going to be a happy reunion.  The impatience 

and energy of the child also emerges, and is confirmed in the subsequent lines in the stanza.  Note 

the energetic parallelism which concludes this stanza, creating a succession of active verbs.  She is 

fully inhabiting her own body, and her joy and energy are barely contained.  The image of the girl 

jumping from a height also operates on a symbolic level.  This is the all from childhood to adulthood. 

Dunmore contrasts the first two stanzas.  The young liveliness of the first stanza is contrasted with 

an adult caution in the second.  This contrast is confirmed in the simply direct end-stopped first line 

of the sestet.  This is followed by words from the semantic field of ill health as she reflects on the 

fears and ailments which have afflicted her in adulthood.  Even the shared body – one of the few 

things the two have in common – ultimately signifies the unbridgeable differences between her 

childhood and her adult self.  

It is worth noting the actions and experiences associated with childhood in the poem.  With the 

poem’s frequent lists, childhood is presented as one long, vivid morning in the summer - the 

discovery of small animals, eating sweets, making dens, rope-swings.  It is a kind of earthly paradise, 

like the innocent Adam and Eve before the fall of experience and adulthood.  The poem ends with a 

totemic image of childhood, as the younger self is left to peel and eat a scab from her knee.   

This is a rich and memorable image with a direct appeal to the senses. The child is self-absorbed, 

living immediately in the world (rather than engaged in abstract reflections like the older self) and 

thankfully nonplussed by the worried-looking adult. But, like the rather sinister males mentioned, 

shadows lurk at the edges of this childhood.  The poem ends with a rather awkward farewell and we 

are reminded that, despite childhood’s joy, time is limited – the morning will soon be clouded over.  
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After all, the speaker is effectively a ghost not from the past but the future – a sombre warning of 

what the years to come have in store.  


